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INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY AND
ADMINISTRABILITY OF THE TAX CODE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:85 a.m. in room

SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Charles E.
Grassley (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senator Grassley.
[The press release announcing the hearing and Senator Grass-

ley's opening statement follows:]

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE SETS
FINAL HEARING OF SERIES RELATING THE TAX CODE'S INFLUENCES ON PRODUCTIVITY
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Senator Charles E. Grassley (R., Iowa), Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee on
Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service, announced today that the Subcommittee
will hold the last hearing of a series of hearings which began last spring on relating
the tax code's influences to productivity and economic growth.

The hearing will be held on Monday, September 17, 1984 at 9:30 a.m. in Room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building."Past hearings in this series have covered the agriculture and small business seg-
ments of the economy, as well as a general overview of the economic scene. The pur-
pose has been to understand the impact of the Federal tax system on individual de-
cisions in the economy: to examine microeconomic effects as the basis for improving
the Federal tax system," Senator Grassley stated.

Senator Grassley noted that "prior hearings brought a wider range of testimony
than was originally expected. We did get many new ideas about the tax code and
productivity. However, we came to realize that most witnesses were interested in
basic fundamental tax reform.

"In this hearing we want to focus on what systemic tax reforms can be made to
increase productivity and administrability of the tax code," Senator Grassley added.

REMARKS OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRAssLEY, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Today marks a milestone in the development of the tax system in this Nation. It
may seem like a small milestone, but it is significant nonetheless. For today, we
conclude the first Senate hearings that have inquired into the most important
aspect of the tax system: the impact of federal taxation on the operation of business,
individual activity, and the economy as a whole.

The Congress has always been interested in the most obvious effects of taxation:
how much revenue will the tax system raise? How will the tax system stimulate
this or that activity? How will It help or hurt farmers, small businesses, basic indus-
tries, and the home owner. These are important questions, and the Congress has
been flat-out right in asking these questions ovei the years.(1)
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But there is more to it than that. The really basic questions have little to do with

how the tax system affects this or that group, or how it stimulates this or that activ-
ity. The really basic questions have to do with the impact of the tax system on the
most far-reaching decisions that top corporate managers make. The really impor-
tant questions have to do with the way in which the current tax system imposes tax
burdens on one group and not another. The really basic questions have to do with
how the tax system induces business managers and individuals to decide on one
course of conduct, because it has tax advantages, rather than another course of con-
duct, which might be more economically sensible.

Last spring, this Subcommittee began these hearings with an examination of the
microeconomic effects of the current Net Income Tax system. We thought that the
microeconomic approach would reveal problems and dysfunctions that the Congress
could correct through legislation. We were right, but we got much more than we
bargained for. We learned about the microeconomic problems, to be sure. But we
learned much more. We learned that the problems with the current Net Income
Tax system are much more serious than we realized. The problems are serious in
several areas: the current system is perceived as unfair, inequitable, inefficient, and
biased toward certain kinds of economic activity. These complaints were raised by a
wide range of witnesses: highly respected economists; small business representa-
tives; top managers and representatives of basic industries, service industries, and
investment industries; and farmers.

They all had the same message: reform. The witnesses spoke again and again of
reform. Basic, fundamental, reform. I would like to call it "systemic reform," be- -

cause what these witnesses called for it more than a fix-it approach. We like to say,
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Well, the message from the witnesses before this Sub-
committee is, "It is broke, so do fix it."

I am very pleased today to welcome a panel of distinguished witnesses who will
help the Subcommittee in the final phase of this inquiry. In this final phase, we
want to step back from the details of the current tax system and look at long-range
consequences, and long-term solutions. These hearings, so far, have gravitated up-
wards toward a full-scale indictment of the Net Income Tax. Where does that leave
us today? What have we wrought, as a people, in this current Net Income Tax
system? Where should we go from here?

Senator GRASSLEY, I would like to convene this hearing of the
subcommittee I chair on the Oversight of the Internal Revenue
Service and welcome the public at large, witnesses specifically, the
staff, everybody who has been so helpful in this, the last of a series
of hearings that we have held on the development of the tax
system and how it impacts upon productivity and the economy gen-
erally in this country. Today we conclude the first Senate set of
hearings that have inquired into this most important aspect of the
tax system from this standpoint, the impact of the Federal taxation
on the operation of business, individual activity, and how those
affect the development of the economy as a whole.

The Congress has always been interested in the most obvious ef-
fects of taxation, how much revenue will the tax system raise, or
the question of how will the tax system stimulate this or that activ-
ity, or how will the tax system help or hurt farmers or small busi-
nesses or basic industries or the homeowners, and to some extent
we have even looked into those things in this set of hearing, but all
leading to the very important questions that Congress ought to be
asking over the years. These are very important questions, but
there is more to the questions that ought to be asked than just
those very basic ones, and those really basic questions that we have
to ask have little to do with how the tax system affects this or tiat
group or how. it stimulates this or that activity. The really basic
questions have to do with the impact of the tax system on the most
far-reaching decisions that top corporate managers and anybody in-
vesting in this country have to make.
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The really important questions have to do with the way in which
the tax system imposes burdens on one group and not another, the
really basic questions have to do with how the tax system induces
business managers and individuals to decide on one course of con-
duct or another because it has certain tax advantages rather than
on another course of conduct that might be more economically sen-
sible, the basic issue, then, of between making those decisions
based upon the tax consequences of the investment or expenditure
as opposed to what the real economic aspects of those decisions are.
And I guess we start with the supposition that the latter ought to
be the main basis for investment and expenditure by business in
this country, and also basic decisions of the consumer as well.

If you remember, last spring the subcommittee began hearings
with an examination of the microeconomic effects of the current
net income tax system. We thought that the microeconomic ap-
proach would reveal problems and disfunctions that the Congress
could correct through legislation. We were right, but we got much
more in those series of hearings than we bargained for. We learned
about the microeconomic problems to be sure, but we learned much
more.

We learned that the problems of the current net income tax
system are much more serious than realized. The problems are se-
rious in several areas:

The current system is perceived as unfair, inequitable, ineffi-
cient, and biased toward certain kinds of economic activity. These
complaints were raised by a wide range of witnesses that we had
throughout the spring and summer-highly respected economists,
small business representatives, top managers and representatives
of basic industries, also the service industries, the investment busi-
ness, and even farmers.

These various groups all came to somewhat the same conclu-
sions, and the message that they gave us was that reform was dra-
matically needed. The witnesses spoke again and again of the word"reform," basic fundamental reform.

I would like to call this call for fundamental reform as systemic
reform, because what these witnesses called for was more than a
uick-fix approach. And you know the old saying, "If it ain't broke,
on't fix it"; well, the message from the witnesses before this sub-

committee through the spring and summer has basically been, "It
is broke, so do fix it."

I am very pleased today to welcome a panel of distinguished wit-
nesses-three panels in number-who will help the subcommittee
in the final phase of this inquiry. In this final phase we want to
step back from the details of the current tax system and look at
the long-range consequences and the long-term solutions.

These hearings, so far, have gravitated upward toward a full
scale indictment of the net income tax. So then, today we ask,
"Where does that leave us? What have we wrought as a people in
this current net income tax system, and where should we go from
here? That is the basic issue.

Of course, as we even look at this current election campaign be-
tween the two candidates for President and many of the candidates
of both Houses of the Congress, this issue is being addressed right
now. There is some indication from the political talk going on this
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fall that we might prognosticate that there will be a major over-
haul in the coming spring.

I suppose we are all pessimistic about that, because we have sup-
posed that for a long period of time, going back evpn to the 1976
election, and not a whole lot has materialized. In fact, if you look
at the size of the Tax Code, I suppose if you measure it just by
volume you can say the situation is getting worse instead of better.

But, regardless, we now begin this last series of hearings, hope-
fully setting a record as we go into deliberations in the Senate Fi-
nance Committee, and hopefully in the House Ways and Means
Committee, that these issues will be looked at thoroughly so that
there is a major overhaul of the tax system next year-as an end
in itself, but also partly as an answer to the general question that
is so basic right now in this political season, "Will there, or will
there not, be a tax increase? And if there is going to be one, when
does it come in the process of determining a budget deficit? Before
expenditure reductions, or after expenditure reductions, or simulta-
neous with that discussion?"

Now, as I call the first panel, I am sorry to announce that one of
our very fine witnesses, Lew Lehrman, who is chairman of the Citi-
zens for America and a business person in New York and also a
Republican and conservative political leader in this country, is not
going to be able to be with us because, as my staff said, he is'stuck" in Philadelphia. I guess transportation was a major prob.
lem. So we only have two people, then, on our first panel.

Paul Huard is currently vice president for taxes and fiscal policy,
National Association of Manufacturers. He is a graduate of the
Boston College Law School, Master of Law-Taxation-at George-
town University, and he has served as an enforcement attorney for
the SEC.

We also have on the same panel-and I will call Paul first-
second, Jack Walter. I will ask each- of you to testify and will have
questions of you as a panel. Jack Walter is currently president of
the National Academy of Public Administration, was first a
Senate-confirmed appointee to the Director of Office of Govern-
ment Ethics under President Carter and was retained in that posi-
tion by President Reagan, has been a member of the Florida State
government's cabinet and a graduate of Amherst College and Yale
University Law School.

Thank you both very much. I guess maybe I ought to make the
usual administrative announcements before you start your testimo-
ny, that the record will stay open for about 10 or at the most 15
days for any additions or corrections that any of the panel have to
it., Also, if there is anybody who has a short statement, who was
not invited to testify on this issue, that would like to have their
testimony considered for the committee's consideration, we would
be glad to receive that as well.

I guess that's it. Would you like to start out, Paul?

STATEMENT BY PAUL R. HUARD, -VICE PRESIDENT, TAXATION
AND FISCAL POLICY DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF MANUFACTURERS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HUARD. Thank you, Senator.
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We have a prepared statement on behalf of the association which
I would like to submit for the record. I will try to summarize my
comments therein. I think it may be more helpful to have a brief
summary and then an opportunity for questions.

Let me turn first to the issue of productivity. I think the tax
policy, while certainly riot the only factor affecting productivity,
nevertheless represents one major means of improving productivity
by stimulating a greater shift of resources to items such as capital
expenditures and research and development.

Furthermore, we find that specifically targeted tax incentives are
more effective in stimulating productivity in the economy than
more general measures such as overall rate reduction.

On the specific issue of productivity, therefore, we would support
changes in the existing lavO which would have the effect of specifi-
cally targeting the incentive effect of the law in the areas of pro-
ductivity with particular regard to capital expenditures and re-
search and development.

Specifically, we would be very supportive of restoration of the
Accelerated Cost Recovery System to its original configuration as
passed in 1981. As I am sure you may recall in 1982 and again in
1984 there were rather significant dilutions to the Accelerated Cost
Recovery System made in the tax bills that were enacted in those
years.

In the area of research and development, we would support
making permanent and improving the existing R&D tax credit,
which as you know will expire at the end of next year. Likewise,
we would support further extension of the moratorium on regula-
tion 861, which has to do with the allocation of R&D expense. It is
a somewhat esoteric provision, but the net effect of the moratorium
is to improve the situation in terms of R&D expenditures for do-
mestic companies.

Let me turn-now to the broader issue of systemic reform to make
the system generally more efficient, more administerable, and
more stimulative of economic growth. In reaching an understand-
ing of this issue it is helpful to review the three major generic ap-
proaches to achieving so-called reform, and maybe we should put
quote marks around reform.

The first is the nickel, and dime or cats and dogs approach, which
I'm sure you as a member of this committee are quite familiar
with. It is the approach we used in 1982 and is the approach that
we used again in 1984, where you make literally hundreds-200 to
300-discrete, relatively minor changes in the tax code, where
nobody suffers any major disaster but everybody loses a little, and
everybody's taxes go up a little. I guess Senator Dole, in particular,
has discovered that this is a technique that enables him to get a
bill out of the committee.

The problem with that approach, of course, is that it doesn't do
anything for simplifying the system. What you do is you add thou-
sands of pages to what-already is an over lengthy and over compli-
cated law, and I think sooner or later this particular technique is
going to be subject to the law of diminishing returns. I am not too
sure how many more acts like TEFRA or the 1984 act you can have
before you run out of nickels and dimes. So we frankly are not very
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supportive of any future attempts to reform the system through
that kind of technique.

The second generic approach is a major overhaul-which, more
bluntly, is the so-called meat-axe approach, and in this regard
there are numerous proposals before the Congress which I am sure
will be introduced in the next Congress. Among these are the Brad-
ley-Gephart bill, the Kemp-Kasten bill.

The trouble with all of these is that they involve repealing
scores-30, 40, 50, 60-deductions, credits and exclusions currently
in the law. In a nutshell, I think they upset too many economic ap-
plecarts in which economic and investment planning, and compen-
sation planning decision, have been made. They are too ambitious,
and I don't think they are politically do-able.

The last approach is to turn to something entirely new, which we
have concluded is probably the best technique, and that is a trans-
actions-based tax-either something in the nature of a value-added
tax or a national sales tax, with the revenue being used essentially
for two purposes. Part of the revenue we believe should be used
straight out to just reduce deficits. The remaining part should be
used to lower income taxes. You are going to have to make some
adjustments to handle the regressivity issues at the lower end of
the income tax scale, and I think the rest of the revenue can be
used either for specifically targeted capital formation incentives or
things like reducing the double taxation of corporate dividends,
which as you know is a considerable disincentive to equity-type
investment.

The advantages I think of a transactions-based type of tax can be
summarized as follows:

Contrary to popular mythology, a properly designed tax with a
single rate and very few exemptions is not an administrative night-
mare for business or' anybody else-it would be relatively easy to
administer and collect.

Two, I think it is more efficient. If you tax a broad range of
goods and services, you are going to reach into the underground
economy; that unreported income which no type of income tax that
I am aware of is really going to drag into the system will be taxed
by a consumption tax when it is spent in the above-ground
economy.

Finally, I think you will promote economic growth, I think this
will happen In a number of ways: No. 1, 1 think you will find that
reducing the deficit will be helpful to economic growth; No. 2, I
think using part of the revenues to lower income taxes will be
stimulative of economic growth; and, finally, No. 3, I think by en-
acting this type of tax you will repair a lot of the difficulty we have
had in being competitive in international markets.

We now get 92 percent of our tax revenues from a combination
of corporate and individual income taxes and payroll taxes. When
businessmen pay these taxes, they are built into the price of the
products they manufacture. When you try to export those products,
you can't rebate that tax component. We have signed the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and we are obligated to live by
those agreements. And we don't have what amounts to a rebatable
tax. A transactions-based tax would be a rebatable tax. When we
export products, we could take that tax component out of the price
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of the products. I think it would go a long way towards making us
more competitive in international markets. It would bring us more
into line with the tax systems of all of our major trading partners
who derive a much larger component of their total Government
revenue from consumption taxation than we do, and corresponding-
ly they derive a much lower component of their revenues from
income taxation.

That summarizes the points in my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Paul.
Mr. Walter?
[Mr. Huard's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

PAUL R. HUARD

ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION' OF MANUFACTURERS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON TAX REFORM, ECONOMIC GROWTH AND PRODUCTIVITY

SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

I am Paul Huard, vice president for taxation and fiscal

policy of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), The

National Association of Manufacturers is a voluntary business

association of over 13,000 corporations, large and small, located

in every state. Members range in size from the very large to over

9,000 smaller manufacturing firms, each with an employee base of

less than 500. NAM member companies employ 85 percent of all

workers in manufacturing and produce over 80 percent of the

nation's manufactured goods. NAM is affiliated with an additional

158,000 businesses through its Associations Council and the

National Industrial Council. On behalf of our members, I am

pleased to be able to present our views on tax reform, economic

growth and productivity.



I. SUMMARY

The first part of this statement examines the major causes of

the productivity decline, both in the United States and overseas.

The second, part examines the evidence on tax policy as a

determinant of economic outcomes. The final section presents a

series of recommendations on tax policy options.

During the period from 1973 onward, productivity in the

United States fell below its long term postwar growth rate. The

causes of the global productivity slowdown had to do primarily

with the energy shocks, i.e., the successive increases in OPEC oil

prices, in conjunction with the restrictive reaction of

macroeconomic policy, which substantially slowed the growth rate

of the world economy. In the United States, the subnormal

productivity performance was exacerbated by other factors such as

changes in the demographic mix of the labor force, changes in the

sectoral mix of output, and regulatory drag.

The deepest phase of the productivity decline is now over.

The outlook is for a better aggregate performance in productivity

in 1984-85 primarily because of the upturn in the business cycle.

However, the longer term productivity performance will also

improve for several reasons. The decline in energy prices since

1981 will be a critical factor in raising cyclically-adjusted

productivity growth. The maturation of the workforce and the

resulting improvement in skill levels will also make a positive

contribution to productivity growth. Finally, although regulatory

reform has not progressed as far as would be desirable, there has
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been a substantial slowdown in the growth of regulatory costs.

Productivity performance depends a great deal on the

stability of the business cycle, not only because of the impact of

year-to-year growth rates on productivity, but also because

prolonged recessions lead to contractions in capital investment

and thus lower the trend rate of productivity growth. Therefore,

the overall posture of monetary, fiscal and tax policy should aim

at a stable growth path for the economy. In this respect, tax

policy must be considered in conjunction with the overall mix of

macroeconomic policy. Tax policy is more likely to enhancI

productivity when it is accompanied by monetary and spending

policies that work in favor of stabilizing the business cycle.

The productivity slowdown was not caused primarily by

increased tax drag during the 1970s. Nevertheless, tax policy

represents one major means of improving productivity'by shifting

the sectoral allocation of resources in favor of greater capital

spending and R&D. The existing research on taxes as a determinant

of macroeconomic outcomes points in the direction of the following

conclusions:

Tax policy is also more likely to raise productivity when it

consists of measures that will increase factor inputs to

production such as capital formation. In this respect, specific

tax measures designed to improve business liquidity, lower the

user cost of capital and increase savings will have a stronger

impact on productivity than more general tax reforms which do not

address these areas.
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The ACRS depreciation reform passed under ERTA has had a

favorable impact on business liquidity and capital formation.

Econometric studies demonstrate that if ERTA had not been passed,

business liquidity would have been lower and the contraction in

capital investment would have been more acute during the 1981-82

recession than what actually took place. Once the economy passed

its cyclic trough, ACRS added positively to the cyclical recovery

in capital formation. In this respect, further acceleration of

depreciation schedules, for instance through first year expensing

for equipment, should be considered in order to further increase

capital formation.

Productivity and long term economic growth can also be raised

through increased R&D. Tax measures to stimulate further R&D

should therefore be adopted. These include making permanent the

incremental R&D tax credit enacted as part of ERTA, and making

permanent the moratorium on Section 1.861-8 of the Treasury

regulations governing allocation of research expenditures.

To the degree that Congress undertakes any systematic reform

of the tax system, in NAM's view, this should consist of a shift

towards consumption taxes rather than any of the existing "flat

tax" proposals. Further, consumption taxes at this time should be

designed primarily in order to reduce the federal deficit.

However, there is some merit to structural reforms aimed at

shifting the tax burden from income to consumption.

Greater taxation of consumption would provide the long term

benefit of increasing savings, thereby raising aggregate liquidity

and reducing interest rates. At the same time, however, it should
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be noted that this would be primarily a long-run effect, and that

the short-run impact would be less favorable. The proximate

result of high consumption taxes would be a drop in effective

demand, which would be accentuated by the rise in the price level

associated with the addition of the tax to prices. However, the

weaker economy would lead to cyclical decreases in interest rates.

The resulting decline in the user cost of capital would lead to

greater investment and indirectly to higher productivity growth

via the capital-labor ratio. In the long term, therefore, the

benefits of shifting the tax base toward consumption rather than

income would outweigh the short-term costs.

II. THE PRODUCTIVITY ISSUE

Table 1 gives the growth rate of productivity in the non-farm

business sector for the period 1950-83.

Since the mid-1970s, there is evidence of a marked

deterioration in the rate of productivity growth both in the

United States and throughout the industrial countries.

Productivity growth rates initially slackened in late 1973, and

declined sharply in 1974. Thereafter, productivity growth

underwent a cyclical recovery in 1975-78, although it did not

attain the growth rates witnessed during prior expansionary

periods. In the United States, productivity growth was well below

trend during the later stages of the 1975-79 recovery. Beginning

in 1979, productivity growth again became negative in the United

States. However, 1983 has witnessed a normal cyclical recovery in
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productivity growth, comparable to the earlier recovery in 1976.

Whether this recovery will be transitory, or whether productivity

growth will return to its postwar trend during the upcoming

business cycle will depend critically on the economic environment.

Changes in tax policy can contribute to a better performance.

The causes of the productivity decline have been documented

in numerous econometric studies. On a year-to-year basis, lower

productivity growth reflects the aggravated downturns in the

international business cycle, manifested in the depth of the

worldwide recessions of 1974-75 and 1980-82. On a

cyclically-adjusted basis, the longer-term productivity decline

reflects the effects of the successive energy shocks of the 1970s

and other factors such as changes in the demographic composition

of the labor force, regulatory drag, and changes in the sectoral

mix of output.
1

Cyclical Factors. In the United States, productivity

underwent a mild slowdown during the late 1960s, notwithstanding

continuous economic expansion at this time, due in part to high

rates of labor utilization. Partly for this reason, the

productivity decline during the 1969-70 recession was more acute

than during prior recessionary periods in the late 1950s, despite

the fact that the downturns were deeper. However, the sharpest

cyclical fall in productivity took place during the recession of

1974-75, which was distinctive both in its extreme depth and its

worldwide character. The first OPEC crisis took place at the

final stages of a worldwide reflationary boom, when the global

39-960 0-84--2
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economy was already substantially overheated. The resulting

acceleration in inflation, further aggravated in the United States

by the removal of wage-price controls, induced a sharply

restrictive monetary-fiscal reaction at a time when inventories

were substantially overbuilt. The ensuing simultaneous fall in

demand throughout the industrial countries caused the recessionary

trend to be transferred across national boundaries through the

channel of diminished trade flows. This combination of events

effectively made the recession worldwide. Econometric analysis of

the world productivity slowdown at this time confirms that

throughout the industrial countries this phenomenon is explained

largely by the combination of the energy shock and the contraction

in output associated with the restrictive macroeconomic reaction.

To a substantial degree, the same process was repeated following

the second OPEC shock in 1979-80. This time, the world economy

was moving less rapidly, while the feed-through of energy prices

into domestic inflation rates was more gradual, producing a slower

decline into recession. In part because of the slower pace of the

contraction, labor markets equilibrated more rapidly relative to

the fall in demand, with the result that the recession was

associated with smaller decreases in productivity and greater

increases in unemployment than in 1974-75. By comparison, during

the recession of the mid-1970s, the speed of decline was so rapid

that employment fell only with substantial lags, leading to a very

sharp initial decline in tha output-labor ratio. However, the

recessionary period in 1980-82 was considerably longer than that

of 1974-75, both because of the prolongation of monetary restraint
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in the United States, and because the appreciation of the dollar

impelled the other industrial countries to refrain from

countercyclical policies in order to support their exchange rates.

The result was that the cyclical decline in productivity at this

time lasted for a period of roughly three years.

The contribution of cyclical factors to the slowdown in

productivity during the intervening recovery in 1975-79 is less

clear, but underutilization of capacity appears to have played

some role in other countries. The recovery of 1975-79 was

unusually slow in all the industrial countries except the United

States, where the looser stance of monetary policy enabled

restoration of normal postwar growth rates in real GNP and a full

recovery in capacity utilization. Nevertheless, while the

American economy had converged to full capacity by 1978, Canada,

Japan, and Western Europe continued to experience substantial

slack. The role of underutilization of capacity as an explanation

for slower productivity growth has been corroborated

econometrically for Canada and Western Europe. However, because

of the strength of the recovery in the United States, this

explanation is largely irrelevant here. As a result, an

explanation of this development requires recourse to non-cyclical

factors.

Non Cyclical Factors. Of the major non-cyclic components of

the productivity decline, the most important has been the change

in relative energy prices. The rise in oil costs is estimated to

have accounted for one-third of the cyclically-adjusted
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productivity slowdown in the United States since 1973. In

addition to thexr direct impact on factor inputs of energy, the

OPEC shocks are estimated to have had a secondary depressing

effect on productivity through the capital-labor ratio and the

output mix. The OPEC shocks raised the relative cost. of capital

inputs because of the complementarity of capital and energy,; at

the same time, they engendered shifts in the sectoral composition

of output from energy-intensive manufacturing industries, which

typically exhibit high productivity growth, to

non-energy-intensive services where productivity growth rates tend

to be lower.

Finally, several other factors account for the residual in

the productivity decline. The demographic composition of the

workforce appears to have slowed productivity growth consistently

over the postwar period, although interestingly enough this factor

was probably more important prior to the 1970s. Regulatory drag,

however, has been estimated to be a relatively important factor,

although the magnitudes have varied depending on the methodology

used. The role of R&D in accounting for the productivity slowdown

is somewhat ambiguous. However, since R&D constitutes a major

factor input to production, measures designed to enhance R&D

spending can be used in order to raise productivity over the

upcoming business cycle.

The Current Outlook. The current outlook for productivity is

for relatively normal cyclical behavior over the recovery. In

1983, non-farm productivity grew by 3.1%, essentially comparable
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to the recovery in productivity growth that took place in 1976.

It remains to be seen, however, whether productivity will continue

to rise at this rate, or whether it will undergo a consistent

deterioration over the business cycle as it did during the late

1970s. Factors working in favor of higher productivity growth at

the present time include lower energy prices and the expected

cyclical rise in capital investment; despite the high user cost of

capital, the contraction in the capital stock since 1980 implies

the need for substantial retooling. However, in the long term,

the user cost of capital and a slowdown in wage increases

associated with slack in labor markets work against major

increases in the capital-labor ratio.

III. THE EFFECTS OF TAXES ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

The relationship between tax policy and productivity must be

viewed as essentially indirect and long term in nature.

Nevertheless, tax changes constitute one of the major policy areas

that can be used to raise productivity growth inasmuch as tax

codes can be used to influence inputs of capital through such

mechanisms as depreciation reform. While there is general

agreement in economic theory that selective changes in the tax

laws can exert a statistically significant impact on capital

formation, there is, however, less consensus as to the magnitudes

involved. Some discussion of the evidence on the relationships

between tax policy and key economic indicators is therefore in

order.
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Business Investment. There is considerable evidence that the

tax system in the United States has depressed corporate

profitability and business investment, particularly during the

more inflationary environment that has prevailed since the late

1960s. There were two major components of this process, the

overstatement of inventory profits and the understatement of

depreciation costs under the ADR system. Any number of studies

have demonstrated that a substantial decline in the real rate of

return on corporate equity and a rise in the real user cost of

capital took place during the 1970s.2 This depressed capital

formation both because investors shifted their asset portfolios

away from corporate equity into interest-bearing instruments and

because corporations were forced to incur higher debt-equity

ratios in order to finance capital expansion. When excess

taxation of business income is entered as a determinant of capital

formation in full scale macroeconomic models the results show a

statistically significant impact on investment.
3

The result is that business tax cuts can be expected to

significantly raise the long term growth of the capital stock. Of

the possible corporate tax measures to enhance capital formation,

NAM considers retention of the Accelerated Cost Recovery System

(ACRS) passed in 1981 as part of the ERTA package to be the most

important priority at this time. The liberalization of

depreciation schedules directly raised corporate liquidity and

permits greater capital spending through retained earnings. The

depreciation reform also lowered the effective user cost of
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capital, and shifted relative prices in favor of greater factor

inputs of capital. The need to preserve ACRS incentives is

underlined by the fact that depreciation schedules were

subsequently lengthened under TEFRA in 1982.

The Effects of ERTA. With somewhat less than three years

elapsing since the passage of ERTA in 1981, the evidence on the

effects of these tax cuts on the economy is at the present time

only partial. Nevertheless, econometric tests using large scale

macroeconomic models have pointed to a generally favorable impact.

The simulations suggest that ERTA did in fact exert a

significant positive effect on the economy. With 1980 tax laws in

place and assuming no countervailing changes in monetary policy,

the contraction in consumption, investment and aggregate economic

activity resulting from the 1981-82 recession would have been

considerably more acute, and the gains associated with the

recovery would have been weaker. Over a 1983-85 forecast horizon,

the elimination of ERTA with no compensating loosening of monetary

policy causes real GNP to be lower by magnitudes of up to 1.2

percentage points. The losses in business fixed investment that

would have taken place without ERTA are even greater. In sum, the

business provisions of ERTA substantially reduced the cyclical

losses in output and investment associated with the 1981-82

recession, and will contribute to raising the cyclical gains

during the upcoming recovery.
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IV. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In considering fundamental reform of the tax system, it

should be borne in mind at the outset that historically the tax

system has tended to favor consumption at the expense of savings

and investment. This is evident from the fact that income is

taxed when it is earned, and then if it is saved the income on

such income is also taxed. Another glaring example of the

system's anti-investment bias is the double taxation of corporate

earnings paid out as dividends. In such cases, the combined

income taxes paid by the company and its shareholders on the

company's earnings can rise to as much as 73 percent at the

federal level alone. Moreover, some 55% of federal revenue is

derived from income taxes, which is a much higher ratio .than in

the other industrial countries.

While this bias toward rewarding consumption at the expense

of savings and investment was in part redressed by the capital

formation incentives contained in ERTA these incentives have

already been substantially diluted under TEFRA and, to a somewhat

lesser extent, by the Tax Reform Act of 1984. NAM believes it is

critical that we preserve important capital formation provisions

such as the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) and the

Investment Tax Credit (ITC). These incentives--which should-

receive a large share of the credit for the strength of the

current recovery in capital formation--are necessary to enable

major corporations to make productivity-enhancing investments.
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Bearing these considerations in mind, there are clear

differences in the implications of the major proposals for tax

reform now under consideration. Three major types of tax reform

have been proposed:

1. "Reform" of the system through numerous adjustments to

the existing basic framework. This approach would merely repeat

the technique used in TEFRA and the Tax Reform Act of 1984, where

literally hundreds of changes modifying existing law were adopted.

2. Major overhaul of the existing tax system, involving a

substantial broadening of the taxable income base together with a

lowering of marginal tax rates. The base broadening could be

achieved by either eliminating many existing deductions and

credits, or expanding the definition of gross income to include

items presently excluded, or both.

3. Enactment of a tax which is an "add-on" to the existing

system and thus leaves that system intact. Surtaxes levied on the

present income tax would be one approach; another would be

imposition of a totally new tax such as a VAT or a national retail

sales tax.

The first approach listed is clearly the least desirable.

Legislation such as TEFRA and the 1984 Tax Reform Act merely add

further complications to a statute already overburdened with

complexity. They are not based upon any discernible principles of

consistency in tax policy. Rather, their primary motivation--and

in our view quite possibly their sole justification--is purely and

simply the raising of revenue to reduce deficits. At best, such

bills are patchwork repair jobs; at their worst, they are
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near-classic examples of political expediency. More

significantly, we may now have reached the stage where the

"tinkering" approach has been so overused that it will produce

only diminishing returns.

Attempting a majo; overhaul of the existing system does have

a great deal of appeal, particularly from the standpoint of

simplicity. Any such overhaul, however, is likely to face

enormous obstacles. In particular, efforts to broaden the taxable

income base can be expected to give rise to substantial resistance

on numerous fronts. All of the comprehensive base-broadening

plans we have examined would require repeal of literally scores of

exclusions, deductions and credits presently in the law. Each

such provision was adopted for policy reasons considered

meritorious by the Congress and many of these have been in the law-

for decades. Furthermore, --and we wish to place considerable

emphasis on this point--flat tax proposals on other full scale

reforms of the tax code do not have any beneficial impacts on

productivity or capital formation. The notion that a flattening

of personal tax rates will raise capital investment and

productivity has no basis whatsoever in economic theory. Instead,

raising productivity requires that the tax system contain specific

incentives for capital formation and R&D.

In light of the foregoing considerations, the final generic

approach that we mentioned--an "add-on" to the existing system--

seems to have some promising features. An "add-on" tax that is

simple and fair could be enacted in a much shorter time frame and

with considerably less attendant controversy than could any major
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overhaul or restructuring proposal. Of the two "add-on" proposals

most often mentioned--income tax surtaxes and transaction-based

consumption taxes--it is clear that the latter are much to be

preferred to the former.

The various factors recited above, among others, have led NAM

to conclude that a consumption-based tax would offer the best

balance between the need to retain incentives for savings and

investment and any perceived need for additional federal revenues.

Revenues from such a tax could be used at least in part to replace

revenues from the existing income tax system, thereby reducing its

bias against savings and investment.

Design of a Consumption-Based Tax NAM believes that a

consumption-based tax should include the following design

features:

1. Simplicity. The tax should be simple to understand and

to administer. This factor clearly points to a transaction-based

consumption tax, e.g., one imposed on an ad valorem basis when a

taxable product or service changes hands.

2. Breadth. Obviously, the broader the base of the tax, the

lower the rate that will be required to raise a specified amount

of revenue. This is perhaps the most critical factor to be

evaluated in determining the scope of any transaction-based tax.

We believe the fairest and least disruptive approach is to use the

lowest possible rate on the broadest possible base. What this

means, of course, is inclusion of services as taxable items and

taxation on the basis of full value (i.e., including retail markup
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in the tax base). If the service sector is substantially omitted,

the burden of the tax will tend to fall entirely on manufactured

goods and a much higher rate will be required. A similar result

will occur if the retail markup is omitted from the taxable base.

Another advantage to using the broadest possible base is that it

will maximize the federal government's recapture of presently-lost

tax revenues from the so-called "underground economy." This will

occur when such unreported income is spent in the "above ground

economy."

3. fairness. In the case of transaction-based consumption

taxes, an often-voiced concern is the potentially regressive

impact of such taxes on lower income individuals. We believe,

however, that any such impact can either be eliminated or at least

satisfactorily mitigated by (a) low rating, zero rating or

exempting certain necessities such as food and medicines, (b)

providing income tax credits or increased personal exemptions and

zero bracket amounts for such individuals, or (c) sone combination

of these techniques.

4. Other Tax Reforms. Further, we wish to reemphasize our

commitment to preserving existing tax incentives for R&D and

capital formation.

Capital Formation. The most critical element of any tax

policy aimed at enhancing productivity is to stimulate additional

capital formation. The ACRS depreciation reform enacted in 1981

went quite far in redressing the overstatement of corporate tax

liabilities resulting from ADR, but was subsequently diluted by
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the passage of TEFRA in 1982. Moreover, ACRS did not represent an

improvement in depreciation schedules over ADR for certain high

technology industries with short-lived assets. At the very least,

the existing ACRS depreciation laws should be retained. At some

future time, Congress should give serious consideration to further

acceleration of depreciation schedules, for instance through the

enactment of first year expensing for capital equipment.

R&D Improvement. Notwithstanding the finding that R&D was

not closely related to the productivity slowdown, productivity

could be enhanced in the long term by greater R&D. Several

measures can be taken to improve R&D, including; 1) making

permanent the 25% tax credit on incremental R&D expenditures

enacted under ERTA, which is currently scheduled to expire at the

end of 1985; 2) making permanent the moratorium on Section 1.861-8

of the Treasury Regulations governing allocation of R&D

expenditures. Other measures aimed at stimulating R&D such as

patent term restoration should also be considered.

I hope that the foregoing suggestions are of assistance to

the Committee in its deliberations on this important matter. I

will be pleased at this time to address any questions you may

have.
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TABLE 1

PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH, NON-FARM BUSINESS SECTOR (1950-84)

1950 6.0 1962 3.6 1974 -2.5

1951 1.7 1963 3.2 1975 2.0

1952 2.3 1964 3.9 1976 3.2

1953 1.7 1965 3.1 1977 2.2

1954 1.4 1966 2.5 1978 0.6

1955 3.9 1967 1.9 1979 -1.5

1956 0.3 1968 3.3 1980 -0.7

1957 1.7 1969 -0.3 1981 1.9

1958 2.4 1970 0.3 1.982 -0.1

1959 3.4 1971 3.3 1983 3.1

1960 0.8 1972 3.7

1961 2.9 1973 2.4

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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STATEMENT OF J. JACKSON WALTER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. WALTER. Senator, good morning.
As president of the National Academy of Public Administration,

I am delighted at the opportunity to testify before the Subcommit-
tee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service on the subject of
the Administrative Impacts of Tax Reform.

A member of the National Academy's executive committee and a
former Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, Sheldon
Cohen will appear on your second panel, and I would be delighted
to defer to him with respect to your more difficult questions.

The National Academy is committed to the search for excellence
in Government and supports this subcommittee's concern with the
potential problems of implementing and administering whatever
tax reforms might emerge from the next Congress.

Only last April, President Reagan signed legislation granting a
Federal charter to the National Academy in recognition of our past
and future work on such questions. This was only the second such
charter granted to an organization of our kind in the past 150
years-the other being granted to the National Academy of Sci-
ences in the 1860's.

Though the National Academy does not support or oppose any
specific set of tax reforms, we are particularly concerned about the
potential administrative impacts. The National Academy believes
that a fair and simple tax, and for that matter a complicated tax,
can be neither fair nor simple if it cannot be administered.

There is little doubt that tax reform will be at the top of the con-
gressional agenda next year. There are dozens of proposals already
circulating on Capitol Hill, and the acronyms are staggering. The
list of ideas runs the gamut of recent tax proposals from Flat Taxes
to Cash-Flow Taxes to Consumed Income Taxes to National Sales
Taxes. As this committee already knows, there are a number of
ways of comparing the proposals. Some involve fairness and equity,
others focus on complexity and ease of understanding.

The National Academy of Public Administration, however, is
concerned with yet another way of comparingthe tax reform alter-
natives-their administrative impacts. The national Academy be-
lieves that every policy action creates an equal or greater adminis-
trative reaction, and is concerned with making the policies work
once the legislative debate is over. The battle on tax reform is al-read moving forward on several fronts.

Allof the reforms search for fairness, but in very different ways.
All seek economic efficiency in the hope that the tax system will
have a neutral impact on consumer choice. All hope to stop punish-
ing work and savings; all want simplicity; yet virtually none of the
current proposals confronts the issue of administrative impacts.

Though some of the reforms are obviously difficult to implement,
there has been little comparison of such administrative effects.
Therefore, the National Academy applauds this subcommittee's in-
terest in the question and hopes to remain active in the hearing
process.

Five questions are prominent in the National Academy's analysis
of the administrative impacts:
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First, how do the competing tax reforms compare on administra-
tive costs? Just how much will each tax cost to administer? Here
the focus is on net revenues.

Second, how do the tax reforms compare in terms of staff and or-
ganizational demands? Will the Internal Revenue Service need
more staff, more enforcement funding? The National Academy is
particularly concerned with any necessary reorganization. It is not
enough to simply pass a tax bill without considering the potential
impact on the Internal Revenue Service.

Third, how will the tax reforms be implemented? The National
Academy is interested in both the ease and speed of implementa-
tion and in the time and costs for compliance by taxpayers. The
Brookings Institution's cash-flow tax, for example, would take 3
years to implement, with a complex array of transition formulas.

Fourth, what kinds of information and data will be needed to
monitor and enforce the various tax reforms? Here the National
Academy shares the subcommittee's concern with taxpayer confu-
sion and paperwork demands.

Fifth and finally, can the various tax reforms be enforced? The
National Academy is concerned with the ultimate enforcement of
each option. Some are easier to evade than others. The VAT, for
example, has a much greater potential for tax avoidance than a na-
tional sales tax. Since the IRS is ultimately responsible for this en-
forcement, it would be a major issue for any study that we would
conduct on this topic.

The National Academy hopes that the subcommittee will remain
interested in and active on this general matter. Administrative im-
pacts should not be a secondary issue in tax reform. We believe
that these questions must be part of any comprehensive tax..reform
debate. Indeed, this is about the only question that has been ne-
glected both by the Congress and by the President; yet it may very
well be the single most important issue in terms of simplifying the
tax system. If Government cannot administer the reforms, there is
no reason to raise public expectations that we will finally have a
simple tax.

Once again, we believe that a fair and simple tax can be neither
fair nor simple if it cannot be administered.

Thank you.
[Mr. Walter's prepared statement follows:]

39-960 0-84--3
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The National Academy of Public Administration is delighted at the

opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal

Revenue Service on the subject of the administrative impacts of tax reform. The

National Academy is committed to the search for excellence in government, and

supports this Subcommittee's concern with the potential problems of implementing

and administering whatever tax reforms might emerge from the next Congress.

Only last April, President Reagan signed legislation granting a Federal charter to

the National Academy in recognition of our past and future work on such

questions. It was only the second charter granted to such an organization in the

past 150 years-the other was granted to the National Academy of Sciences in the

1860s.

Though the National Academy does not support or oppose any specific set of

tax reforms, we are particularly concerned about potential administrative

impacts. The National Academy believes that a fair and simple tax can be neither

fair nor simple if it cannot be administered. The National Academy has been

working recently to secure funding for a comprehensive study of the

administrative impacts of tax reform, and believes that such a study can be an

important aid to future congressional action.

There is little doubt that tax reform will be at the top of the congressional

agenda next year. There are dozens of proposals already circulating on Capitol

Hill, and the anachronims are staggering-FAST, FAIR, GIT, UCT, VAT, and so

on. The list of ideas rims the gamut of recent tax proposals--from flat taxes to

cash-flow taxes to consumed-income taxes to national sales taxes. As this

Subcommittee already knows, there are a number of ways of comparing the

proposals. Some involve fairness and equity. Others focus on complexity and ease

of understanding.
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The National Academy of Public Administration, however, is concerned with

still another way of comparing the tax reform alternatives: administrative

impacts. The National Academy believes that every policy action creates an

equaJ or greater administrative reaction, and is concerned with the problems of

making policies work once the legislative debate is over. After detailed

discussions with National Academy members, including former Internal Revenue

Service Commissioner Sheldon Cohen, former Deputy Commissioner Bertrand

Harding, Rep. Barber B. Conable, Jr., and former Senate Government Affairs

Committee Staff Director Richard A. Wegman, the National Academy has

completed preliminary planning for a study administrative impacts of tax

reform. The National Academy believes it is qualified to undertake such a study,

and hopes to secure the funding necessary to complete this work by the start of

the 99th Congress. Because of its nonpartisan character, the National Academy

cannot be concerned with the political issues of tax reform. But we are extremely

interested in the implementation and administration of any comprehensive tax

reform bill.

Clearly, the pressure for tax reform will not abate. Indeed, as the Brookings

Institution recently argued, "a prosecuting attorney would have no difficulty

persuading an impartial jury to convict the federal income tax system on several

counts: it diverts resources away from their most productive uses# it is complex,

and it is unf air." That indictment is repeated by virtually every student of our

current tax code. Though the search for equity has produced at least part of the

current complexity, the tax system surely needs repair. Such repair cannot

succeed, howevert without attention to the day-to-day issues of administration.

Replacing one complex system with another is no answer to the current

complaints.
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But if most agree that the current system needs reform, few have agreed on

a specific proposal. The agenda of tax reform includes a dizzying array of

proposals. The Reagan administration has not announced its proposal, but appears

to be interested in sales taxes and value-added taxes. Congressional actors have

not been so quiet: Bradley and Gephart have a flat tax called FAIR; Kemp has one

called FAST; Quayle and DeConcini have flat taxes with very different impacts; a

national sales tax appears to be favored by the public over most other options; and

the value-added tax Is still alive. Moreover, even if everyone suddenly agreed on

a single proposal, the transition to the new system might take years, involving

temporary surcharges. The administrative issues are both complex and

demanding.

Consider, for example, the value-added tax. However simple the VAT may

be in theory, it is anything but simple in practice. According to a series of studies

by the Brookings Institution, the European experience holds ample evidence. Six

nations, currently use the VAT: France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom,

Sweden, and the Netherlands. While it is difficult to measure the overall success

of each system, administrative impacts are readily comparable.

In theory, the VAT is a uniform tax that minimizes distortion in consumption

rates. By taxing the "value added" to a commodity at each stage of its

production, a uniform rate can be applied to every consumer. All six European

nations have chosen, however, to achieve at least some progressivity in the VAT

by allowing exemptions. All six have different rates for agricultural and other

essential commodities. Unfortunately for administrators any time an exemption

is added to a supposedly flat tax, the complexity grows. While these European

nations have achieved some measure of fairness, they have also increased their

administrative costs and complexity.
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First, all must make arbitrary distinctions for firms deserving lower tax

rates. Italy, for example, employs five different rates. The procedure for

classifying and evaluating each product and firm has become a burden on both the

governments and the firms. The quarterly returns required for proper

classification create a mountain of paperwork. Even if the United States adopted

a more uniform VAT to cut down on complexity, Congress would have to accept

increased administrative costs, along with the taxpayer outcry. Small businesses

would have to adopt extensive and expensive record systems.

Moreover, it is not clear that a VAT could be enforced. According to

Brookings, there is a 40 percent average evasion rate in Italy. Yet, even where

there is little intentional evasion of the VAT-as in Britain--the smaller firms

simply cannot keep up with the expenses and volume of the recordkeeping. In the

U.S., with its much higher proportion of small businesses, the VAT would require

remarkable changes in the way most firms operate. The VAT system could create

a bureaucratic nightmare, with vast increases in administrative costs, taxpayer

headaches, and a loss of Internal Revenue Service efficiency.

This is not to single out VAT for special criticism. Indeed, it should serve as

an example of what needs to be known about the rest of the tax agenda. The VAT

tax is one of the few that we have studied in detail. From what we know, it would

be difficult to administer. The point is that we have not even scratched the

surface for the rest of the tax menu. Brookings, for instance, has proposed a

cash-flow tax, and has admitted that it would have some transitional problems

and might be difficult to administer at the start. But we do not have hard

administrative information on that tax, or on most of the proposals. The National

Academy believes Congress must have that knowledge to make the coming

choices.
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The battle on tax reform is already moving forward on several fronts. All of

the reforms search for fairness, but in very different ways. All seek economic

efficiency, in the hope that the tax system will have a neutral impact on consumer

choice. All hope to stop punishing work and savings. All want simplicity. Yet,

virtually none of the current proposals confronts the issue of administrative

impacts. Though some of the reforms are obviously difficult to implement, there

has been little comparison of such administrative effects. Therefore, the National

Academy applauds the Subcommittee's interest in the question, and hopes to

remain active in this hearing process.

There are five questions in the National Academy's study of administrative

impacts:

1. How do the competing tax reforms compare on administrative

costs? Just how much will each tax cost to administer? Here,

the focus is on NET revenues.

2. How do the tax reforms compare in terms of staff and

organizational demands? Will the Internal Revenue Service

need more staff, more enforcement funding? The National

Academy is particularly concerned with any necessary

reorganization. It is not enough to simply pass a tax without

considering the potential impact on the IRS.

3. How will the tax reforms be implemented? The National

Academy is interested in both the ease and speed of

implementation. The Brookings Institution's cash-flow tax, for

example, would take three years to implement, with a complex

array of transition formulas.
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4. What kinds of information and data will be needed to monitor

and enforce the various tax reforms? Here, the National

Academy shares the Subcommittee's concern with taxpayer

confusion and paperwork demands.

5. Can the various tax reforms be enforced? The National

Academy is concerned with the ultimate enforcement of each

option. Some are easier to evade than others. A VAT, for

example, has a much greater potential for tax-avoidance than a

national sales tax. Since the IRS is ultimately responsible for

this enforcement, it is a major issue for our study.

The National Academy hopes that the Subcommittee will remain interested

and active on this general topic. Administrative impacts should not be a

secondary issue in tax reform. We believe that these questions must be part of

any comprehensive tax reform debate. Indeed, it is the only question that has

been neglected by Congress and the President. Yet, it may very well be the single

most important question for simplifying the tax system. If government cannot

administer the reforms, there is no reason to raise public expectations that we

will finally have a simple tax. Once again, we believe that a fair or simple tax

can be neither fair nor simple if it cannot be administered.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Let me start right where you left off; al-
though that wasn't my intention, it is fresh in our minds. Adminis-
terability.

Is it too simple to take as a given, then, if we do anything that
eliminates much of the Tax Code, we do those things that lessen
the total number of-let me just use the word "loophole," although
I know that is not a very fair word to use-or lessen the size of the
income tax form that the individuals or the professionals have to
make out? Can't we accept that as it's going to address the problem
that you raised, that we have not addressed yet?

And then, opposite that, if we do more like we did in 1984, ad-
ministerability is just going to be worse.

Mr. WALTER. It seems to me Mr. Huard spoke marginally to that
question in his testimony. The one thing I would want to say is
that, as you move forward with whatever bill you want to do next
year, and the National Academy doesn't want to take a view on the
relative merits of any of the contending proposals, Senator; it cer-
tainly seems to me that the manner of integration of whatever the
tax system will be following your -legislation should be a central
subject. How are you going to work with whatever you have left of
the old code and the new code, how you are going to fit them to-
gether, and what kind of a package will you have left at the end,
are issues that we hope the Congress will address while it is pro-
ceeding and not simply defer to be worked out later.

Mr. HUARD. I think that most of the major overhaul proposals
would, if anything, be less administrable than the current code,
and particularly with regard to their impact on individual taxpay-
ers. I think business taxpayers of necessity are used to a great deal
of complexity. You know, they are required to keep things like bal-
ance sheets and profit and loss statements. This is something that
individual taxpayers are not required to do. I think if you get into
all of the major overhaul proposals you will find that one of the
ways they try to soften the pain of doing away with a lot of deduc-
tions and credits is by lowering the rates. But lowering the rates
results in the system producing less revenue. So another counter-
part to all of these proposals is broadening the base. Well, when
you broaden the base you start doing a lot of things like including
things in individual taxpayers' incomes that have never been in-
cluded before-the value of employer-paid benefits; some of the sys-
tems like the cash-flow or consumed-income systems would have
you include the value of loans taken out as income during that
year. You would be imposing a recordkeeping burden on individual
taxpayers, in my judgment, that would far exceed anything they
have had to put up with in the past. And I think that is a real flaw
of most of the major overhaul proposals that I have seen. It is not
just a question of simplifying the system by doing away with exist-
ing exclusions, deductions, and credits. What you have done is im-
mediately replaced that with a further complication by broadening
the base and requiring them to account for, report, and pay tax on
things they have never paid tax on before.

Senator GRASSLEY. Paul, you are the only one on any of the
panels today that represents a major interest group here in the
Washington, DC scene, so I would like to ask you not only for your
part, although I suppose you can speak more for the NAM than
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any other interest group in town, if there is going to be a major
simplification of the tax system, a major overhaul of the tax
system, interest groups generally are going to have to be part of
the process or it is not going to happen-that is the way I see it.

Do you see a movement among interest groups to be supportive
of such efforts? And, if not, then is there going to be an effort to so
be? Because I guess I take the view that, you know, it is going to be
a partnership between those of us in the'Congress and groups that
we work with here in Washington to accomplish this.

Mr. HUARD. Certainly the effort will be made. The NAM is part
of a coalition of a half dozen or so major business associations
which is trying to look at the overall issue of Federal tax and fiscal
policy. You know, we have multiple goals in mind. One of them, of
course, is tax policy; but the other is fiscal policy, spending reduc-
tions, overall reduction of the deficit.

At this point I must say that we are the only major association
that has reached a specific position on tax policy side. I think, as a
practical matter, it is going to be a lot easier to get interest groups
to agree on, say, a broad generic package of spending reductions. I
think, for instance, you will find wide business support next year
for entitlement reform which takes the line that cost-of-living ad-
justments to entitlements such as Social Security and retirements
are valid instruments, but that they shouldn't be indexed 100 per-
cent to the current increase in CPI, that there should be some
paring back of that either to the CPI-Minus-2, which is one of the
formulas in some legislation that has been introduced this year, or

something like 60 percent of CPI. And I think it is going to be
easier to reach a broad consensus of interest groups on something
like that than it is on tax policy.

We are hopeful that we can get as many groups as possible pull-
ing in the same direction, and I guess to some extent our support of
a transactions-type of tax as a new revenue source is an example of
perhaps the best defense being a good offense. We obviously aren't
interested in further increases in business taxes or in further re-
ductions in capital formation incentives, but we do realize that
Congress will be under a considerable amount of pressure to not
just maintain the existing revenue being generated by the Tax
Code but actually to increase it, given the state of Federal deficits.
And we feel that basically shifting away from what we regard as
already an over-reliance on income taxation towards taxation of
consumption is the proper approach. And we are hopeful that we
can get a fairly substantial number of business groups thinking
that way. It is an educational process and I won't make any predic-
tions, but we are moving in that direction, and I am hopeful that
we can get some kind of consensus.

Senator GRASSLEY. You are moving in that direction now and
have been for several months to have a consortium of business
groups meet periodically to discuss things along this line, to discuss
possible strategies?

Mr. HUARD. That is correct, Senator. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. Is that a fairly sophisticated operation, or at

this point is it very loosely knit?
Mr. HUARD. Loosely knit is probably a better description than

"sophisticated." You know, all of the associations involved have
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been just using their existing resources and existing staff. We
haven't hired any new staff or gone out and bought a million. dol-
lars worth of computer time, so it is probably more loose than it is
sophisticated at this point.

Senator GRASSLEY. You are pessimistic when you say that dra-
matic changes are going to be difficult because too many applecarts
will have to be upset. Do you see that as an impossible effort, or
one that can be accomplished?

Mr. HUARD. Oh, I don't see it as an impossible effort; I see it as
an effort that would be far easier to achieve if the Federal Govern-
ment were less reliant on income taxes for its revenues. This,
again, is one of the incidental benefits of shifting towards some
kind of consumption tax, if you can reduce the present Govern-
ment reliance on income taxation. For instance, the corporate and
individual income tax produce about 55 percent of all Government
revenues. If you could reduce that, say to 40 percent, the system
would be less sensitive. If you were willing to reduce the take from
the income tax system, I think you would substantially enhance
the likelihood of achieving major reform of the income tax system.
I think it has been observed by any number of veteran tax policy
players such as Barber Conable on the House side that achieving
tax reform where you are taking away whatever you call them-
loopholes, deductions, preference items-is a lot easier to do if at
the same time you are reducing everybody's taxes or almost every-
body's taxes.

Well, you know, as a practical matter we really can't do that. We
can't afford to take in even less Government revenue than we are
already taking in; even at the present level we are looking at sub-
stantial deficits stretching out indefinitely, and I think the only
type of approach which would permit you to lower the Government
take from the income tax and therefore enhance the possibilities of
reforming the income tax, because it's less significant, is to return
to another totally new source of revenue which we really never
tapped in this country other than in a very minor and incidental
way through alcohol and tobacco taxes and telephone excise taxes.

So my pessimism is based on revenue-neutral reform. I think all
of the so-called proposals, including the one the administration ap-
parently will come out with in December, are ostensibly going to be
revenue-neutral; they are going to raise exactly as much revenue
as the current system.

The problem I have with that is that when you have that kind of
reform and you're taking away a lot of existing preference items-
loopholes, whatever you want to call them-you can claim as Sena-
tor Bradley does that within broad income classes everybody's tax
liabilities stay the same, but what he is really saying is that we
have 10 million winners and 10 million losers. I mean, it all evens
out within the income class, but you have hurt an awful lot of
people, and those people are going to very vocal, and they are going
to be contacting their representatives in the Congress. It is going to
make the job much more difficult. Whereas, if you are not doing
that, if you are not really substantially increasing anybody's
income tax liabilities because you have cut back on the overall take
from the income tax system, I think it enhances the likelihood that
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you can achieve substantial reform and simplification of the
income tax.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Walter, from the standpoint of your Acad-
emy, you are mostly interested in administerability of the particu-
lar tax systems or changes we make as opposed to the substantive
proposals-I mean the tax policy itself. Is that right?

Mr. WALTER. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. OK. Well, from that standpoint then, what do

you consider the single most serious flaw, or maybe I could say a
small number of serious flaws, of our present net income tax
system? And what advice would you have to Congress to correct
that or those?

Mr. WALTER. Senator, I think that the comments of the Brook-
ings Institution-they said that a prosecuting attorney would have
no difficulty in persuading an impartial jury to convict the Federal
income tax on several counts, of diverting resources away from the
most productive uses, of complexity, and unfairness-is a catalog of
abuses that is really more or less a given entering into these hear-
ings.

It seems to me that from the point of view of the National Acad-
emy, the concern that we are trying to advance is the notion that,
during the consideration of the relative policy merits of the propos-
als put before you, you also keep in mind and attempt to balance
equally the administrative difficulties of implementing and operat-
ing the several proposals rather than deferring consideration of
their administerability until after the law has been passed, when
suddenly the Internal Revenue Service or the taxpaying public or
the corporate taxpaying recordkeepers, or whomever, suddenly dis-
covers that they have been saddled with yet a new and large paper-
work burden or an enforcement burden in service, or a collection
burden, or whatever it may turn out to be, that was never dis-
cussed during the legislative process.

Attempting to move that administrative issue up on the agenda
so that it is considered at the same time as the policy merits of the
proposals is my reason for being here this morning.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. I believe that that is the end of my
questioning for this panel. I thank you very much and ask you to
anticipate that there might be questions from members of the Com-
mittee who can't be present today, and if not now surely will be
next year.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HUARD. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. WALTER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GRASSLEY, The second panel consists of four individuals

very learned in these aspects of the Tax Code that we are now dis-
cussing:

Phil Storrer-and I hope I pronounce that right. Mr. Storrer.
Yes.

Senator GRASSLEY. He is currently professor of accounting and
taxation, California State University, Hayward, CA. He served 8
years as Agent, Instructor, and Manager for IRS in Los Angeles; he
holds an MBA from Golden State University in San Francisco, has
written two books on taxation and IRS management, and is found-
er of the California State University Graduate Tax Program.
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Sheldon Cohen has testified many times before this committee
both as a private citizen and as a public official, is currently a part-
ner in Cohen and Uretz law firm, practices law before the various
courts of this country including the U.S. Supreme Court, was Chief
Counsel in the IRS from 1963 to 1965 and then was Commissioner
from 1965 to 1969.

John Kendrick is currently Professor of Economics at George
Washington University, currently adjunct scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute, former chief economist at the Department of
Commerce, and vice president of economic research for the confer-
ence board, New York.

And David Bradford, currently professor of economics and public
affairs at the Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton University, a B.A.
from Amherst College, an M.S. from Harvard, Applied Mathemat-
ics, and Ph.D. from Stanford University in 1963. He studied at
Cambridge University and was Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax
Policy in 1975-1976, and was also on the staff of the Federal Re-
serve Board for a period of time.

I welcome each-of-you and would ask you to proceed in the way
that I introduced you, and then each of you finish your testimony
before I have questions.

Mr. Storrer?

STATEMENT OF PHILIP STORRER, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF BUSI-
NESS AND ECONOMICS, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAY-
WARD, CA
Mr. STORRER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to again appear before your com-

mittee. I am representing myself in these hearings.
Today there is a deep desire and pronounced need for a massive

reform of our tax system, and my conviction with respect to that
stems from my personal experiences as well as my professional
ones. I think there is a growing number of tax professionals who
share this concern, and that is the feedback that I get from con-
tinuing education tax seminars that I do throughout the country.

Misconceptions concerning tax reform, however, are widespread.
There is a deep need, I believe for public education regarding the
fundamentals of tax reform. Two overriding prerequisites I believe
are essential to real tax reform.

These prerequisites, which I describe as the pureness of purpose
and clean-slate prerequisites, are aptly expressed I believe in the
quotes that I have included in my notes, from President Reagan
and from the current Commissioner, Roscoe Egger.

The pureness of purpose, or the proper purpose of taxation was
described by President Reagan in his address to Congress on Febru-
ary 18, 1981: "The taxing power of Government must be used to
provide revenue to finance prudent Government expenditures. It
must not be used to regulate the economy or bring about social
change. We have tried that, and surely we must know it does not
work."

The clean-slate prerequisite was appropriately described by Com-
missioner Egger in his speech before the Commonwealth Club in
San Francisco on April 13, 1984: "Americans don't resent paying
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taxes. They resent not being able to figure out what their share
really is. If we want more than a piecemeal approach to reform, we
must leave behind preconceived notions about the American tax
system. No deductions, exemptions, or credits can be considered
sacred cows."

I believe that these comments provide an excellent base from
which real reform can stem. I am very much encouraged by the ef-
forts of this administration and of your subcommittee, Mr. Chair-
man.

I want to quickly summarize several observations I have regard-
ing aspects of massive reform.

Correcting misconceptions is an important but difficult educa-
tional process, and I believe that this process is made more difficult
by the careless use of language. George Orwell in 1946 in his essays
on politics and English language said that "slovenliness of lan-
guage makes it easier to have foolish thoughts," and I would plead
guilty to that, Senator, and I would add that it probably leads to
careless actions.

Taxation is not a positive influence in our society as many be-
lieve. It is a very necessary influence, but not a positive influence.
Taxation is necessary to finance prudent Government expendi-
tures, and I believe that it is misleading to title and describe tax
acts with words that indicate positive influence. Titles to recent
acts create this misimpression, such as "The Fair Tax Act," or
"The Fair and Simple Tax Act." I judge them to be neither.

Many do not understand that simplicity and equity in the purest
sense are incompatible objectives. When we provide for equity, we
sacrifice simplicity-the more equitable we make the system, the
more complicated it becomes, to the point that under our current
system we have neither.

A third misconception is that progressive rates cannot be justi-
fied on economic grounds. They can be justified on emotional
grounds, but not on economic grounds. The utility theory concepts
do not really help in this area.

Several other areas I think deserve some quick comment:
The public also needs to fully understand that flat tax or broad-

based tax systems mean no more favored deductions, credits, or ex-
clusions in the extreme. The sacrificial unwillingness or willing-
ness of the public is in my opinion questionable. The public in
many sectors believe that a flat tax would mean lower taxes for ev-
erybody. What is the base for flat tax purposes is another question
yet to be resolved - 10, 15, 20 percent of what? There are many
other areas that deserve consideration.

There is, I believe, justifiable concern also over the transition
from our existing system to a flat tax or a broad-based system; but
I believe perception is one thing and reality is often quite another.

I ask the question somewhat rhetorically: Do we really know
what the effect of changing from one system to another might be? I
personally am not convinced that a drastic change would be devas-
tating. The transition from our existing system to a flat-tax system
could be accomplished in one or more of several ways-some of
them include setting a target date and then changing all at once,
giving taxpayers time to plan for this change; a second way would
be to gradually transition in steps toward that ultimate broad-
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based system. This could be accomplished by expanding the exist-
ing alternative minimum income tax, section 55 approach, and
then contracting the regular tax. We could also grandfather in cer-
tain prized possessions such as interest and tax deductions for
homes, or a use of a combination of them.

I believe the educational process will not be easy, but it should
take place in an atmosphere of openness and free exchange.

The political realities alluded to earlier, I believe, regarding mas-
sive change, given private interest group influences, are over-
whelming. Tax changes are currently used to respond to pressure
of private interest groups, including the Internal Revenue Service.
The successful efforts of private interest groups demonstrate I be-
lieve a systemic flaw.

There is in our system a concentration of benefits and a diffusing
of costs dichotomy. Those benefiting from special provisions can
afford to spend time lobbying; those paying the costs cannot afford
to make their feelings felt. Flat tax reform, in my opinion, address-
es this systemic flaw by allowing those otherwise financially
unable to make their feelings felt. It concentrates the costs of tax-
ation and diffuses the benefits, thereby reversing this process.

I have a couple of suggestions regarding the type of reform, per-
haps, that is needed. I think the failure of the incrementalistic ap-
roach is now well known. Seventy-one years of tinkering has
rought us a system which now does not function 'effectively. It is

being disabled by tax protesters, abusive tax shelters, and the un-
derground economy. There is a definite need for a change in the
method of taxation, I believe. I personally favor a consumption or
income-based value-added tax which could be administered in a
simplified way. Who must file tax returns should be limited to, in
my opinion, individuals who are businesses and eliminate the need
for non-business tax returns to be filed.

Tax reform cannot take place without considering the spending
issue. The inseparability of tax system reform and governmental
spending must be acknowledged by all. It is politically impossible
to have tax reform of the kind that I believe the public expects
without spending cuts.

In conclusion, tax administration is not in good health. The
battle against evasion and illegal avoidance is being lost, in spite of
the fine efforts of the Internal Revenue Service. It is unreasonable
to expect the Internal Revenue Service to solve problems, given the
complexity of the law. I believe the public is being civilly disobedi-
ent, because they feel their protests are not being heard. In short,
confusion abounds.

I have included a couple of statements by ex-Revenue agents now
in private practice as CPAs which pay tribute to this confusion.

One thing is unalterably clear: If we do nothing, the public will
do it for us, with more ridiculous tax protester and abusive tax
shelter activities. If the public is successful with this type of crude
personal tax reform, the fires of real tax reform will wane, if not
all but disappear. When everyone has their own little brand of tax
reform, fundamental reform will become unnecessary, and we will
be worse off for it.

For these reasons I see 1985 as a most critical year. I was im-
pressed yesterday while walking the Mall and reading the inscrip-
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tions of our forefathers regarding their clear thinking concerning
fundamentals. It reminded me of the psalmist who wrote, 'If the
foundations be destroyed, what shall the righteous do?' I trust the
righteous will act responsibly.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Cohen.
[Mr. Storrer's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP P. STORRER

September 17, 1984

I. General remarks indicating that there is a deep desire and

pronounced need for massive reform.

A. My perception of public concern for tax reform from my
personal contacts which include the following:
1. My speaking engagements
2. Our university VITA program
3. My radio and talk shows, and
4. My consulting practice

B. Tax practitioners are very concerned. This is the
feedback I get from continuing education tax seminars I
do around the country.

II. There is a deep need for public education regarding the
fundamentals of tax reform. Two overriding prerequisites
are essential to real tax reform. These prerequisites are
aptly expressed by the following quotes from President
Ronald Reagan and Internal Revenue Service Commissioner,
Roscoe Egger:

A. The purpose of taxation prerequisite:

"The taxing power of government must be used to provide
revenue to finance prudent government expenditures. It
must not be used to regulate the economy or bring about
social change. We have tried that and surely we must
know it does not work." - President Ronald Reagan
February 18, 1981, before Congress in presenting his
economic package.

B. The "Clean slate" prerequisite

"Americans don't resent paying taxes. They resent
not being able to figure out what their share really
is . . . . If we want more than a piecemeal approach to
reform, we must leave behind preconceived notions about
the American tax system. No deductions, exemptions, or
credits can be considered sacred cows". - Internal
Revenue Service Commissioner Roscoe Egger April 13, 1984,
San Francisco, speech before the Commonwealth Club.

C. These comments provide an excellent base from which to
build real tax reform. I am very much encouraged by the
efforts of the administration and the efforts of the
Finance Committee and your Subcommittee, Mr. Chairman.
In short:

1. The tax system should be used to produce needed
revenue.

2. No one's ox can be exempt.

39-960 0-84--4
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP P. STORRER

September 17, 1984

III. Specific observations I have regarding various aspects of
massive tax reform.

A. It is important to analyze the practicality of massive
change.

1. Correcting misperceptions is an important educational
process.
a. Taxation is not a positive influence in our

societies, as--many believe. It is a very
necessary influence, but not a positive influence.
Taxation is necessary to finance prudent
government expenditures. It is misleading to
title acts with words that indicate a positive
influenced titles to recent acts create the wrong
impression. For example:
1). "Fair Tax Act" and
2). "Fair and Simple Tax Act"

b. The original intention of the Constitution Framers
sheds light on the purpose of taxation. - IRM
§1111.31 says:
1). "Madison's notes on the Constitutional

Convention reveal clearly that the framers of
the Constitution believed for some time that
the principal, if not sole, support of the
new republic would be derived from customs
and duties and taxes connected with shipping
and importation. Internal taxation, would
not be resorted to except infrequently, and
for special reasons."

2). Statements made during the debates over the
Revenue Act of 1913 indicate that the income
tax rates were not expected to ever rise
above 10%.

c. Simplicity and equity in the purest sense are
incompatible objectives. When we provide for
equity, we sacrifice simplicity. The more
equitable we make the system, the more complicated
it becomes.

d. Progressive rates cannot be justified on economic
grounds. They can be justified only on emotional
grounds. The ability to pay concept is not an
economic concept. Utility theory does not solve
the problem.

e. Specific areas of public misperception include the
following:
1). The public needs to understand that a flat

tax means no more favored deductions,
credits, or exclusions. Several
considerations relate to this consideration:
a). Sacrificial willingness of public is, in

my opinion, questionable. Is the public
really willing to offer their own
individual oxen?
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September 17, 1984

b). The public thinks that a flat tax rate
would mean a lower tax for everyone.

c). What is the base for flat tax purposes?
10% or 20% of what?

2). The public thinks that the Internal Revenue
Service makes the law.

3). The public thinks that the Internal Revenue
Service is omniscient - a myth that is being
rapidly replaced by the underground
generation.

4). The public in some sectors thinks that the
Internal Revenue Service has power which is
the fiscal equivalent of Nazi Germany - and
freely uses it to harass taxpayers.

5). The public in some sectors thinks that tax
experts know what is going on and how to
engage in tax planning to avoid all taxes
whenever they wish.

6). Congress understands completely the laws it
is encouraged by special interest groups to
enact.

B. Concern over the transition from our existing system to a
flat tax system.

1. Perception vs. Reality!! Do we really know what the
effect would be?

2. Equity vs. Practicality of changing from our existing
system to a flat tax system.
a). Elderly people anticipating the §121 exclusion for

sale of their residence at age 55.
b). Municipal bond interest investments for retirement

are currently tax free. Would it be fair or
constitutionally proper to suddenly tax them?

3. The transition from our existing system to the flat
tax system could be in one or more of four ways:
a). Set a target date for change and make the change

all at once. This would give taxpayers time to
plan for the change.

b). Gradual transition in steps toward the ultimate
objective of a flat tax system. This could be
accomplished by expanding the existing alternative
minimum tax to a broader base while simultaneously
reducing the influence of the regular tax.

c). Grandfathering certain prize provisions such as
interest and taxes on homes.

d). Use a combination of the above alternatives.

4. The process of Education - How to accomplish it!!
a). Testimony of this type
b). Speeches
c). Debates
d). Talk shows
e). Articles
f). News releases
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g). ALL OF THESE DISCUSSING, HOWEVER, SHOULD TAKE
PLACE ON A CLEAN SLATE WITH NO PRECONCEIVED
NOTIONS.

5. The political Realities of Massive Change
a. Private interest group influences are

overwhelming. Tax changes are currently used to
respond to the pressure of private interest
groups including the Internal Revenue Service.
1). We all know of classic examples
2). Flat tax proposals with catchy titles are

themselves examples - the terminology itself
is used to indicate the good we're doing for
the public.

3). The reality of the political process causes
even the most principled of us to react
politically. e.g. The Reagan administration
and its support for real estate tax
deduction. We should encourage this process,
but only when it is in response to pressures
of generally informed public.

b. The successful efforts of private interest groups
demonstrate a systemic flaw. - There is in our
system a concentration-of benefits and diffusing
of costs dichotomy. Those benefiting can afford
to spend time lobbying. Those paying the cost
cannot afford to make their feelings felt. Flat
tax type reform addresses this systemic flaw by
allowing those not otherwise financially able to
make their feelings felt.

C. Suggestions regarding the type of reform needed.
1. The failure of the incrementalistic approach is now

well known.
a. "We have tried that and, surely, we must know it

does not work". - President Ronald Reagan supra
b. 71 years of tinkering has brought us a system

which now does not function effectively. It is
being disabled by tax protesters, abusive tax
shelters, and the underground economy.

2. There is a definite need for a change in the method
and approach.
a. We must decide fundamental issues first.

Preconceived notions about taxation must be
destroyed.

b. The purpose of taxation must be considered. We
must use the system to produce revenue to finance
prudent government expenditures.

c. We can then address the question as to what type
of system we desire to raise this revenue.

3. A consumption or income base value added tax is a
possibility.
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The general VAT tax model is viewed as follows:

Consumption Base VAT
Al= income (Broadly defined)
Less: Expenses related to the production of income

(including capital purchases)
Equals: yalue added on consumpt onb

Income Base VAT
All income
Less: Expenses related to production of income not

including capital purchases
Less: depreciation (Recovery)
Equals: 'ue added on income base

4. Administration of the tax could be simplified.
a. Who must file could be limited.

1). Eliminate individual non-business taxpayers
by requiring that only businesses file
returns.
a). This could be done by allowing no

deduction for factor payments to
households - wages, interest, and rent
are examples of factor payments to
households.

b). Deductions will only be allowed if paid
to other businesses.

c). W-4s could be used by businesses to avoid
withholding.

d). W-4s/1099s can then be matched with
recipients return to see that they are
properly reported.

b. To eliminate the need for wage earners to file
returns see model described in exhibit A.

D. The inseparability of tax system reform and governmental
spending must be acknowledged by all.
1. Governmental spending is taxation. - Deficit spending

must be paid sometime and by us. No outside
philanthropist is going to pick up the tab.

2. Tax reform does not, therefore, mean lower taxes - not
without reduced spending.

3. It is politically impossible to have tax reform of the
kind the public expects without spending cuts.

14.- The public must see the connection between spending
and taxation. They must see that they are getting
their money's worth.

IV. Conclusion

A. Tax administration is not in good health. The battle
against evasion and illegitimate avoidance is being lost
in spite of the fine efforts of the Internal Revenue
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Service. It is unreasonable to expect that the Internal
Revenue Service can solve the problem given the
complexity of the law.

B. In short, confusion abounds.

C. Ex-Internal Revenue Service agents, I chat with, agree.
Two recent conversations bare this out:
1. "I cannot believe how screwed up the system is. When

I was with the Service, we thought the problems were
the exception. Now that I'm out I see that they are
the rule. Other Ex-Revenue agents share my feeling.

You never know exactly what they are going to do so it
makes us look like idiots. I've been amazed since
I've been out of the Service how screwed up they are,
and it is getting worse not better". - An Ex-Group
Supervisor now in private practice as aC ie
Public Accountant.

2. "Tax planning is not possible in the current
environment with one monumental tax change after
another." - Ex-Assistant Chief Examination Division
now in private practice as a Certified Public
Accountant.

D. One thing is unalterably clear that if we do nothing, the
public will do it for us with more ridiculous tax
protester and abusive tax shelter activities. If the
public is successful with this type of personal crude

_ reform the fires of real tax reform will wane, if not all
but disappear. When everyone has their own little brand
of tax reform, fundamental reform will become
undesirable. We will be worse off because of it. For
these reasons, I see 1985 as a most critical year.
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FORM 1040 FLAT TAX

Line 1 All income (§61 without
the current exclusions)

Line 2 Less expenses related to the
production of income

Line 3 Plus factor payments to households
for which no W-4 indicating
business status of recipient is
on file with payor

Line 4 Equals: Tax base - Includes taxable
Income of taxpayer and all
households who have no W-4's on
file with payor

Line 5 Multiply Times Proportional Tax Rate

Line 6 Eauals Tax Liability
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Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appear before you at your invitation, and these are my own

views, not those of any organization of which I am a member.
1 would like to quote Edmund Burke, who was a great friend of

the American colonist. He said in a very succinct way, "To tax and
to please, no more than to love and be wise, is not given to ,nan."
We have been going at this for hundreds of years without great
success.

We have a complex system, but we have a complex society. You
can not have-I agree with Mr. Storrer in that respect-a system
which is both fair and simple. Equity does require complexity. You
need careful draftsmanship to make sure that the system isn't
abused, and that therefore increases the complexity.

Now, in a complex society, as I said earlier, I don't think you can
have simplicity. We would not tolerate a Model T or a Model A
Ford any longer. A self-starter is required. You could not get
anyone not to expect one in his automobile. There are a variety of
things in our automobiles today; each one of them adds to complex-
ity; each one of them adds to repair difficulties. And yet, we have
grown accustomed to them.

We cannot just hope for a simple system; we have to have the
discipline to accept some rigors.

I agree that we could have a simpler system on the day that the
Congress would have the discipline to say no to a worthy, deserving
case. I would not like to be the Congressman who said no to that
worthy, deserving case. However each case has to be weighed in
terms of what does it do to society, because each exemption-for
example, the one that the NAM was talking about earlier in regard
to R&D-each of those exemptions and deductions has to be read
by everyone. We have a mass income tax. The provision might
apply to me. And therefore, even though it might not, it has to be
on the return and in the instruction and I have to read it

We also have a complex society in that businesses are sometimes
incorporated, sometimes not, sometimes partnerships, proprietor-
ship or whatever, so we have to have a variety of forms.

We do have a simple tax system now for 65 percent of our popu-
lation. It's called 1040A. It has a standard deduction; they fill in
just a few lines. And indeed if the taxpayer does not want to, he
does not even have to compute the tax; the Revenue Service will
send him a bill.

So we are talking, you see, only about a third of the population
that is affected by the deductions, credits, etc.

I want to disabuse the committee, I hope, of the idea that lower-
ing tax rates and making a return simple will bring compliance. It
will not. Zero is a better rate than anything you will come up with.
And people will comply with the law to the extent they believe the
law is enforced.

There, I will use a simple illustration. I drive out 1-270 to my
summer home west of here. To the extent that there are Maryland
State Troopers evident or radar traps evident, the traffic will move
between 50 and 55 miles an hour. If the Maryland State Troopers
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were to abandon that strip of highway for several weeks, the traffic
moves up to 60 or 65, or even 70. We put constraints into our socie-
ty to protect ourselves from ourselves. Locks are put 'on windows
not to protect against thieves but to protect honest men from be-
coming thieves-a thief knows how to break the lock.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you accept the premise that high marginal
tax rates contribute to the underground economy, or complexity of
the system or a high marginal tax rate encourages people to, even
though they file a tax form, maybe not be as honest as they other-
wise would be?

Mr. COHEN. Marginally. To the extent that we don't enforce the
law, it7 doesn't get enforced.

When I had the privilege of managing the Internal Revenue
Service, we were running about 5 percent audits. We now have
about 1.3 percent of returns audited. Do you think that has some-
thing to do with people's propensity to pay? I think it does. I think
that we were running about $2 billion in uncollectible accounts.
Today we have $30 billion in uncollectible accounts. I think that
has a great deal to say about people's propensity to pay.

That is, I am willing to pay my share if I realize and understand
that my neighbor is paying his. I don't like it, I would like to pay
less. And I would also like to get some simplification. I agree. I am
not fighting simplification; I am in favor of it. But if you don't have
a reasonable amount of enforcement, there is no system that will
work. None of these systems are self-enforcing.

Senator GRASSLEY. Is there a relationship, then, between the
more complex the Code is then the more people you have to have
working for the IRS to enforce it?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, what we have done is not increased per-

sonnel enough to keep up with the complexity.
Mr. COHEN. We have a certain amount of that, but we also have

not increased personnel, period. We have kept the personnel about
flat while population grows at about on the order of 2 to 2.5 per-
cent a year. So if the Revenue Service budget is not increased on
that order, compounded, year after year, they can't keep up with
the workload. You know, that is just a given.

A flat tax doe-. not create simplicity-that is, rate structure does
not create complexity. You can have a most progressive system or
a less progressive system; it doesn't have anything to do with com-
plexity, because rates and calculation are picked up off of a sched-
ule. You don't even have to make the calculation; there is a chart
that does it for you. It is the question of whether I have to itemize
10 or 20 or whatever the number of deductions, or whether the
Revenue Service and the Treasury have to list instructions that I
have to wade through, and they have to provide lines for me to put
the information on. That creates the complexity. Rate structure is
not very complex-regardless whether you favor a progressive tax,
which I happen to favor because I believe there is something to
marginal utility. I was taught that in school, and I see that in my
life every day. A $15,000 a year clerk does not have the ability to
pay the same percentage tax as a half-million dollar executive.
Every public survey of our citizenry shows that. It's clear.
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One could argue the degree of progressively I would agree with
that. But there is nothing about progressivity either way that cre-
ates complexity. The forms have to be simple-that's true. I am
skipping a great deal of material in my statement.

One of the things that we look at quite often is, we say, "Oh, it
would be wonderful if we would go to fundamental reform, so we
will go to a VAT or a sales tax or some other type of consumption
tax." And we therefore then compare that VAT or sales tax or
whatever in splendid theoretical isolation with an income tax that
has been corrupted by years of the very efforts of interest groups to
get their particular point of view.

Well, the interest groups have become much too sophisticated for
that. Each one of those interest groups is going to sit here at this
table when you begin to consider a VAT and express its point of
view. There is no system in Western Europe involving a VAT that
is a single-rate structure. There is no system in any progressive de-
mocracy in this world that I know of that does not have a group of
exemptions or deductions and exclusions. So we are going to go
through exactly that same process. You cannot evade it.

The only question then is whether you want to go through that
process in terms of a consumption sales tax which might have some
inflationary effects, which nobody has described for the moment, or
do you have the discipline to do it in an income tax? And that is
really a question of the ability of this committee and indeed the
Congress to resist the so-called "worthy cause," because you will
hear them for any tax.

Senator GRASSLEY. You are done?
Mr. COHEN. I am done. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Thank you very much. I think Mr.

Kendrick is next.
[Mr. Cohen's prepared testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, you invited

me to testify on the economic effects and administrative aspects

of the major tax reform ideas being discussed. I appreciate the

opportunity to give you my personal views.

The Committee is attempting to evaluate economic and

administrative aspects of a variety of tax ideas which are

currently being discussed. The major ideas which are being

discussed are so-called flat tax, fair tax, fast tax, sales tax,

VAT, excises, etc. I would like to discuss with you the admin-

istrative aspects of each of these ideas. As a member of the

Congressionally chartered National Academy of Public Administration

and as a former tax administrator, I have been very interested in

the problems of administering our existing tax system as well as

any new tax.

As you know, our tar system is complex. On the other hand,

you cannot have a tax system which is both fair and simple. Equity

requires a certain degree of complexity. A simple system must be

arbitrary. The lines must be straight and orderly. Any exception
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to insert equity requires careful draftsmanship so that it cannot

be abused. And thus we increase complexity.

Put very simply, I don't believe in a complex society, we

could maintain a simple system -- even if we could pass one in

the first instance. After all, the present system didn't start

this way. To keep the simplicity (if it could be obtained in

the first place) the Congress would have to be willing to say,

"no" to someone with a sympathetic and perhaps deserving case.

I hope we can get to a simpler system and I hope that the

Congress could develop the discipline so that it will say "no"

rather than to add complexity to the law. But I have to tell you

I am somewhat skeptical. If we could all agree on a simpler

law, I doubt that we could keep your fellow legislators from

introducing this or that change to benefit what they conceive as

a worthy cause. Thus, we will move back toward a complicated

statute.

There is some equity in having a law which is comprehended

by the average citizen. Most of the complications in our tax law

do not apply very widely. After all, almost 70% of those who pay

an income tax have a simple understandable return -- it is called

1040A or 1040EZ. The problem with that is that they worry that

some of the 30% who file itemized returns or business returns are

receiving advantages that the average person does not get. This

breeds on itself.
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However, I want to warn you, that lowering tax rates and

making the return simpler will not cure all the ills. The

so-called black economy will not disappear because we lower

the rates. After all a zero rate is lower than any tax rate

being discussed.

We must have adequate audit and collection personnel to do

a fair job of enforcing the tax law -- whatever form it takes.

We can use the highways as an example. We all know that it

takes a reasonable amount of police activity to enforce a 55 mile

per hour speed limit. If no police ever appear on I 270 west of

Washington, we can all be certain that the automobiles will begin

going 60 and 70. If, as now, we see a Maryland State Tropper here

and there or a radar trap now and then, the traffic will essentially

hold to the legal limit. So it is with the audit level. A few

years ago the audit level was approximately 5%. Now it is approx-

imately 1.3%. The underground economy has grown even faster than

a multiple of that difference.

Since I have only recently returned from vacation, I did not

have time to develop fully my testimony. I have attached an out-

line of the points I believe need developing. I would be pleased

to work with your staff in developing these issues. ,
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The best tax has three attributes:

It is administrable

It is simple

It is fair

I. Administrability.

A. IRS and individual taxpayers have very similar

problems. They want a tax which is easily

administered.

1. Manageability.

a. Agents and taxpayer must be able to

understand and apply the law.

b. Audits must be efficient and effective.

2. Collections.

a. People have to be willing and able to

pay.

b. Forms must be reasonable (in relation

to the tax bracket).

c. The system must be just. It more

importantly must be perceived as

just.

B. Simplicity.

1. Forms must be simple for majority of

taxpayers.

Rate brackets do not affect simplicity --

people use the tax tables. Deductions

and credits create complexity.
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2. Law should be simple to reduce effort,

cost, and uncertainty in determining its

application.

a. The special capital gains treatment

probably adds more complexity than any

other in the code.

b. Distinctions in the law in attempting

to do equity cause undue complexity.

C. Fairness.

1. Perceived fairness is necessary for

taxpayer compliance.

2. Progressive income tax is generally

perceived as fair. While some may quarrel,

the great majority of people believe that

someone earning $500,000 should pay at a

higher rate than someone earning $15,000.

There is something to the concept of

diminishing marginal utility.

II. How To Get There From Here.

A. Retain a tax on net income.

1. Widely understood and accepted in

principle.

2. Broaden the base.

3. Retain progressivity.

4. Alternatives to income tax have serious

problems.
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a. Consumption tax.

-1) People don't understand it.

Difficulty in educating them.

(2) Regressive -- disproportionate

benefits to those who can afford

to save.

b. VAT.

(1) Administrative difficulties.

(a) IRS has no staff trained to

enforce it.

(b) Private industry has no staff.

(c) Most suggest it as an added tax

or to replace a portion of the

income, or social security tax.

Thus we would need added adminis-

trative personnel both in IRS and

in industry.

(2) Taxpayers don't understand it.

(3) Compliance problems.

(a) No reciprocal incentives

not to cheat.

(b) In Europe, no attempt even to

collect from small businesses.

(4) No simpler than income tax --

subject to same political pressures

toward complexity. No country has

enacted a VAT with no exceptions.

Each exception creates complexity.
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(5) Supplementary VAT doubles the

problems.

c. Flat Tax.

(1) Fairness requires progressivity.

(2) Elimination of progressivity

doesn't simplify.

B. Congressional Discipline.

1. Fine distinctions drawn to the effort to

achieve equity cause complexity in the

tax law.

2. Simplicity is an important and worthy goal.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. KENDRICK, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF ECO-
NOMICS, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to ex-

press my personal views on possible tax reform. As a specialist in
productivity and economic growth I am particularly interested in
the U.S. tax system from the viewpoint of its impact on saving, in-
vestment, growth of capital, and thus growth of output and real
income per capita.

An important aspect of productivity growth is the growth of cap-
ital per worker, and one of the reasons for the productivity slow-
down for a decade after 1974 was a slower growth of real capital-
plants, equipment-not to mention the intangible capital-research
and development, and-education-per worker.

One reason why many economists do not like an income-based
tax system is that it basically represents a double taxation of
saving, as I explain in my paper. Further, in our existing income
tax system, there is a misallocation of capital among competing
uses, since tax rates on investments differ widely from one invest-
ment to another, all the way from 90 percent on certain kinds of
investment down to a negative number on other types of invest-
ments, due to unrealistic depreciation allowances, investment tax
credits, and particularly the effect of inflation on estimated depre-
ciation allowances.

A third reason why our system is not very facilitating for produc-
tivity growth is its complexity, so that energies are diverted from
increasing productive efficiency to minimizing tax liabilities.

The need for fundamental tax reform, which you mentioned in
your introductory remarks, was underscored in the reports of two
bodies whose work has not received much attention. But last year

39-960 0-84--5
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we had a National Productivity Advisory Committee which report-
ed in December, which recommended basic tax reform. And then
last September there was a White House Conference on Produc-
tivity, and that report issued this past spring likewise recommend-
ed fundamental tax reform which would be more favorable to
saving and investment and also not distort investment decisions.

In that direction there are a number of consumption-based tax
systems, all of which are equivalent. One is the tax on consumed
income, known as a cashflow expenditure tax, in which verifiable
saving is excluded from income before the tax. This is equivalent to
taxation of a base that would exclude property income flows; and
you can get the same effect by indirect taxation on consumption by
a comprehensive national sales tax or a value-added tax.

I think any of these approaches would be an improvement over
our present income-based tax system. I worry a bit about getting
all of the revenue from a national sales tax or a value-added tax
because of regressivity, and once you exempt a lot of necessities the
tax base is reduced, so that probably these taxes would have to be
considered as an add-on or a supplement to income tax reform,
which might reduce its revenue-producing ability.

Of the other two, Congressman Heftel has a proposal for a cash-
flow expenditure tax in which saving is subtracted before estimat-
ing the tax; however, it is rather steeply progressive, going from 10
to 50 percent, and I think that the proposal of the Brookings Insti-
tution, reported in its volume "Economic Choices-1984", is better
in that there are just three steps, ranging, as I recall, from 5 to 32
percent, which sounds more reasonable.

The DeConcini proposal for a flat-rate tax whereby property
income would be exempted is also a good possibility; however, I
have some problem with the flat rate tax because I tend to agree
with Mr. Cohen that some progressivity in the tax system is desira-
ble from the viewpoint of equity. But that could obviously be reme-
died, and probably once the various proposals get reconciled we
will have some sort of consensus about the degree of progressivity
which would be desirable from the viewpoint of Congress' percep-
tion of equity in the tax system.

The other possibility, of course, is to try to reform the existing
income tax system, and I think the bills now before Congress are
desirable from various points of view-that is, Bradley-Gephart,
Kemp-Kasten, Quayle, and so on-in reducing exemptions, deduc-
tions, exclusions, and thus, by increasing the base, reducing the tax
rate. I think that is all to the good.

I would propose a few additional reforms that are not in most of
these bills we now have. One is, I would like to see more exclusion
of dividends and other types of property income in order further to
stimulate saving. I would like to see more indexing for inflation-
certainly indexing of tax brackets and exemptions-and probably'
indexing of capital gains; that is, you only pay a capital gain if
your property has gone up more in value than the CPI since the
time you bought it.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you need more time to proceed?
Mr. KENDRICK. Just very little.
I would like to see the R&D tax credit extended, if not possibly a

subsidy on R&D, particularly by capital goods manufacturers,
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which would help bring down the price of capital goods and stimu-
late investments.

In conclusion, let me just refer to an article I had on the editori-
al page of the Wall Street Journal on August 29. There, basically, I
assume that there will be tax reform next year, as many people are
predicting, and "that the tax simplification and reform succeeds in
shifting more of the tax burden toward the consumed portion of
income." If that happens, I think we can remain on the higher pro-
ductivity trend that we have been on now for the last couple of
years. I think that this can continue throughout this decade. It will
mean a slower increase in costs-cost per unit of output. It will
mean less inflation-I would think no more than 4 percent or so
for the rest of the decade, which is far better than the double digit
we had just a few years ago. And this of course will mean a lot of
saving in the budget, because interest rates will tend to come down
further if we have less inflation, and that of course will help the
deficit situation.

So I do hope we move toward fundamental reform in 1985.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Kendrick.
Mr. Bradford?
[Mr. Kendrick's prepared testimony follows:]
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Fr@gine.O~ ttee, Senator Charles E. Grassley, chairman,

September 17, 1984.

The present U. S. tax system has been characterized as a "crazy-quilt"

which is "riddled with special provisions that affect taxpayers in similar

circumstances very differently and needlessly reduces economic efficiency."

Since the problems of the system have been documented extensively,

I may summarize them briefly.

Indictments of the present Tax System

Most important from the viewpoint of effects on productivity and

growth, an income-based tax system involves double taxation of saving.

This is true since tne income out of uhich savin is raie is taxed, and

so is tne income from the investment into 1'hich savings flow. To look at

it another -,ray, taxes on property income drive a wedge between the social

(before tax) rate of return on investment, and the private (after-tax) rate

of return. As a result, there is too little saving and investment and

therefore a lower rate of economic growth than is socially optimal.

Further, there is misallocation of capital among competing uses

since tax rates on investments differ widely from one type to another.

This, i due to unrealistic depreciation allowances; the effects of inflation

on depreciation and some other cost calculations; investment tax credits;

double taxation of corporate equity income while income from owner-occupied

housing and municipal bonds is excluded; and asymmetrical treatment of

capital gains and losses. The resulting diversion of investment from the most
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productive uses reduces economic growth, saving patterns are also

aff*ete4 aines saw types of saving are sheltered while others are not.

Labor compensation is also distorted in that some types of compensation,

such as certain employer-financed fringe benefits as well as some transfer

payments, are not taxed. various other exclusions mean that tax rates are

higher than they would otherwise be, which serves to penalize work.

Finally, the Federal tax system has become very complex, resulting

in complicated tax-avoidance manipulations. Thus, energies are diverted

from increasing productive efficiency to minimizing tax liabilities.

Individuals lacking the knowledge or resources to do so are penalized

by paying more than their fair share of taxes.

The need for fundamental tax reform as a major means for promoting

tde :ro'th o.' rodirti.ity and pev capital :-eal income -:an recognlized )j

uoth the iationsl productivityf Advisory Conittee and the .4hite liouse

con,'erence on productivity in tneir reports to tae president durin6 tae

past year. The Comittee's Fccommendation 2 vas: "Replace the current

income tax "¢ith a system that would tax all incomes just once at rates

not exceeding some low fixed rate and provide for immediate expensing of

all investment expenditures."1 2

.The W~ite House productivity Conference Report recommended: "The

Presigta avA th. congress should resist making further piecemeal changes

in our tax la" and develop a specific plan for fundamental tax reform."

It was specified that the reform should "achieve neutrality in effects on

saving and investment decisions."
3
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consumption-based Taxes

Thfe, v&e several types of reform proposals that would eliminate

the double taxation of saving, one is the consumed income tax, also

known as a cash flow expenditure tax. The tax base comprises all monetary

receipts minus verifiable saving, investment and debt repayment. This is

equivalent to taxation of a base that would exclude property income flows.

The same result could be accomplished by an indirect tax on consumption

expenditures, such as a value-added tax (VAT) or a comprehensive national

sales tax.

with respect to VAT or sales taxes, a major objection is that the.

are regressive. They would also interfere with state and local government

revenue sources, and would increase consumer prices. Exemption of

ncccssities in or0c- to .3k thu !r:ee. taxes o:-e e Atalole a.und Wssiolj

proportional would d reduce the re;enue lase. In )ractice, a VAT or selective

uatioual sales tax woula be relevant as an add-on to suppie.ent the revenues

obtained Prom a refo xmed income tax or other sources.

proposals for a consumed income or cash floiu expenditure tax have been
4

developed in some detail by Brookings Institution economists. A siMilar

approach is embodied in a bill "The progressive consumption Tax" (H.R. 5841)

introduced by Representative Cecil Heftel, which would substitute the

expendiure tax for the current income tax. The rate structure ranges from

10 to 50 percent. The progression is considerably steeper than that in the

Brookings proposal, which ranges from 5 to 32 percent for incomes in excess

of personal exemptions. The Heftel bill would replace the current corporate

income tax with a 30% tax on corporate dividend payments.
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The Brookings economists would tax the cash flow of corporations at the

maximum rate o@i° sonal cash flow. The corporation tax base would include

total receipts (except proceeds from the sale of stock) less all business

expenses including investment.

Exclusion of cNait*1 income rather than saving is Drovided for in

"The Flat Rate Tax Act" (S. 557) introduced by senator Dennis Deconcini.

It taxes both individual and corporate income at a 19 percent rate. Most

of the tax credits, deductions and exclusions of the current income tax are

eliminated or modified. The personal examption is indexed for inflation.

"The Flat Rate Tax Act" is virtually identical to the proposal of Drs. Robert

Hall and Alvin Rubushka of the Hoover Institution.

The details of any bill under serious consideration to substitute a

consuuption-based tax for the present incoLe ta-., "oud have to be e:,ar:lned
care-lly," of course, and extensive nearinic he!('. here I offer a 2e

general comments. Any .lat rate tax -could be critit-ized on cuity grounds.

But even a progressire tax on consumed incoLae %-ould be subject to the

criticism that it would promote the concentration of "-e&lth. After all,

saving and wealth confer economic power, security, and opportunity, even

though it is only consumption that creates direct utility. Inclusion of gifts

and bequests in the cash flpw tax would help meet that objection, although

there would be much debate over the appropriate level of exemptions. There

would also be a difficult transitional problem in taxing consumption

expenditures out of income that had previously "een taxed. The Brookings

study suggests ways of handling that.

If capital income rather than saving were excluded from the tax base,

as in the DeConcini bill, there would be large windfall capital gains to

owners of securities and some other types of property. This problem could
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oe addressed through :,alital Zains; taxation, Hnd ,ift a . estate taxation

designed to moderate inequalities of wealth.

Cash flow expenditure taxation would create new book-keeping and

administrative problems with regard to qualified channels of saving. But

its proponents claim that overall complexity would be reduced in comparison

with the present income tax.

It is mv Judgment that the advantages of expenditure taxation would

decisively outweigh the disadvantages. since it is neutral with respect to

the consumption /saving decision, saving and investment would be increased,

promoting growth of productivity and real income. Exclusion of investment

would eliminate the distortions introduced by depreciation accounting,

especially in inflationary periods. with a zero effective marginal tax
5

rate on ell assetn, 1L e oltcts old flo" i,to thcir i:os productive uses.

Incorne Tax jeformn

There are more than a dozen bills pending In congress proposing reform

of' the Federal income tax system. perhaps best known are "The Fair Tax Act

of 1983" (s. 147?, . 3271) introduced by Ganato.' Bill Bradley and

Representative Richard Gephardt, and the Kemp-Kasten "Fair and Simple Tax

Act" (S. 2600 and H.R. 5533). These bills generally broaden the income tax

base by eliminating or limiting many of the special provisions for both

individuals and corporations in current law. AS a consequence, tax rates

are reduced significantly. The rates are progressive in some of the bills,

and flat in others.

The base-broadening and rate reductions are all to the good, since

they would reduce the distortions in the present system referred to earlier.
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I would only suggest some additional reforms that would further encourage

saving and more efficient business investment decisions.

First of all, I recommend expanding the allowed deduction for corporate

dividends, making it 100 percent if revenue considerations permit, in order

to eliminate the double taxation. Interest deductions for interest receipts

should also be expanded and/or indexed for inflation. Revenue loss could

be made up by not permitting interest payments as a deduction, which would

put equity and debt financing'on an equal basis.

Expensing investment outlays, or the present value of future economic

depreciation would be a great improvement over arbitrary capital recovery

allowance. As noted above, this would reduce tax-related distortions of

investment decisions. It would also be desirable to allow unlimited loss

carr.- 'or::aras, including interest on thse losses ancil tiej can " e of-cet

against prot'its.

Indexation of income tax exemptions and rackets ,or inflation should

not 'e scrapped, altou h it migi.t be delejcd or limited temporarily due to

revenue requirements. Indexinti for inflation should also be applied to

capital gains, and possibly to taxable interest receipts.

A modified research and development tax credit should be extended

beyond 1985. If it were dropped, consideration should be given to R&D

subsidies in view of the external benefits of R&D and its importance to

technological innovati. n.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I strongly support the replacement of the present income

tax system with a cash flow expenditure tax. This would not only increase
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saving and investment; it would also improve efficiency in the allocation

of capital, pnA hopefully, result in a less complex tax system. All of

these benefits would conduce to a stronger growth in productivity, real

product and income per capita. with such reforms, as I pointed out in an

article in the August 29, 1984, wall Street journal (copy attached for the

record), productivity growth in the years ahead should resume its long-term

trend. This would be a crucial element in holding down cost and price

inflation, which, in turn, will help to reduce interest rates and the

Federal deficit.
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Productiv
By JoHN W. KOR'nICK

This week's news that non-farm produc-
tivity grew at the surprising annual rate of
4.' in the second quarter of 1984 has en-
couraged some observers to believe that
the cyclical recovery in productivity is vir-
tually over. Now that capacity utilization is
close to normal, they expect productivity,
.; as to almost evaporate. I believe in-
stead that productivity will have an up
ward trend for at least the rest of this dec-
ade.

The pessimists base their view on our
record during the decade prior to 1983,
when the average annual growth In pro-
ductivity was less than If#. Since mid-1962,
I not only have argued that we would see a
strong recovery in real gross national
product and productivity, but also stated
that the 1970s slump in productivity was
over If this is correct, we can look for-
ward to relaUvely strong economic growth
through the 18008 with only moderate In.
creases in the general price level.

Since the recovery began In the last -
quarter of 19W2. productivity growth has
averaged 3.3% annually. While a bit less
than the average of prior recoveries., this
growth rate has been at least double that
projected by most forecasters. Over the
s-Ime period, the increase In average
hourly labor compensation decelerated to
:ess than 4. annually-to the surprise of
•Onost everyone. As a result, labor costs
per unit of output have risen by less than
1. permitting a strong upnurge of profits

that continues to fuel the recovery.
Negative Factors Reversed

.Most of the factors that had a nega.
!'o impact on productivity growth in the
;4,is have been reversed. The post-World
War 1i -baby boomers. who swelled the
r,.tks of tiexperienced youthful workers in
the late 19685 and the 19785, are now pASS-
fig litl their prime working years. The

,osts of complying with social regulations
lixe begun to level out u a percentage of
GNP after major Increases in the lfT.
The drive to rationalize anti-pollution and
hpalth-and-safety regulations, which began
under President Carter, has continued un.
tier President Reagan. The some is tre of
the move toward economic deregulation
that has lowered prices in portions of the
ulity. transportation, communications

ond finance sectors. and increased compet.
iive incentives for higher productivity.

Even more important has been the de-
(t--r.ition In the general inflation rate, and
the dncltne In energy prices since 1981. The
acceleration of inflation during the 1970s.
exacerbated by the oil shocks of 1973 and

N079. is widely credited with a major role
in the productivity slowdown. Inflation

eroded profits and reduced investment In-
centives. It impaired the efficacy of the
isarket pricing system as an allocator of
resources, and diverted mageral ener-
gies from Increasing efficiency. The huge
increase in energy prices rendered some
energy intensive equipment obsolete And
irstered substitution of less-expensIve,
lower-productIvity technologies.

The opposite is now true with these fat.
Ur,. In particular, the deceleration of in-
iativn has increased the value of reported
profits, helping to explain the bull market
that begin in August 1W and the subse-
quent revival of investmenL It also helped
to offset the effect on Investment Of high

ity Gains Will Continue
interest rates. Although down from their
peaks, long-term Interest rates have yet to
reflect the marked drop of inflation. This is
generally Ascribed to doubts that inflation
will remain subdued, although the general
upward trend In bond prices since early
June suggests that financial markets are
now more confident that inflation will not
soon return to double digits.

The chief long-term factor driving up
productivity growth Is technological ad.
vancement, largely through research and
development. From a peak of almost 3% of
GNP In the mid-s.. R&D sagged to a
low of 2.06 In 1977. Since then, both public
and private R&D spending has rien, and
is now 2.6% of GNP. Even after allowance
for la, this surge Is contributing to an
increase in the flow of cost-reducing Inven.
Uons And Innovations. Congress Is likely to
make the incremental R&D tax credit en.

Most of the ttors that
lowered productivity growth
during the 1970s have been
reversed,

acted in 1981 permanent, with some revi-
sions, before It expires In 1985. This would
add additional stimulus to technological
progress in the years ahead.

Since most p -ductivity-ralslng Innova.
lions are embodied In capital goods, the
current investment boom s encouraging.
Over the past year, real nonresidential
building and equipment expenditures have
risen by more than 22%. In addition to the
favorable effects of lowered Inflation. the
net effect of the tax acts of 1981 and 1982
has been to significantly Increase the after-
tax rate of return on Investment. An Urban
Institute Study estimated that the marginal
corporate tax rate on income from new
fixed Investment-has dropped from the
32.8% average of 1973-81 to 15.8% cur-
rently. If the tax simplification and reform
considered likely In 1985 succeeds in shift-
ing more of the tax burden toward the con-
sumed portion of Income, the additional
stimulus to saving and Investment will pro-
long the expansion.

There have been favorable develop-
ments in labor-management relations in
the past several year as a result of keen
foreign competion and the recessions. Not
only have nominal wage-rate increases
moderated significantly, but many new un-
ion contracts have reduced or eliminated
rerictive work rules. Both union and non.
union workers Increasingly have partici.
paled In quality circles and other joint In-
barnanagement team efforts to improve
productivity. These programs seem to be
having a positive impact on efficiency. To
the extent that they elicit innovative ideas
from workers, they promote productivity
in the long term.

Through the use of a growlh-accounting
model, I have tried to roughly quantify
what the effects of these developments will
be on productivity growth between 1964
and 1IM0. It comes out at about a 2.5-,
average annual rate of increase, close to
the io.ng-sn trend. It is below the 3.2-6
rate of the first two decades after World
War I1, which was Influenced by the
needed rebuilding of Industrial plants. But

it represents a healthy comeback from the
slowdown to 0.8 % between 1973 and 1961.
Combined with projected Increases in la.
bor force, employment and hours worked,
it means an overall real growth rate of
about 4% a year, compared wth 2.2% in
the earlier period. This gives an added
kicker to productivity growth from greater
economies of scale, and more efficient
rates of plant-capacity utilization -even as.
suing a 6% unemployment rate in 1M0
compared with today's 7.5% rate.

Unit labor cots are determined by av-
erage hourly compensation s well u pro-
ductivity. Wage Increases have dece-
lerated from a 9.5% annual increase in the
short-lived 1960-81 recovery to a 4% annual
rate in this one. The continuing outlook is
good. The Council of Economic Advisers
reports that when the unemployment rate
is above 6.5% It exerts a downward pr.
sure on wage Increases. During the first
half of 1984. major colltuve-bargalnng
contracts eal'ed in adjustments avqrg-:
ing only 2.8% annually over the life of t ,:
contract, no higher thin in 19W.

Even below the 6.5% rate cited by the
CEA. It takes some years for rising de.
mand and falling supply of labotto ratchet
up wage Increases much. The old saying
"wages lag" Is reinforced by the preva.
lence of mulilyear union contracts. The
low inflation rate also will help hold down
wage increases. a. will continuing forelg
compeUtion.
Projection of 1984-90 Average

If we assume a gradual acceleration In
wage Increases after 1995. a reasonable
projection for the 1984-90 average is 5.1%.
close to the 1948-73 average. Given my
forecast of a 2.5% average gain in produc.
tlivlty, the upward trend in labor costs per
unit of output would he held to 3%. Even
allowing for ,ome further recovery In
profit margins and faster increases In
prices of imported goods as the dollar de-
clines In value, It would be surprising if
the Implicit pelcedeftator rose by as nuch
as 5% a year, on average.

All this assullnes4lat the Federal Re-
serve board will hew to a restrained mo-
netary policy. If by 1966 wage Increases
are accelerating and productivity gais
are lagging, as is typical of the latter
phae of economic expansions, I would ex-
pect thi Fed to continue current policies so
that higher labor costs woid not be fully
reflected in price Increases. The ensuing
profit squeeze and probable recession
would serve to bring wage and price infla.
tion back in line with the modest rate that
the public, the government and the Fed.
eral Reserve seem willing to tolerate.

Those who are pessimistic concerning
the productivity and inflation outlook are
likely to find that the 19Ptt will turn out
quite unlike the 1970s. Many current fore-
casters Implicitly assume that we face a
reprise of the 1108 with decelerating pro
ductivity and accelerating Inflation. It is
both my expectation and hope that they
will be proved wrong.

Mr. Kendrlit is a professor of eonoi.i-
ics if Groroc Washixqtoji Uiv'ersit, ad
njunri scholar at the Atnerkcoe Enter.
prise Institute. He s co-aulthor of "Pro.
ductivity in the UuifedStafes" t/ohns Hop-
lins. IWO).
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Mr. BRADFORD. Thank you, Senator Grassley. i appreciate the
chance to speak to you today on this subject. I am very interested
in what my fellow panelists have been saying.

I should say, about my own remarks, that they are in rather sim-
plified terms. I think that anyone who gets into this subject at all
deeply realizes that slogans are always going to be misleading and
that the best we can do is to try to convey a few basic ideas with
them.

I am under no illusions that even the sorts of general reforms
that I advocate could be accomplished in such a neat and clean
way as I am about to suggest maybe they could.

Also, I think all of us who worry about reform need to keep in
view the many ways in which the tax system influences our lives.
Mr. Storrer spoke of the need to clean up the tax system so that it
isn't a regulator of our society; but at the same time we do have to
reflect on the degree to which the present composition of our socie-
ty in many, many ways is in fact strongly influenced by the tax
system. I need hardly mention home ownership, the relative em-
ployment of husbands and wives, the extent of charitable activities,
the way families manage inheritances, the forms in which we con-
duct our business,-corporations and partnerships, and so on. Our
lives are extraordinarily strongly influenced by the tax system, and
major changes would therefore need to be made with due sensitivi-
ty to that fact.

Now let me go back to an oversimplified discussion perhaps of a
subject which is close to my interest, which is the virtue of shifting
the basis of taxation to what I call "consumed income."

A tax on consumed income conjures up various images in the
minds of both its opponents and its advocates. I am an advocate,
and to me a tax based on consumption promises a fairer distribu-
tion of the tax burden, a vastly simpler tax law, and a much im-
proved use of our nation's resources.

Let me then try very briefly to accomplish three broad things:
One, explain what I mean by a consumption based tax; two, sum-
marize some of the main arguments, again in simplified form, for
such a tax; and, three, given an illustration of one way in which we
can convert the existing income tax system into one on a consistent
consumed income basis.

It is important to recognize, I think-and a lot of discussion ig-
nores this-that what we now have isn't an income tax, at least in
the sense that theorists have come to discuss the term, which has
to do with the way in which people accrue wealth and consumption
during a year. Right now what a family takes in during the year
can be applied to three uses-to consumption, to saving, and to cer-
tain other things which sometimes get described as "costs of earn-
ing a living," but also such things as State income taxes and medi-
cal expenses, which some would regard as neither consumption nor
savings.

What the tax technicians traditionally mean by "income" is
what is left over after subtracting those other things, so it is a sum
of consumption and savings, and it is in the treatment of savings
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that the present system is just wildly inconsistent. Let me give you
some examples: Under the existing rules some forms of savings are
grossly overtaxed. This was really dramatically clear when we had
inflation running at 12 percent with interest rates in the money
market at something like 16 percent. A person who wasn't taxed at
all would be getting a net real return on lending of 4 percent-16
percent nominal interest less 12 percent inflation caused erosion of
the value of the money. That is fine, but a person who was wealthy
enough or with a high enough salary to be in the 50-percent brack-
et would have paid 8 percent in taxes, leading to an 8-percent after
tax return on that money market fund. But with inflation going at
12 percent, that would mean his money was losing value at 4 per-
cent a year-a negative after-tax rate of return-obviously setting
up a strong disincentive for accumulating in that form. And natu-
rally what happened was that high-bracket taxpayers got out of
those assets and got into more interesting lines such as real estate
or Chinese vases, or any of several other ways that we have of
holding wealth that suffered less of a tax disadvantage.

Such inconsistent treatment of saved income leads to inefficient
investment, and it's at the heart of the manipulations by which
people perceive well-to-do people as reducing their tax liability and
avoiding their fair share. It is also the main culprit, I would argue,
in the complexities of the law. It is obviously not the only one, but
the main one.

Some people argue, and it is a very traditional argument, that
what we should do is fix the system by going after accrual income
by. a proper system of accounts. For example, we could measure
and tax capital gains not on realization but as they accrue. We
could tax the value of a person's pension claim as it grows over
time, and so on. I think that is a bad idea. I don't think anyone is
seriously going after that, either.

Well, if we go the other way and simply exclude savings from the
tax base, which is what I think we ought to do, we would be left
essentially with consumption as the base.

Now, the critical point is that what I have just described could
certainly look like an income tax, and that's why I call it a "con-
sumed income tax," and certainly it would deserve to be called an
income tax as much as our present system is. So anybody who says
that it would be dramatically moving away from what we are now
doing is simply incorrect.

Let me turn then to a few of my ideas. Actually, I see I am going
to run right out of time.

Senator GRASSLEY. No, you go ahead.
Mr. BRADFORD. Shall I go ahead?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. BRADFORD. Well, let me turn to just a few of my ideas on

why this would be a good idea.
The most important reason in my mind for basing the tax on

consumption is that it would be fairer. People are often surprised
by that, but I think it is probably because they haven't really
thought enough about it.

Consider two families that are similarly endowed with basic
earning power-they can be either large or small, well-to-do or less
so-but who differ in their savings behavior. Would we want to
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treat those two families differently for tax reasons, impose differ-
ent tax burdens on them? In particular, would we want to impose a
higher burden on the family who decides to, or just happens to,
save more than the one who saves less-for whatever reason?

It seems to me if there is an argument on that subject it would
go the other way. There is sort of a social virtue to saving. We all
benefit if our neighbors are prepared to finance their own chil-
dren's education and pay their own medical bills, and so forth. I
would not exaggerate this social value of saving. But I certainly
don't understand the argument that the tax bias should go the
other way, that weshould penalize the person who saves more. It
seems to me that the case in fairness almost opens and closes with
that remark, and the task of 'the tax policy designer is to find a
way which imposes burdens in the way that we want, progressively
related to people's basic resources, but which doesn't within that
progressivity penalize those who decide to save more rather than
less.

That then brings us to the question of progressivity. We know
that well-to-do people are those who do a lot of the saving-certain-
ly that is the traditional finding in economics. Does that mean we
can't have a progressive tax? It seems to me the answer to that is
No.

For one thing, in designing a tax you should take into account
that you can't take your money with you. The Brookings plan that
was mentioned today is very clever about taking advantage of that,
so that even people who save a great deal eventually either have to
give it away or consume it. So depending on how you treat those
transactions, you could tax them on that.

Second, we would get a great deal of progressivity, I think, if we
just applied the existing tax structure to a consumption base. It
would be still quite progressive even by current standards, and it is
possible that one could change the rates and make it more progres-
sive, if that is what one wanted to do.

Now let me turn very briefly-and I will try to be very quick on
this-to the point that the consumption basis provides a proper
treatment of investment and therefore will enhance the efficiency
with whish we use our resources.

The characteristic of our tax law is not the heavy tax on the use
of savings and capital but the very varied tax on such uses. Mr.
Kendrick was very clear on that point. A close study of the subject
just leaves one's mind boggled with the incredible variance of the
taxation of capital. But when that happens, you have capital
moving from heavily taxed to lightly taxed uses, and that doesn't
do anybody any good; it is just a net waste; it is like throwing some
of our capital in the ocean. And in my opinion there is no practical
way, even if we wanted to, to tax all of that yield consistently on
the basis of income principles; whereas consumption approaches in
fact lead to a very, very simple way to tax it all uniformly, namely
at zero. I have argued think that is a good idea on its own merits.

Well, these consumption rules-would they require a vastly new
set of institutions? Do you have to make a radical change in the
tax system?

I think the answer is "not necessarily," although some would
argue that that is exactly what we need. An instance is the Hall-
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Rabushka simple flat tax, the DeConcini bill, which is a fairly radi-
cal change in the system, and that is a tax that is based on con-
sumption. Now, I think it is a very attractive tax in many ways,
but in our political process it is likely that people are going to want
in the end a less radical change, and the question is could we im-
plement the consumption approach in the context of less sweeping
changes in the law? And I think the answer is, very clearly, we
could.

So I will just tick off a 6-point program by which we could con-
vert the existing tax system to one based on consumed income.

First of all, we would want to extend the IRA principle. Phase
out restrictions on deposits to and withdrawal from Individual Re-
tirement Accounts and similar things such as employer-provided
retirment plans, Keogh plans, and the like. Deposits to those insti-
tutions are deducted from the tax base and all the withdrawals are
included.

Second, we would phase out over some appropriate period of time
the taxation of interest, dividends, and capital gains. Now, that is a
radical step, but for example if we look at interest overall in the
economy, the taxation or interest yields a loss of revenue now, de-
ducted by higher bracket taxpayers than included.

Third, accelerate depreciation allowances until we have first-year
writeoff of all capital outlays, and do the same with inventory.
That vastly simplifies the treatment of investment in the tax
system.

Fourth, a technical point, allow people to borrow from their tax-
qualified plans, with the borrowing taken into income and the pay-
ments deducted.

Fifth, phase out all the ad hoc savings and investment incentives
that we now have, most importantly the investment credit.

And sixth-and this is very important-phase out the deduction
for interest paid. I spoke about phasing out the inclusion of interest
received. You would of course want to treat that in a symetric way
and phase out the deduction for interest paid.

Well, these sorts of things are not unheard of in our tax reforms
of recent years. We do exactly this kind of thing-we accelerate de-
preciation, we play with the taxation of interest, and so on. I don't
think they are totally radical, and they could be done over a period
of time. It would convert our system to a quite consistent consumed
income basis.

All the other sorts of base-broadening things one talks about,
whether it is a change in the charitable deduction or whatever,
would be quite consistent with the same approach.

That completes my remarks. Thank you.
[Mr. Bradford's prepared testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Committee, my name is
David Bradford. I am Professor of Economics and Public Affairs at
Princeton University, where I specialize in Public Finance, and Research
Associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research, for which I direct
a program of Research in taxation. During 1975-1976, I served as Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy. I am most grateful
for the invitation to present my views today on the possible advantages
of shifting our tax system toward one based on consumed income.

A tax on consumption conjures up various images in the minds of both
opponents and advocates. I am an advocate, and to me a tax based on
consumption--better described as a tax on consumed income--promises a
fair distribution of the tax burden, a vastly simpler tax law, and a much
improved use of the nation's savings. In my few minutes I shall try to
accomplish three things: (1) explain what is meant by a consumption-
based tax, (2) summarize some of the main arguments for such a tax,
including those relating to the productivity question, and (3) give an
illustration of concrete steps that would convert our tax system to a
consumption base.

Actually, the U.S. income tax isn't really based on income in the
first place. What a family takes in during the year can be applied to
three uses: to consumption, to saving, and to certain other expenses,
such as union dues, state income taxes, and the like, which are neither
consumption nor savings. What tax experts mean by income is what is left
after subtracting those "other expenses" from what comes in; in other
words, the sum of saving and consumption. It is in the treatment of
saving that the present system is confused to the point of perversity.

Under existing rules, some forms of saving are grossly over-taxed,
others are under-taxed. When inflation was running at 12 percent, for
example, a money market fund might have yielded 16 percent. This
provided a reasonable 4 percent "real" return for a person or institution
not subject to tax. But someone fortunate enough to be in the 50 percent
bracket would have paid 8 percent in taxes, leaving a real return of
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negative 4 percent after taxes. Naturally, high-bracket taxpayers got
out of assets that were over-taxed to them, and into under-taxed ones,
such as real estate or Chinese vases.

The inconsistent treatment of saved income leads to inefficient
investment. It is at the heart of the manipulations by which rich people
reduce their tax liability. And our muddled approach to taxing savings
is the main culprit in the staggering complexity of the tax law.

Some would argue that the best way to fix this problem would be to
go after the lightly taxed returns to savings--by taxing capital gains in
full as they accrue, for example, or by including the earnings of pension
funds in the income of workers. I think this is a bad idea. A much
better idea would be simply to exclude savings from tax.

Excluding savings leaves consumption at the taxable base. This is
the critical point. The resulting tax would look like an income tax,
which is why I referred to it above as a consumed-income tax. Certainly
such a tax would deserve to be called an income tax at least as much as
our current system deserves it.. It just excludes one more item from the
base--but one that should be excluded.

Let me turn then to some of the reasons it would be a good idea to
exclude savings from tax, and to some of the concerns often expressed
about such a policy.

The most important justification for basing tax on consumption--and
I put it first for that reason--is that it would provide a more equitable
distribution of the tax burden. Those accustomed to regarding an income
tax as the fairest tax are often surprised by this, but I suspect that is
usually because they haven't thought enough about it. Consider first the
question of how we should treat two families that are similarly endowed
with basic earning power--be it large or small--but who differ in their
saving behavior. If the family next door, with the same earning power as
mine, puts aside funds for future use (for educational expenses,
retirement consumption, reserve against medical emergency, or whatever),
while my family does not, should their tax burden be higher than ours?
The notion seems absurd, yet that is the consequence of taxing savings.
Perhaps the family that saves should be rewarded--their children will be
more likely to pay their own way in college; they will pay their own
medical bills; and in general they are less likely to have to call upon
others when confronted by temporary emergencies. But whatever the merits
of this line of thought, surely we don't ordinarily reward the prodigal
son. The family deciding to save less should not thereby incur a lesser
tax burden than the family that saves more. By excluding savings from
tax we achieve the result that the two families bear the same burden.

Many, perhaps most, would accept this argument, but object that it
overlooks the fact that high earners are also observed to be high savers.
Won't a tax based on consumption be regressive? This concern is not
warranted because it is based on a misapprehension. You can't take your
savings with you. What is taken in must ultimately go out, as
consumption, as "other'expenditures," as gifts or as bequests. Even if
gifts and bequests were excluded from the donor's tax (and included in
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the tax of the recipient), and even without base-broadening reforms,
applying rates similar to today's to a base that excluded savings (but
included dissavings) would result in considerable progressivity. But, in
any case, if more progressivity were desired, it could be had by
adjusting the schedule of rates.

Won't a consumption base shift taxes away from the middle aged and
toward the young and old? The question is badly posed. The right way to
measure tax burdens is to do so over an extended period of time. Each -
individual is young once, middle aged once, and old once. The important
issue is how average burdens over the life cycle compare with a family's
ability to pay.

What about the changeover? Wont't a shift to a consumption basis
for taxation unfairly subject existing savers to a second round of taxes
on the money they have put aside? Not necessarily. As with any
substantial change in the tax system, an immediate shift to a
consumed-income base would cause redistributions of wealth that are not
desirable in themselves. However, rules can be designed to avoid unfair
double-taxation. The specific example I shall offer shortly illustrates
this important point.

What does all this have to do with productivity? The present tax
system causes a serious waste of resources. The effective burden of tax
on investment in productive capital, by businesses and households, varies
enormously. As a consequence, too much is devoted to lightly taxed forms
of investment, and too little to heavily taxed forms. Simply by
reallocating our existing savings we could achieve substantial
productivity improvements. Under the consumption approach tax
considerations would cease to influence the pattern of investment. Every
saver and investor would have just the right incentive to seek out the
highest-yielding use of resources.

Some base their advocacy of consumption taxation on the view that it
would bring about an increase in the level of national saving, and hence
in the national capital stock. I, myself, think this result is probable
under most likely approaches to consumption-based taxes. But both theory
and evidence are mixed in their predictions on this score. I would
stress that, whatever the response of total capital formation, a shift to
a consistent consumption base promises major gains through an improved
allocation of savings--a more efficiently employed capital stock. And
these gains from eliminating the existing tax distortions bearing on
investment come with virtually no offsetting costs.

A further point bearing on productivity: Excluding savings from tax
permits enormous simplification of the tax laws, with all this implies
for improved taxpayer morale and compliance, and reduced waste of the
valuable time and talent presently devoted to tax avoidance.

Won't adoption of a consumption base require a radically new set of
tax institutions? Do we really need a whole new tax? Some would argue
that precisely what is needed now is to scrap the existing law and
substitute a new system. The Hall-Rabushka Simple Flat Tax, which is
based on consumption, is an example. But one of the important facts
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about the consumption approach is that it is equally compatible with
gradual, phased change in the law, of the sort Congress has enacted every
year or two for the past twenty years. And it is fully compatible as
well with base-broadening proposals such as the much-discussed
Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten bills.

Let me then conclude by showing the practicability of the
consumption approach. While many routes are available (I have mentioned
the Simple Flat Tax as an example), the following six-point plan shows
that we could implement the consumption strategy without radical restruc-
turing of our tax system. The changes I mention would apply to both
individual and corporation income taxes:

(1) Phase out present restrictions on deposits to and withdrawals
from savings plans such as employer-provided retirement programs, Keogh
plans and IRAs. Deposits to such "tax qualified" plans are deducted from
the tax base, while withdrawals are included in the tax base.

(2) Phase out taxation of interest receipts, dividends, and capital
gains, except as these are realized through withdrawals from tax
qualified savings plans.

(3) Accelerate depreciation deductions until full first-year
writeoff is the rule; similarly, move to immediate expensing of inventory
purchases.

(4) Allow borrowing from a tax qualified plan, whereby the borrowed
amounts are immediately subject to tax, but all repayments, of principal
or interest, are fully deductible.

(5) Phase out the existing ad hoc savings and investment
incentives, such as the investment tax credit.

(6) Phase out deductions for interest paid, except in the case of
borrowing from a tax qualified account.

With the possible exception of the change in the interest deduction,
these reforms are not particularly extreme. Tax legislation of recent
years has commonly embodied shifts of similar magnitude. But this simple
package of linked measures (together with repeal of vast chunks of the
Internal Revenue Code now devoted to coping with the inconsistent
treatment of savings) would convert the existing system to a tax related
progressively to each family's power to consume.
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Senator GRASSLEY. To start off, if I interpreted Mr. Cohen right, I
would like to ask the other three panelists to respond to a point he
made that I don't think is made here often enough, and from his
experience as a former Commissioner I think we should give his
point of view considerable weight, and that is that compliance is
more going to be influenced by the amount of enforcement we have
as opposed to where I think too many of us in the Congress come
from, or at least where I come from, that it is probably more the
credibility of the tax system, the concept of fairness, the under-
standability of it, how high the marginal tax rates are, and those
things.

First of all let me ask Mr. Cohen, is that a fair analysis?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir, I think it is.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. So could I ask each one of you to

comment? Because I think we need that sort of reaction, because
you know this whole series of hearings-let me ask my staff-
comes from the other point of view.

Mr. COHEN. I should add, Senator, of course, that other attributes
do have a contributing factor.

Senator GRASSLEY. But you said "marginal."
Mr. COHEN. But it is marginal. That's right.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. And that's fair. I mean, that is what

these hearings are all about, to get all of the expert testimony out
on the table for all of us to consider.

Proceed.
Mr. KENDRICK.. Well, I think all these characteristics you have

mentioned are important. Nowadays, with computerized systems
whereby tax information returns can be checked against what you
report, the enforcement side isn't that difficult anymore, except in
some complex cases no doubt.

Mr. COHEN. Can we debate this a little bit, Senator?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Because I think that is another miscomprehension. A

computer is a valuable essential tool that provides information.
Only a human being can follow the information. We have just
loads of small business people in this country. There are thousands
and thousands and millions and millions of discrepancies that will
show up. And the computer doesn't resolve those problems, it only
raises them. That is the difficulty. We proceed on the assumption
that if we had more and more computers we would need less and
less- people; but since we will need less and less people to keep
records, we will need more and more people to analyze the records.

Senator GRASSLEY. We will find more and more discrepancies
that will have to be followed up.

Mr. COHEN. But many of those discrepancies, when you follow
them up, will lead nowhere. For example, my brother and I have a
joint account, and it's on my E.I. number. And I will get a notice
saying, "You didn't report all of the dividends from XYZ stock,"
and I will send them in a message saying, "I did, and I sent you
another little piece of paper which evidently didn't get matched up,
and it shows that my brother got half of that. That sort of thing
happens. But someone must follow that up to correct the comput-
er.

Senator GRASSLEY. Go ahead.
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Mr. KENDRICK. But that pointing out of the discrepancy is an im-
portant part of getting compliance. But I agree with the implica-
tion of your .question, and that is that the credibility and public
perception of the fairness of the tax system is equally important in
getting full payment of the tax that is due. That is one reason why
I think that eliminating the double taxation of dividends and elimi-
nating the double taxation of saving generally would help to get
greater compliance, because of greater perception of fairness on the
part of the public.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Storrer?
Mr. STORRER. I would like to address two different aspects of that

question. First, to sort of follow up on what Mr. Cohen said regard-
ing the errors that the computer picks up, the IRS has a number of
computer programs by which they check tax returns and match
them with documents. They have a program called the Information
Return Program, IRP. They have the Math Error Corrections
Notice Program. They have the Unallowable Items Program. All of
these result in notices that go out to taxpayers. And I believe with
respect to the matching program of 1099's with returns, by the
IRS's own admission 50 percent of the notices that go out are in
error. They simply suspect there to be a mismatch, which obviously
turns out not to be the case. Of the 50 percent which they indicate
are correct, many of those are for innocuous sums which clients of
mine simply pay without even trying to reconcile them.

So I think that matching of documents with the tax returns,
when there is such an enormous number of documents, is very mis-
leading in terms of trying to create enforcement.

Also, with respect to the enforcement aspect of things, I believe
that when the public at large, regardless of whether or not they
are in the 70 percent that file 1040A's or they are in the more com-
plicated sort of the 30 percent that have scheduh C's, E's, and
others perceive the tax system to be inequitable. And so it leaves
them, by virtue of the confiscatory rate structure, in my opinion, to
cheat in ways which are indescribable. The W-4 program the IRS
has is one where people just file W-4's claiming 99 exemptions and
then disappear underground at the end of the year hopefully never
to surface again. Family trusts sometimes used by very low income
people, family trusts, and ministers certificates are a ridiculous
scheme for the purpose of avoiding tax. Those are three examples
of what I would describe as the poor man's tax shelter. And these
are used by people who otherwise would file 1040A's, in my opin-
ion, the 70 percent. So I think the perception of inequity is very
important here, and I believe that 70 percent 1040A population
perceives the system to be inequitable.

When the population perceives a law to be inequitable, it does
not matter whether or not in reality it really is, because they actu-
ate their feelings by being civilly disobedient.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Bradford?
Mr. BRADFORD. Well, we are operating in an area where I think

an awful lot has to go on hunch. I guess I am in the middle.
I would think that stricter enforcement would contribute sub-

stantially to compliance; however, I think that neither the enforce-
ment nor the individual voluntary compliance is independent of
either the high rates or the perceived fairness of the system. In
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fact, my perception in recent years has been that Congress has de-
clined to authorize a more rigorous program of enforcement be-
cause legislators themselves are not so confident that the tax
system is fair.

There are some guidelines, it seems to me, for developing
schemes that would provide for easier enforceability. I think lower
rates, in my opinion, would make voluntary compliance higher; it
stands to reason it would. Common sense says if the penalty is a
certain amount and the amount you've got to gain from cheating
drops, then you will cheat less.

The most promising way to get them for an easily enforceable
system is to have one in which accounts are linked in a more sys-
tematic way than they are now, such that basically any time some-
one gets a deduction, and this would go especially for businesses,
someone else would have an inclusion. This is the typical way in
which a value-added tax is administered. And I think the general
approach, again to go back to my theme, is quite compatible with a
consumption-type; whereas income taxes give you a lot of trouble,)
basically because the rate at which an asset which is purchased is
deducted by one taxpayer is not the same way it shows up in the
tax return of a selling taxpayer.

Senator GRASSLEY. The answer to the next question I would like
to have you submit in writing, not because of the time, which
might be a factor, but just because I think that I would like to have
you give it some thought instead of being under the force here. It
involves the gross income tax, and "gross income" defined as "gross
sales minus cost of sales"-that's an accounting term. And then"cost of sales" further defined as "direct product input." I would
like first of all your views on the gross income tax; second, how
such a system might affect business decisions, productivity general-
ly; and how it might affect our compliance efforts, with all the
compliance problems we have referred to, underground economy,
and things like that. And then lastly, whether or. not in your view
the gross income tax is neutral in terms of affecting those business
decisions.

Now, if there are any of you who would object to answering that
in writing and would rather answer it right now, I would be glad to
take the time to listen; but I would rather you would take some
time to answer it in writing.

Mr. COHEN. You know, there are some States that have tried a
ross income tax, Senator, and most of them have failed on the
asis of the vagarities of the business world-that is, the margin of

profit in one business is very large, and the margin of profit in an-
other business is very small, and so it has a dramatic effect in the
latter and miniscule in the former. That is the problem, that is,
gross income is not an indication of ability to pay at all.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman, could I just make one quick

remark on a point which Mr. Bradford made, which I think is im-
portant?

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. KENDRICK. Although I agree generally with his viewpoint, as

I understand it you either exempt saving from income or you
exempt property income from taxation to avoid double taxation of
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saving. And if I did not misunderstand him, he was advocating
both exempting saving and the income from saving. And I think
that is going too far. I mean, you do one or the other, not both, Do
you get my point?

Mr. BRADFORD. I get your point, but you misread me.
Senator GRASSLEY. Then clarify it, Mr. Bradford.
Mr. BRADFORD. OK.
Senator GRASSLEY. For the record.
Mr. BRADFORD. I quite agree, there are two basic strategies for

basing a tax on consumption, or more particularly for exempting
the return from saving. One is to allow a deduction for saving, and
then inclusion of all the return that comes back, and the other is to
ignore the whole thing, neither allow a deduction at the time of
saving or your tax, what the taxpayer is able to get back in the
future from the act of saving now.

The scheme that I outlined in my six-point program separates
two quite clearly-the deductible savings are those which are con-
ducted through an Individual Retirement Account, or the like, and
all those are deducted and all the withdrawals are included, or
they are deducted through business investment. If I have a busi-
ness, I deduct my outlays on capital and equipment-inventory,
and so on-in which case, again, all the receipts that I get back are
taxed.

Alternatively, if I simply go out and buy a bond-and don't take
any deduction, don't put it in my IRA or anything of the kind, then
under my scheme the return on that bond would be ignored, it
would not be taxed. So there is a separation. It is very important to
draw those lines carefully, and I have no doubt that by doing that
carelessly we would be in trouble.

Mr. KENDRICK. Well, thank you for your clarification.
Mr. COHEN. As long as we are clarifying, Senator, could I add one

more point? I think we have all talked about a variety of taxes
here. The one worst system from the administrative point of view,
either fox the taxpayer-that is, the business taxpayer who has to
keep records-or the government who has to maintain an adminis-
trative setup is to have both; that is, a VAT and the income tax, a
consumption tax and the income tax, because then you are admin-
istering two systems.

We don't have anyone, for example, at the Revenue Service now
who has ever administered a sales tax, a national sales tax, be-
cause we've never had one. There is a whole training exercise nec-
essary. So if you go through the whole training exercise and then
maintain both systems, you would need twice as many people.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Yes, sir?
Mr. STORRER. Mr. Chairman, may I make a couple of remarks re-

garding progressivity? With all due respect to Mr. Cohen and his
illustrious career and success at the IRS, I really believe that pro-
gressivity does create a complexity, perhaps not to the degree that
it would be impossible to deal with but it does create complexity.

I will give you four examples:
One is that the filing status is necessary. Sections 2 and other

sections of the Internal Revenue Code are necessary only by virtue
of progressive rates. That is the reason you have them-surviving
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spouse definitions are complicated, head of household definitions
are complicated. Indeed a significant part of the Tax Reform Act of
1984 addressed the issue of the definition of "marriage" under sec-
tion 143b, by virtue of the. need to differentiate between married
people and unmarried people simply because of the differing rate
sections and rates that apply. The marriage tax penalty deduction
which emerged out of one of the recent acts, section 221, was neces-
sary. by virtue of progressive rates that apply differently to people
who are married filing a joint return with two-earner incomes in
the household as opposed to single people.

Last year there was a constitutional challenge to the Internal
Revenue Code brought by two governmental employees who said
that it was unconstitutional to tax married people differently than
single individuals.

So I mention those as indications that progressivity does create
complexity.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Cohen, when you write us about the gross
income tax, give us a few of those States we could look at.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. And their experiences. Or any sort of

public--
Mr. COHEN. Mostly they have done it as licensing fees, but the

net effect is the same.
Senator GRASSLEY. And if there is any written material on that,

you could refer us to it.
1 want to thank you all; you are a very good panel. And we ap-

preciate the information you have given us and the expertise that
you have imparted to us as well. Thank you very much.

I now call the last panel. Calvin Kent is currently director of
Baylor University Center for Private Enterprise, a graduate of
Baylor, advanced degrees with the University of Michigan, Univer-
sity of Virginia, and the University of Chicago. He studied at those
latter universities as well. He has been a former staff member of
this committee and also of the IRS, and he is known as a strong
advocate of entrepreneurship in small business. He is also on the
President's Task Force for Entrepreneurship and Small Business.

We have Jim Tatum, currently a partner in the firm of Peden,
Tatum & Associates, a C.P.A. firm, and he is a graduate of Sam
Houston State University, an MBA degree, and also did additional
graduate work at the University of Houston in accounting. He
worked with the accounting firm of Peat, Marwick & yfitchell from
1965 to 1967, and he also served as a controller and treasurer for
two international oil companies between 1967 and 1975. He has
been in his own private business since 1975.

Richard Vedder is currently a professor of economics at Ohio
University and holds a doctorate from the Tiniversity of Illinois. He
has published books on the effect of the income tax on rich States
versus poor States and has an economics textbook, "American
Economy in Historical Perspective." He formerly has been, as well,
on our committee, and Joint Economic Committee. He recently was
involved with hearings there.

I would like to have Mr. Kent, then Mr. Tatum, then Mr.
Vedder.
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STATEMENT OF CALVIN A. KENT, PH.D., HERMAN W. LAY PRO.
FESSOR OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE, CENTER FOR PRIVATE EN-
TERPRISE, HANKAMER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, BAYLOR UNI-
VERSITY, WACO, TX
Mr. KENT. I appreciate very much the opportunity of coming up

from Texas and enjoying the hospitality of the committee as well
as the cool climate, which is something we have not experienced
down there this year.

I want to focus my remarks on the impact of recent tax changes
over the last 4 years upon the entrepreneurial, small business
sector of the economy, because that is the area we work with most
in my operation in Baylor.

Let me begin by indicating that most of the tax changes that
have taken place in the last 4 years have not, when you take them
in aggregate, benefited business all that much. In addition they
have, in many instances, been to the particular detriment of the
smaller business, entrepreneurial sector of the economy.

I think it is important to understand that small businesses are
the principal generator of jobs and the principal generator of new
technologies in this Nation. Therefore, if you are concerned about
the level of unemployment, about the competitiveness of America,
you are very much concerned about what you can do to promote
the entrepreneurial small business sector of the economy. Certainly
a more favorable tax environment would be an important step in
that promotion.

Sometimes we speak of business as if all business were all the
same, which is not the case. There are differences between large
and small businesses, and these differences mean that a tax struc-
ture which treats both large small businesses the same does not
treat them the same because of these inherent differences in their
characteristics.

Let me just briefly, then, mention some of those differences.
First of all, large corporations have the ability to manipulate

their losses and to manipulate their tax credits. This is because
they often have many divisions, often these are incorporated parts
of a holding company. This means they are capable of very effi-
ciently moving their tax credits and their tax deductions around to
both promote their cashflow as well as to generate the smallest
possible taxable profit for their corporation. Small businesses do
not have this sort of flexibility.

In addition, small businesses are usually dependent on equity
capital or upon the ability of their owner to borrow from friends
and to sell participation to venture capitalists. Since small busi-
nesses are more dependent on equity and less dependent on debt, it
means that the tax structure which treats debt much more favor-
ably than it does equity discriminates against the entrepreneurial,
small business sector.

With these two thoughts in mind, then let's take a look at exact-
ly what have we done taxwise in the last 4 years which has bene-
fited entrepreneurial small business, what have we done that has
not helped it all that much, and what have we done that has hurt
it.
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First of all, what we have done that benefited small business has
been the significant change in the Subchapter-S tax procedures, re-
visions in the rules for using last-in first-out [LIFO] accounting, re-
duction in the effective maximum capital gains tax rate, the
changes in the estate and the gift taxes, and the reductions in per-
sonal income tax rates as well as the indexing of the personal
income tax. All of these are major contributing factors to an im-
provement in the entrepreneurial, small business tax environment.

Much less beneficial, if of benefit at all in the aggregate to small
business, are some of the more ballyhooed provisions of recent tax
acts. Among these are the reduction in corporate tax rates. When
you study this, it cannot possibly yield a benefit much more than
$1,000 to most of the small businesses because the rate changes
were so miniscule.

Second, the accelerated cost recovery system, the investment tax
credit, and the research and development tax credits were devised
so that they give their principal benefits to firms which are earn-
ing profits and can make use of the credits. Most small businesses
in the early stages cannot do this as they are experiencing loses.

Detrimental changes from the small business standpoint have
been the repeal of the safe harbor provisions of the ERTA Act of
1981 and the reform of the Social Security Act in 1983. Both of
these were extremely detrimental to small businesses.

The steps that could be taken to improve the tax environment, if
you wish to continue to work within the current code, would be to
allow for tax-free rollovers of capital gains, to allow some use of
unused tax credits, to establish tax-free loss reserves for small busi-
nesses, and the establishment of small business participating de-
bentures. All of these could be done within the current code would
create a much more favorable environment for entrepreneurs.

So far as flat taxes and consumption taxes are concerned, the en-
vironment for entrepreneurial small business, would be improved
under these, only if there are provisions to allow expensing of in-
vestments, and the equal treatment of investment and equity cap-
ital.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Tatum?
[Mr. Kent's prepared statement follows:]
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INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM

Testimony Before
The Subcommittee on Oversight of

The Internal Revenue Service
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
September 17, 1984

Dr. Calvin A. Kent, Director
Center for Private Enterprise

Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76798

The last four years have proved tumultuous for the federal tax

system. During this time there has been the most significant changes

in the tax environment for entrepreneurship and small business, since

business income taxation began over seventy years ago. The great suc-

cess of the Reagan Administration, during the summer of 1981, in

passing the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) was significantly dimmed

less than a year later when the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act (TEFRA) was enacted. TEFRA removed almost half of the benefits

granted in 1981 and over two thirds of the additional revenue under

TEFRA will come from either a reduction of ERTA tax benefits, tax

increases, or accelerated business tax payments. 1

Nineteen hundred eighty two also saw the enactment of the

Subchapter S Revision Act %SSRA), and the Miscellaneous Revenue Act of

1982. In addition the Social Security Program Revision Act of 1983

also directly impacted the entrepreneurial small business sector of

the economy. This period of change culminated in the Deficit Reduction

Act of 1984 (DRA). In addition to making extensive revisions in the

Internal Revenue Code (IRC), the DRA charged the Treasury with

investigating alternative tax structures which would be radical
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departures from the tradition of American personal and business income

taxation.

The purpose of this testimony is threefold:

1. To discuss the impact on the entrepreneurial small business

sector of the economy of these tax changes by specifically

delineating the extent to which these changes have increased

or decreased the capacity of new and growing ventures to

contribute to rising productivity in the United States.

2. To mention specific changes to the Internal Revenue Code which

would substantially improve the tax environment for entrepre-

neurshi p.

3. To suggest some guidelines which should be used in evaluating

the more substantive rewritings of personal and business taxa-

tion such as Gross Income Taxes and Flat Taxes.

Impact of Tax Changes on Small Business and Entrepreneurs

Viewing the last four years as a whole, recent tax changes may

have left the business sector of the American economy with virtually no

improvement in the tax environment. The Urban Institute did conclude

that the reduction in corporate income tax rates and the accelerated

cost recovery system would reduce by 85 percent corporate taxes.
2

This report did not consider the impact of the revised Social Security

Payroll Taxes, the other miscellaneous fees which were raised, or the

effect of other indirect business levies. At least one study has

concluded that when the effect of all of these changes are taken into

consideration, the result will be a slight increase in the tax burden

on the business sector. 3
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The most significant impact of the recent tax changes has been the

redistribution of tax burdens among firms of different size and capita-

lization. The entrepreneurial sector of the economy may not have

faired as well as business in general. This is because most entrepre-

neurships are labor intensive with relatively low capitalization and

insignificant, if not nonexistent, profits during the first years of

their life cycle. This makes them unable to avail themselves of many

of the more positive recent changes in the tax code, while leaving them

victimized by others. At least two recent surveys of growth oriented

small business have concluded that the effect of these tax changes has

been to increase the tax burden on these firms while reducing it for

other larger corporations. 4

Those who study the life cycle of new ventures see them as first

passing through a "loss generating," and then an "emerging profit"

phase. During this first phase new firms experience the high costs of

becoming established, their markets are poorly developed and cash flow,

if not negative, will lag considerably behind expenses. During the

emerging profit phase, while cash flow may be positive, the new firm is

often strapped for the neccessary financing to consolidate its markets

or to expand to meet increasing demand.

It is often assumed that a tax program which treats all businesses

identically will meet the criterian of tax neutrality. This is not the

case. Large corporations usually possess a variety of diversified and

often incorporated di visi ons which allow them to manipulate their cor-

porate tax liabilities. Losses in one area can be used to offset

taxable profits in others. In addition, the positive cash flows
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of the diverse fled corporation's profitable divisions may be used as

venture "cash cows" for the financing of expansion elsewhere in the

corporate structure. Larger firms also possess the needed expertise to

keep abreast and exploit charges in the tax code.

It is fair to say that the current structure of business taxation

in the United States is favorable for the established firm and legs

favorable to the firm in its loss generating or emerging profit phases.

Recent changes in the tax law has not reversed that. Tax changes which

will improve the prospects for success of entrepreneurs are those which

increase cash flow during the loss generation phase and encourage addi-

tional investment during the emerging profit phase. The dispropor-

tionate contribution that the entrepreneurial small business sector

makes to the generation of new jobs, particularly for first time

entrants, and the creation of new technology indicates clearly that

these biases should be removed if increases in productivity are to con-

tinue, employment opportunities expand, and economic growth

accelerate.
5

Tax Changes with a Positive Impact

This testimony now turns to an overview of those changes over the

last four years in the personal, corporate, social security, estate and

gift taxes, to determine which have reduced the bias against the

entrepreneurial small business sector. The following changes can be

viewed as having aided entrepreneurial small business.

Subchapter S Revision. By far the most important improvement in

the entrepreneurial tax environment has been the revision of the Sub-
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chapter S provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. These provisions

are designed to allow smaller, closely held businesses to incorporate

for legal purposes but still remain partnerships for tax purposes.

Under provisions of ERTA, the number of shareholders in a Sub-

chapter S corporation could increase to 25 and TEFRA increased this

number to 35. While these changes only went a third of the way to the

100 stockholder goal established by the White House Commission on Small

Business, they will increase the capacity of many small businesses to

seek financing from additional equity investors.

These changes in the law also significantly reduced the admi-

nistrative burdens placed upon Subchapter S corporations.

Specifically, the provisions allowing passive investment income to rise

from 20 to 25 percent before a firm loses its Subchapter S status and

the changed treatment of capital gains and operating losses, removed

unfavorable admit ni strati ve provi si ons which shareholders have pre-

viously experienced. Under prior law, capital gains and net operating

losses in excess of the stockholders basis, could not be used by share-

holders on their individual returns. Under the revisions, long term

capital gains, short tern capital gains, long term ca pital losses,

short term capital losses, and operating losses in excess of the

shareholder's stock plus loan basis, can all be utilized by Subchapter

S shareholders. This should increase the willingness of high tax

bracket investors to participate in Subchapter S corporations.

Even these changes will benefit only those start up companies

which are anticipating early losses since those losses can be passed

through to shareholders in the form of personal tax reductions. Also
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benefiting will be highly profitable companies with little need to

reinvest significant amounts of retained earnings. The company seeking

to retain earnings for growth may do just as well to remain a

proprietorship or partnership.

Reductions in Capital Gains Taxation. Capital gains taxation has

proven to be as controversial as any other portion of the tax code.

Tax bills passed in both 1969 and 1976 significantly increased the rate

of taxation on capital gains as well as increasing the holding period

from six months to one year. Beginning in 1978, Congress lowered the

effective capital gains rate from 49 to 28 percent by raising the

exclusion to 60 percent of the total long term gains. The effective

rate dropped to 20 percent in response to the reduction in the top

marginal bracket for individuals to 50 percent under ERTA. The General

Accounting Office indicated a flood of new venture capital in response

to these reductions. 6 The D.R.A. of 1984 reduced the holding period

for capital gains to six months from one year.

This reduction in effective capital gains tax rates and the reduc-

tion in the holding period for capital gains may not occur principally

to the benefit of entrepreneurial small business sector. The Small

Business Administration after surveying capital gains returns, esti-

mated that 70 percent of the benefits of the lower effective rates will

go to investors in non-equity activities such as real estate,
7livestock, collectables, and stock speculation. As will be mentioned

later, a more productive approach would be to permit the rollover of

capital gains to go tax free, when these gains are reinvested in a new

or existing qualified small business.
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LIFO Inventory Accounting. Recent tax legislation has increased

the attractiveness to new ventures of using the last in, first out (LIFO)

inventory accounting measures. The employment of LIFO accounting is

particularly desirable during periods of rapid inflation. When LIFO is

used to replace first in, first out (FIFO) rules, inventory is valued

at more nearly its current replacement cost than its historical value.

Congressional testimony indicated that most small firms had not used

LIFO accounting because of its compl exi ty. 8

Among the many positive changes enacted in the calculating of LIFO

is allowing small businesses to use only one inventory pool rather than

a separate inventory pool for each product line. Also important are

changes allowing taxpayers to make certain adjustments to their income

over a three year rather than a single year period following their

change to LIFO accounting. These changes may have removed what had

been considered by Feldstein to be a principle cause for the fall in

investment in non-residential capital during 1950 through 1978.9

Since the costs of carrying inventory are a more important factor

to small and new businesses than they are to established firms, these

changes will be of principal benefit to new venture initiators and

those expanding existing small businesses. Whether or not the simpli-

fications have been enough to cause the entrepreneurial sector to

significantly shift to the use of LIFO rules can only be determined as

evidence accumul ates based on the experience of exi sti ng fi rms.

Revisions In Estate and Gift Tax Provisions. Significant reduc-

tions in estate and gift taxes were enacted in 1976. It was felt that

estate and gift taxes imposed unsupportable burdens on estates con-

39-960 0-84--7
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training highly successful, closely held family businesses, The result

was often the sale of the business to meet tax obligations or the

necessity for the firm to bear the costs of adequate insurance to main-

tain the solvency of the firm. In effect, the unified credit for

estate and gift taxes contained in ERTA, exempted all the estate or

gift transfers aggregating $600,000 or less. In addition, the maximum

unified rate was reduced from 70 to 50 percent with a four year phase-

in. Virtually unlimited transfers between spouses during their life-

times and at death were permitted.

In addition to the reduction in estate and gift tax rates, ERTA

allowed, taxpayers where the estate consists of a small business or farm

to pay the tax in installments over a period of 14 years at only a 4

percent interest (for the first million dollars of closely held

property). These alterations plus allowing redemptions of stock in

closely held corporations to be treated as capital gains rather than

dividend income when the decedent's stock in the corporation exceeded

35 percent of the gross estates value, have virtually eliminated any

estate and gift tax disadvantages which small, closely held businesses

may have faced in the past. The Small Business Administration has

hailed these changes as having a substantial beneficial impact on small

business. To this regard, the deferral of the reduction of the top

unified estate and gift tax rate from 55 to 50 percent until 1988 con-

tained in the 1984 Act is regrettable.

Reductions in Personal Tax Rates. Since 85 percent of all small

businesses pay taxes as part of the personal income taxes levied on

their owners (proprietorships, partnerships, Subchapter S corporations),
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the reductions In personal i ncome tax rates and the Indexing of personal

income tax brackets to eliminate the adverse impacts of Inflation are

bound to be beneficial to new firms. President Reagan has Indicated

that preserving the individual tax cuts and tax indexing enacted over

the past three years is the first and foremost plank in his platform of

assisting small businesses. There does not appear to be any definitive

research linking the reduction in these rates with either the inrease

in start-ups or expansion of new ventures. But it does seem highly pro-

bable that by allowing for a higher proportion of earnings to escape

untaxed that the tax environment would be improved. The question which

has not been answered is whether these tax rate reductions and indexing

are the most efficient way of spurring the small business conomy.

Provisions of Lesser Benefit to Entrepreneurial Small Businesses

This section examines changes which have been made which were

designed to increase the level of savings investment and capital for-

mation in the economy. Basically, these were not devised as means of

assisting small businesses. Wnile many of these will incur some

limited benefits to entrepreneurial small business they may actually

increase the bias in favor of larger businesses which already exists In

the Internal Revenue Code.

Corporate Tax Rate Reduction. Reducing the corporate tax rate

was the highest priority of the White House Commission on Small

Business.10  While positive, the response of Congress and President in

this area has been puny. Following ERTA, corporate tax rates did

drnp by 2 percentage points in each tax bracket. The maximum corporate

tax rate of 46 percent still applies to income and excess of 100,000.
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\The S.B.A. has noted that the maximum advantage that any business will

receive from these deductions is only $1,000.11

There is a major problem in across the board reductions in cor-

porate tax rates. These reductions apply to all corporations and do,,,,

not target their benefits to the smaller growth oriented firms. As is

indicated later, there are more efficient ways than across the board

corporate tax reductions to stimulate entrepreneurship.

Accelerated Cost Recovery System. Perhaps the most visible por-

tion of the ERTA as it affected business was the establishment of the

Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS). The White House Commission on

Small Business had advocated speeding up and simplification of depre-

ciation schedules on the grounds that the complexity of exist ng sche-

dules and rules did not allow most small firms to avail themselves of

these tax advantages. In addition, these provisions gave recognition

to what inflation had done to the replacement costs of existing assets.

ERTA allowed the expensing of eligible personal and certain real

property over three, five, ten a,'d fifteen year recovery periods.

These provisions have been eroded by subsequent action. The DRA of

1984 has extended to eighteen years the recovery period for certain

real property. The TEFRA of 1982 repealed the ACRS schedules that

would go into effect in 1985 and 1986 which means that equipment will

remain on a schedule which is close to the 150 percent rather than

double the amount under the previous declining balance method of depre-

ciation.

Also under ERTA, a taxpayer will be allowed to immediately expense

investments of $5,000 In personal property ($7,500 In 1984-85, $10,000
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in 1986 and thereafter). If this immediate expensing is elected the

investment tax credit for the expensed portion of the assets value

could not be taken. The Small Business Administration saw small busi-

nesses, which make limited amounts of investment in equipment, this

being a significant incentive.- While there will be some benefit to

businesses making very small capital investments, this jxpensing

provision is not likely to be of significant impact Io most growth

oriented ventures because of the $10,000 limitation. Since new ven-

tures and small businesses tend to be more labor than capital inten-

sive and to use shorter-lived assets than do larger more established

businesses, over 80% of the tax benefits from ACRS will go to the

larger corporations according to Treasury estimates.12 Entrepreneur-

ial small busi nesses wi 11 benefit from the simple fied bookkeeping

involved, but many small businesses during their formulative period

have no taxable income against which this depreciation may be

applied. These depreciation changes seem to continue the bias of

our tax system towards capital intensive large business and away

from labor intensive smaller ones. This is not to advocate repeal

of ACRS, but rather to indicate its limited usefulness to the

entrepreneurial small business sector.

Investment Tax Credits. The use of investment tax credits (ITC)

has been a changing feature of the United States tax policy. The

objectives behind the ITC are admirable:

1. To stimulate the purchase of capital goods and thereby growth

in the capital goods producing Industries, and

2. Tb improve U.S. competitiveness by encouraging the upgrading__

and modernization of facilities and equipment.
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Under the provisions of the ERTA, there was a significant change in the

10 percent investment tax credit granted to assets whose expected life

was 7 or more years. Property with a 3 to 5 year expected life was

allowed a 6 pectn-credit and assets with a life of more than 5 years

were allowed the full 10 percent. The 1982 Act changed the ITC by pro-

viding that only 85 percent rather than495 percent of a firm's total

tax liability could be offset.

As was the case with the ACRS, small businesses will benefit to a

degree from these liberalized provisions. But the entrepreneur will

have to have a positive tax liability in order to obtain the benefits

from the ITC. In addition, the entrepreneurship will also have to have

sufficient-cash flow to purchase the assets. During the loss genera-

tion phase of the new business start-up neither event is particularly

likely.

Since small businesses rely more heavily than older, larger, more-

established ones on used equipment, small business firms will benefit

decidedly from the increase in the amount of used property eligible for

the investment tax credit which is increased by stops from $100,000 to

$150,000. This provision will be beneficial particularly in periods of

rapid inflation. -

R&D Incentives. The 1981 ERTA Act contains a 25 percent income

tax credit for new expenditures on research and development (R&D). It

is easy to overestimate how generous this revision is. Since the cre-

dit is non-refundable, firms without taxable income will either have to

carry_,the benefits forward for 15 years or apply it against prior taxes

paid. Most entrepreneurial small businesses will not be able to make
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use of these provisions until well into the emerging profit stage.

There are other problems with the R&D incentives. Full credit is

available only for research conducted within the firm. Only 65 percent

credit is allowed for research done on an outside contract basis or

with university and exempt research organizations. In addition, the

credit can only be claimed on expenditures which are incurred in the

actual "carrying on" of the trade or business. This means that firms

engaged primarily in contract research or firms just starting will find

i-t difficult to qualify.

Many small entrepreneurial fi rms will have trouble using the R&D

credit since it is applicable only to additional expenditures they

make. Fi rms that are already spending a high, but constant amount on

R&D, are not likely to qualify. In addition, the credit is figured

on the expenditures in excess of the average over the previous three

years. For new firms without three years previous experience the basis

is considered to be 50 percent of the years current R&D expenditures

which effectively reduces the credit to 12.5 percent.

The R&D tax credit will prove beneficial to eptrepreneurships who

are expanding their R&D budgets. In addition, many existing firms may

be encouraged to begin an R&D program. It is reasonable to assume

that the greatest beneficiaries will be the larger firms who in the

past have had low R&D'budgets and now expand them. Many of the newer,

smaller, high-tech firms which already are spending a constant, but

high proportion of their cash flow on R&D and which are not generating

profits will find the R&D credit of limited value.
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Oetrimental Changes in the Tax Environment

Some of the recent tax changes have been clearly detrimental to

the best interests of new and expanding ventures. These provisions are

defective primarily because they fail to realize the need for

encouraging a high and positive cash flow during the early stages of a

new business' growth and development. Most of the tax credits

described above are of very limited value to firms which are

experiencing negative cash flow as is almost always the case during the

loss generation phase of most new enterprises.

Repeal of Safe Harbor Leasing. From an entrepreneurial standpoint,

one of the potentially most valuable provisions of the 1981 ERTA Act

was the establishment of safe harbor leasing. As has been mentioned

frequently in this testimony, a major problem of new firms during their

start-up is their inability to use tax credits since they have no tax

liabilities against which these credits can be applied. The safe har-

bor leasing provisions were viewed as at least a partial antidote to

this problem.

Under safe harbor leasing, a venture with no tax liability would

engage in a paper transaction transferring its tax credits to a firm

with a federal tax liability. While title would actually pass to the

firm needing a tax write-off, the property would then be leased back to

the original finn. The finn with the original tax liability would be

able to offer more favorable lease terms to the original firm because

of the tax savings which the safe harbor lease arrangement would allow.

Testimony before Congress indicated the majority of firms which would

be unable to use the tax incentives contained in the 1981 ERTA Act
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would be entrepreneurial high technology ventures. 13 For these firms

it was estimated that the cost of capital would be reduced by 20 to 30

percent If they could use the tax advantages which would be otherwi se

made available to firms w1th positive tax liabilities.

Further supporting evidence for safe harbor leasing appeared when

the effects of unused tax credits on business mergers was considered.

New finms which had accumulated significant amounts of unused tax cre-

dits became increasingly attractive finms for mergers or buy-outs.

Without safe harbor leasing it was felt that these firms would be

impaled on the horns of a dilemma. Either they would have unused tax

credits which would place them at a competitive disadvantage with

larger profitable finms or they would be continuously threatened with

the possibility of mergers or buy-outs.

Safe harbor leasing was implemented in such a way that its failure

was almost assured. When ERTA was put Into action finms were given no

more than 90 days in which to close their leases. The finms which were

able to take greatest advantage of these were the larger finms with

more experienced legal and accounting staffs which could move on such

short notice. Complexity of the rules established by the IRS and the

IRS's regulation prohibiting closely held corporations from acting as

lessors further closed the door to the use of safe harbor lasing by

small firms and encouraged its abuse by larger ones. As a result, over

three-fourths of the transactions and 93 per cent of the benefits of

safe harbor leasings occured to larger corporations.
14

The resulting public outrage resulted in the effective repeal of

safe harbor leasing under TEFRA. Unfortunately, no new approach or
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provisions have been devised to compensate for the bias against small

firms with unusable tax liabilities. This failure limits the effec-

tiveness of the tax credits discussed above as stimulants to innova-

tion, investment, and development of new products.

Social Security Tax Reform. One of the potentially, most damaging

changes which took place in the last four years is the passage of the

Social Security reforms which significantly Increased Social Security

Taxes on the employee and employer as well as the self-employed. Early

in 1983 the Small Business Task Force on Social Security established by

the SBA reported that these tax increases would place a dispropor-

tionate burden on small entrepreneurial fi rms i n the nation's

economy.14 This conclusion was based on the observation that small

firms tend to be more labor intensive, employing some 60 percent of all

workers covered by the Social Security system. In addition, there were

over 12 million sole proprietors who pay the self-employment tax.

For those reasons the entrepreneurial sector is placed in a double

bind. The additional payroll costs would reduce the ability of these

firms either to compete with larger, less labor intensive corporations

or would force them to pay lower and less competitive wages to their

workers to absorb the Social Security tax Increases. The increase in

Social Security taxes may limit the future ability of small firms to

continue their past level of new job generation.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The previous analysis has demonstrated that the past four years

have seen only slight improvement, if any, in the tax environment for
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small business and entrepreneurs. Small businesses retain at a disad-

vantage when compared to existing larger corporations In their ability

to raise and retain the needed capital for expansion. With the excep-

tion of the changes in the LIFO accounting rules, the Subchapter S

provisions, and the reductions in estate and gift taxes, few of the tax

revisions have been targeted specifically with the needs of those

starting and investing in new and growing ventures in mind. There are

three specific legislative approaches which are consi stent wi th that

objective. All of theseccould be enacted within the structure of the

current IRC.

Rollover of Capital Gains. Allowing investors to roll over capi-

tal gains made in qualified new ventures should be enacted. This

rollover should be allowed only if the capital gains are reinvested in

additional business start-ups or expansions. The precedent has already

been set in the area of residential housing. Extending this principal

to the entrepreneurial areas of the small business economy would lead

to increases in both the amount of funds initially invested and the

funds retained In new businesses.

Transfer of Unused Credits. Small businesses do not have the same

flexibility as do large firms, which can more effectively use tax cred-

its and other loss write-offs. Larger firms use credits and losses

incurred In unprofitable divisions to offset profits and reduce taxes

which are earned in other parts of the corporate structure. This

discrepancy could be compensated for by allowing entrepreneurs to

transfer unused credits which have accumulated in one qualified invest-

ment to be applied to profits earned from Investments in other new
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enterprises. Small firms should also be allowed to establish loss

reserves which would increase the amount of retained earnings while

cutting back on the amount of profits subject to taxation. A cautious

approach to the finding alternatives to safe harbor leasing should be

explored.

Small Business Participating Debentures. The White House

Commission on Small Business urged the establishment of Small Business

Participating Debentures (SBPD). The Small Business Participating

Debentures take the character of both debt and equity capital. While

the Small Business Participating Debentures would be essentially debt,

the interest payments would be based on the firm's profits. When pro.

fits are low, the interest payments would be low but would rise as the

company's profitability increased. The interest payed by the firms

issuing the Small Business Participating Debentures would be treated as

an expense and deducted, but the investor would be allowed to treat the

Interest payments received as a capital gain. The firm would achieve a

tax advantage since the interest payments would be deductable as

interest rather than considered as profits. Investors would receive an

incentive as their income would receive the lesser rates of taxation

associated with long term capital gains.

Many of the suggestions for more comprehensive reform and overhaul

of the tax structure would provide general benefits to small busi-

nesses, but none would provide the specific incentives mentioned above.

Since 1982, over a dozen different bills have been introduced in

Congress promoting the idea of a "flat tax." While some of these bills

are detailed revisions of the IRC, others do no more than call for
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additional studies into the feasibitity and economic effects of the

general principles which they advocate. Currently, the Treasury is

making an investigation of many of these proposals as is required under

the provisions of the DRA.

No attempt is made in this testimony to analyze, in detail, all of

the vaf'tous provisions or ideas contained in these flat tax bills.

These bil s do vary considerably. Some call only for revision of per-

sonal Income taxes while others include corporate taxation as well.

The basic idea behind all of them is to expand the tax base by elimi-

nating deductions, exemptions and credits. This expanded base would

allow for a significantly lower tax rate. All the bills exempt low

income taxpayers by a system of personal deductions. Some also'allow

for certain personal deductions such as home mortgages and charitable

contributions to continue. Others are not true flat taxes since they

retain tax brackets, although there would be fewer brackets than under

existing law.

In considering these proposals, what should be Included In the

analysis s i s the way the entrepreneurial small business sector is

treated. Do these proposals enhance the capacity of new and expanding

firms to attract new capital and to retain sufficient income for pur-

poses of expansion? Those proposals which leave the current corporate

levies Intact clearly are not improvements over existing conditions.

While most of the bills do address personal income taxes, most do not

call for extensive revisions of the way the tax on income from

proprietorships, partnerships, or small business corporations are
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calculated. The case for these legislative proposals must be made pri-

marily on grounds of simplicity and not on the basis of the incentive

they provide for investment in growth industries.

Those proposals which would have the greatest positive impact

would eliminate the double taxation of corporate profits by having

business income taxed solely to the firm at the same flat rate as indi-

viduals are taxed. Some proposals also provide that business invest-

ment may be totally expensed in the year in which the investment

expenditure is made. Those proposals also would eliminate entirely any

taxation of capital gai'hs while some other proposals would retain the

current favorable treatment. A few would eliminate all preferable

capital gains treatment and tax gains as regular income.

Allowing for the expensing of investments would encourage addi-

tional investment and tend to reduce the current disparity between

small firms which must raise most of the venture capital as equity and

larger firms which can make more extensive use of debt. Since interest

on debt is considered an expense and deductible, whereas dividends on

equity are considered to be income and taxable when received, the

current discrimination in favor of larger finms would be reduced. If

the elimination of taxes on capital gains is limited to gains on the

sale of business assets, then the supply of venture capital will

increase and assistance will be targeted toward growth oriented busi-

ness.

There is one major difficulty which has been previously discussed

that these proposals do not eliminate. New firms will not find

expensing of investment spending as a particularly useful tax break
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unless they can convert those unused exemptions into cash to pay bills,

accumulate inventory or finance expansion. As new firms accumulate

these unused credits, they become increasingly attractive targets for

merger. This will be particularly true as larger, more established

firms, which have expensed their investments in the years they were

made, may be looking for sources of unused tax credits to offsGt their

high tax liabilities. Replacing the current depreciation system with

an immediate expensing option gives large tax breaks in the first year

(or years if the used portions are carried forward). Mature firms which

do not maintain a high level of Investment w1ll experience high tax

liabilities unless they acquire the tax credits of others. While this

problem exists under the current code, it could be compounded under the

proposals now being considered by Congress.

Any tax proposal which lowers the effective tax burden and simpli-

fies compliance should produce positive economic effects throughout the

economy. The entrepreneurial small business sector w1ll be caught up

in this improvement. But in the near future it may be desirable, to make

those changes which target tax relief to entrepreneurs, rather than

waiting until the political climate is right for the passage of compre-

hensive tax revisions such as the flat tax proposals. Many of these

proposals contain little which would be of benefit to those firms most

responsible for the generation of new jobs and the commercialization of

new technology. As has been the case in the past, tax alterations

designed to be of general benefit may continue to accentuate the

problems of the entrepreneurial small business sector which remains the

principal source of innovation and new jobs for the economy.
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STATEMENT OF JIM R. TATUM, C.P.A., PARTNER, PEDEN, TATUM &
CO., HOUSTON, TX

Mr. TATUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I consider it an honor and a privilege to be here today. The testi-

mony that I am presenting represents my own simplistic views and
not necessarily those of my profession. Since I have been doing ac-
counting and income tax reporting and financial reporting work for
the 20 years of my career, you might say I have had a vested inter-
est in what's been going on.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has now been amended for 30
years. I don't think we've got it right yet. Each successive tax
reform bill has served, for the Tost part, just to further complicate
the system, And each time as it's amended it becomes more compli-
cated and the level of compliance declines.

As earlier testimony has already pointed out, the American tax-
payers perceive that the system is unfair. They are provoked, con-
fused, and bewildered. Those who pay taxes feel that they pay too
much.

I will give you an example. In a recent year I had a client who
grossed $1.2 million, and he made that money the old-fashioned
way-he earned it. He paid $120,000 in tax. Another client made
$800,000 gross income, but he paid $300,000 in tax. Another client
who was just a young fellow right out of school made $200,000 in
gross income and paid no tax.

Now, the man who paid $300,000 in tax did so simply because he
was a conservative investor. He wanted to use the traditional mar-
ketplaces for accumulating his capital-namely, the banking indus-
try, the stock and bond market. He did not want to participate in
all of the abusive and foolish tax shelter investments that are
available in the market today.

The man who grossed $1.2 million was looking at paying $500,000
in tax under our present system. And when you look at paying
$500,000 in tax for 1 year, suddenly money becomes worthless, and

39-960 0-84--8
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any investment that offers tax-shelter opportunities suddenly
makes sense.

I think this bracket creep that we've got, caused by inflation, has
pushed so many working people into the 50-percent tax bracket
that now we have a national epidemic of tax shelters. I think these
tax shelters are encouraging people to make foolish investments. I
think it is detrimental to the accumulation of capital and encour-
ages wasteful spending and high interest rates.

Senator GRASSLEY. Let, me interim upt you.
Is that epidemic of tax shelters lessening any since the marginal

tax rate of 70 percent down to 50 percent?
__ Mr. TATUM. Don't think so. It is still epidemic proportions. I call

the market a "frenzied market." It just doesn't make sense, and I
hate to see my clients participate in it. But they don't seem to have
much choice. And there are a lot of people who used to sell stock
and used to sell insurance who are now selling tax shelters, be-
cause that's where the market is, that's where the demand is. And
they are cashing in on it.

You know, my clients view me as conservative. I tend to try to
encourage them not to invest in these things, because generally
they are not well-managed investments, they are loaded down with
sales commissions, accounting fees, legal fees, underwriting costs,
management fees; the whole gimmick, the enticement for getting
the money in there is the tax shelter, the tax benefit. If it weren't
for the net income tax system, we wouldn't have these markets. I
feel, therefore, that the net income tax system has these provisions
which serve to defeat the purpose of the system-that is, raising
revenue.

Well, the net income s stem is also very expensive to administer,
as we have already talked about. Accountants like me in total
spend millions of man hours each year calculating deductions, limi-
tations, exclusions, preferences, carrybacks, carryforwards. It is ri-
diculous. It seems to me there could be a lot simpler way.

I would estiniiate that 75 percent of the cost of complying with
the net income tax system could probably be eliminated if we
adopted a more sensible tax code.

I think now-the.aeed for wholesale tax revision is obvious to ev-
erybody, as reflected by the fact that you have held hearings earli-
er in the Spring. I think the voters, or my clients which are repre-
sentative of the voters, are primarily concerned about simplicity
and fairness. Given the opportunity, I think every American would
vote for a simple system.

Of all the methods of tax reform that have been proposed, I
think that the gross income tax offers the best potential for satisfy-
ing the voters and for providing the greatest amount of revenue at
the least amount of aministrative expense.

I think to understand the gross income tax system, that the defi-
nition of "gross income" is key. Gross income or gross sales would
be reduced by cost-of-sales in arriving at gross profit, or taxable
income. The cost of sales to me would be defined as cost of materi-
als or services which enter directly into the product being produced
by the taxable entity, provided that such materials and'services are
provided from an independent nonaffiliated business entity. This
gross income tax-the same form, the same tax calculation-could
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be made by all business entities, whether they are corporations, in-
dividuals, or partnerships.

As I see it, the gross income tax is potential profit, not artificial-
ly minimized not profit. A businessman, for example-a highly sim-
plified example-if he is a steel manufacturer would take his gross
income from the sale of his products, and reduce that by the cost of
raw materials that he acquired from a nonaffiliated supplier.
Therefore, the difference, if he sold steel at-and I am just picking
a number-$100 a ton and his raw materials cost him $30 a ton,
his potential profit would be $70. He would pay a low rate gross
income tax on that potential profit. How he managed his business,
how he produced that steel is then his decision. And I think he
would then have incentive to manage his business, to produce his
profit in the most efficient manner, and then to retain the capital
that resulted from his operations and invest it in the most judi-
cious manner.

The C.P.A. profession right now employs most of its manpower to
reduce Federal income taxes. We serve our clients. They feel they
are paying too much in taxes, and they hire us to represent them. I
think that if the gross income tax were enacted, it is as simple as it
could be to me that a business could file its tax return every
month. Then the C.P.A. profession could be used in a way more
supportive of the income tax system. For example, if the tax re-
turns are as simple as they could be, the C.P.A.'s could, by require-
ment of law, review and sign these gross income tax returns.

A gross income tax system obviously would have to be phased in
over a period of time. My first thought on that idea would be,'say,
to have a 5-year phasein period, where each business could prepare
either the net income tax return or a gross income tax return, and
he could pay a weighted average of the two taxes, with the higher
weight going to the net income tax calculation in the earlier years,
shifting gradually to a higher weight going to the gross income tax
in later years. You know, this dual tax computation is what we
have now, with the regular income tax, the alternative income tax,
the income averaging, the 10-year averaging. I have prepared tax
returns that have had probably as many as four different tax cal-
culations.

To me, the great challenge facing Congress today is to balance
the budget without creating a tax revolt, because I can promise you
the taxpayers are fed up with it. The ones that I work with, some
of them have just declared war on the IRS. They are going to do
everything they can to keep from paying taxes-including making
foolish investments.

I think the gross income tax provides you the golden opportunity
to solve the dilemma facing this country today. In other words, you
can go to the voters, and you can give them a simpler tax law. You
can broaden the tax base. You can increase compliance. You can
raise revenue. And you can balance the budget.

It seems to me that income taxes really represent the cost of gov-
ernment. I know it is *ust part of the cost of government, because
you have other taxes; ut I think the gross income tax could prob-
ably combine income taxes, Social Security taxes, estate and gift
taxes into one simple tax, and the cost of government-I don't un-
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derstand why it can't be paid by every businessman every month,
just like paying the rent, based on his gross profit.

I know you have special interests that you have to deal with, and
everybody wants their special deal, and I know different businesses
have different profit margins, and all this makes it very complex.
But I think most of the objections that have been raised reflect spe-
cial-interest thinking. And I think Congress, if it is going to solve
the problem, has to look beyond a multitude of special interests
and try to represent the interest of the country as a whole.

I think the net income tax system we have now represents or re-
flects the work of politicians who have catered to special interests,
but the solution we need today requires the work of statesmen.

Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Vedder?
[Mr. Tatum's prepared testimony follows:]
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My name is Jim Tatum. I am a CPA from Houston, Texas where I

have been doing accounting and income tax work for twenty (20)

years. For the last eight (8) years, I have been a partner in a

small firm known as Peden, Tatum & Co. Virtually all of my time

and energy is dedicated to serving clients.

Our clients consist of individuals and their privately held

companies engaged in businesses such as: Architure, Engineering,

Legal, Medical, Retail Sales, Equipment Rental, Wholesale

Distribution, Metal Fabricating, Real Estate Development,

Commercial and Residential Construction, and various investments.

In my opinion, our clients represent a cross-section of basic

federal taxpayers. I am grateful for the opportunity to. be here

today. I hope that my testimony will provide some insight into the

problems with our federal tax system at the grass-roots level.

I have had a vested interest in tax reform since the beginning

of my professional career. The CPA profession, outside of its role

of auditing publicly held corporations, owes its existence to our

federal net income tax (NIT) system. According to the September,

1984, issue of Money Magazine, sixty thousand (60,000) college
\

students were graduated this year with accounting degrees. The

Bureau of Labor statistics has predicted that job demand for

accountants will grow by as much as 40% in the next decade. It

appears that I and many other accountants would be more securely

employed in future years if, Congress continues its trend of annual

-1-
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tax legislation. But, the purpose of my testimony is neither to

advocate for my own personal benefit nor to represent the special

interests of my profession. Tax reform needed today must come from

unselfish interests in order to achieve a system that benefits us

all with fairness, simplicity, and effeciency.

Each successive tax reform bill has served, for the most part,

to further complicate the Internal Revenue Code, With each

increase in complexity, the level of compliance has declined. Our

NIT system has become a kaleidoscope of everchanging laws,

regulations and rulings that are beyond human comprehension.

Millions of manhours are spent each year calculating deductions,

limitation, exclusions, carrybacks, carryovers and preferences.

Millions of manhours are also spent each year in courtrooms

debating the correctness of such calculations.

American taxpayers are prevoked to the point of hostility by

this excessive complexity. Given the opportunity, every taxpayer

would vote for a more simple system.

Tax payers also resent the amount of taxes thay are required

to pay because they perceive that the system is unfair. There is

widespread belief that wealthy individuals and large corporations

have the opportunity to pay little or no tax. Those who pay taxes

often feel that they are paying more than their share. Public

hostility and resentment caused by complexity and inequity of our

-2-
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tax system has created an adversarial relationship between

taxpayers and the IRS. Due to bracket creep caused by inflation,

taxpayers are becoming more aggressive in their efforts to reduce

taxes. The IRS, having the unpleasant task of enforcing compliance

and collecting taxes, is becoming offensively aggressive in carrying

out its responsibility. Please see exhibit "A" for an actual

taxpayer letter regarding experience with the IRS. Unfortunately,

the task of the IRS is so unpleasant and the tax system is so

complex that the IRS is unable to keep an adequate number of

qualified agents in the field. The level of compliance with our

NIT system will continue to drop in coming years.

Recent tax reform has been enacted for the purpose of closing

loopholes, limiting preferences, discouraging abusive shelter, and

encouraging compliance. However, the NIT system still provides

tremendous opportunity and encouragement for taxpayers to reduce

their taxable income. The desire by taxpayers to reduce their

taxes is growing more intense each year. Many investment

syndicators, security brokers and financial planners are cashing in

on this multi-million dollar market. They are convincing millions

of Americans that tax dollars can be converted i to wealth simply

by making certain investments. Tax shelter vendors are selling the

idea that taxes may be totally avoided with the purchase of their

products. CPA's are also becoming more agressive by encouraging

and, in some cases, even selling tax shelters.

\ -3-
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This frenzied market for tax shelter places millions of

dollars into wasteful, mismanaged, and often fraudulent,

investments each year. The NIT system also encourages businesses

to incur non-essential tax deductible expenses. Unfortunately,

expenditures for tax shelter and tax deductions redistribute wealth

primarily among the wealthy. Not enough of such expenditures

provide capital for investments more economically beneficial to our

national economy. Capital shortages, together with resulting high

interest rates, have persisted since the early 1970's. Such

conditions can be directly attributed to our NIT system.

The costs of our NIT system in terms of its effect on our

national economy is probably immeasurable. The obvious cost to

government and taxpayers for administration, legal fees, accounting

fees and record keeping is an overwhelming burden in itself. But,

the hidden economic cost, high interest rates, manhours wasted by

professionals, and the lack of jobs for unskilled workers is bound

to be much greater.

I estimate that 75% of the obvious costs of our NIT system could be

eliminated with the adoption of a sensible tax code. Unless proper

action is taken by Congress to reverse our historical trend in

federal taxation, the NIT system will eventually collapse under its

own weight of complexity and inefficiency as it fails to provide

the revenue required for federal government.

-4-
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I view our NIT system as a "tar baby". The more Congress hits

it with reform, the more bogged up and ineffective it becomes. The

Internal Revenue Code of 1984 has been amended for thirty (30)

years. I think it is time to throw the whole mess into the "briar

patch" and start all over.

The need for a wholesale revision of our federal tax system is

now obvious to most voters as well as members of Congress. It is

my understanding that the following reform proposals have been

considered:

THE GROSS INCOME TAX

THE FLAT RATE TAX

THE VALUE ADDED TAX

THE NATIONAL SALES TAX

THE DEDICATED EXCISE TAX

THE UNIFORM CONSUMPTION TAX

Voters are primarily concerned about simplicity and fairness.

Members of Congress, I suspect, are primarily concerned about

increasing revenue in the most politically expedient manner.

In my opinion as a professional] accountant, the Gross Income

Tax (GIT) is clearly the best choice of the various alternatives

listed above. I think the GIT system has the potential for

satisfying a landslide majority of voters with simplicity and

fairness. The GIT system also has the potential for providing the

greatest amount of revenue with the least amount of administrative
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expense. Maximum levels of compliance could also be achieved with

GIT. Everybody wins with GIT because of the overall national

economic benefits which can be achieved by changing from NIT to

GIT.

Detailed descriptions and definitions of the GIT system are

covered in publications available from:

Government Research and Development foundation

309 Vain Street

Blanco, Texas 78606

The simplicity of GIT is best illustrated by e:ihibit "B" which is

a sample one page Gross Income Tax Return. A return such as this

could be easily prepared and filed by business entities and

individuals liable for the tax. The returns are simple enough to

be filed monthly, thereby providing a steady cash flow to the U.S.

Treasury Department.

Gross income taxable (at a low rate) under the GIT system

would be defined by accountants as gross profit, using the direct

costing method for calculating cost of sales. In other words,

gross sales (exlcuding discounts and bad debts) of a taxable entity

would be reduced by the costs of direct materials and services

acquired from separate parties to arrive at taxable income. Gross

sales of a steel manufacturer, for example, would be reduced by the

costs of raw materials that go directly into and become a part of

the product, provided that such materials are acquired from an

-6-
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independent non-affiliated entity. Gross sales of a lumber mill

would be reduced for the costs of timber processed by the mill in

the production of lumber products.

The definition of cost of sales is very critical to the

simplicity of the GIT system. In order for GIT to be simple, I

think the term cost of sales should mean "direct cost" incurred for

goods or services provided by a "separate party" entity. Direct

Cost refers to the cost of actual materials or services that enter

directly into and become a part of a product or service that is

sold by a taxable entity. A Separate Party is an independent

entity that is non-affiliated by common ownership. The term

"separate party" exlcudes employees, subsidiaries and

brother-sister companies.

The adoption of a GIT system will, no doubt, require a

phase-in period because of the long-term business decisions made

under our present NIT system. I suggest that during the phase-in

period, taxpayers could calculate both NIT and GIT. The tax due

could be a weighted average of the two amounts giving more. weight

to NIT in the earlier years and gradually transferring weight to

GIT in later years. After GIT is fully phased-in, GIT returns

could be filed monthly.

The CPA profession, which now employees its manpower to reduce

federal taxes, could be used in a way more supportive of the tax
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system. Under the GIT system, tax reporting could be simplified to

the extent that each GIT return, by requirement of law, could be

reviewed and signed by an independent CPA or other qualified

individuals. The IRS could audit selected returns and work in

conjunction with the AICPA to develop professional procedures and

standards for reviewing taxpayer records supporting a GIT return.

In this manner, the CPA profession could help ensure virtually 100%

compliance. Furthermore, the IRS would not serve as a direct

adversary of the taxpayer.

The great challenge to Congress today is to balance the

Federal Budget without creating a tax revolt and economic chaos.

To find the solution to meet this challenge, Congressional

leadership must have the courage to look beyond the multitude of

special interests. I think the proposed GIT system offers an

unbiased framework based upon independent research in which

Congress should concentrate its attention. The NIT system we have

today reflects the work of politicians. The solution we need today

requires the work of Statesmen.
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XITBIT 'A'

Ova '4/,c 7 a/it &eetic Compa,,ie, O e.
7400 ASHCROFT. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77036. (713) 772.3637

June 21, 19F3

The 1lonorable Pen Paul
1234 Lonr.:crth
Itos" Office B10(lng
%4,tzhin-jton, ). C. 20515

Dear Hr. Paul:

lie e worryy we wurc unable to attend youlr get acquainted meeting at your
new offices at 4545 Bissonnut in Bellaire, Texas. As my secretary explained,
we wore out of t:.,,wn at that time.

There is something we feel needs to be called to the attention of our law
makers and repre.entativer in Congress. We have always taken great pride in
everything rbout vnrrica. We are proud of our heritage. we are proud of
the freedom we have been able to enjoy. However, we have operienced a form
of harrassment lately that has caused us to wonder just how much freedom we
really have as a citizen of the United States, paying taxes to the Internal
Revenue Ser%,ice.

This letter i:i be a rather longhty letter but I do hope you will take time
to read Jt in its entirety as we do not feel you can get the true picture
without knowing every little detail.

Our Electrical Contracting firm has been in business since June 1, 1967. We
started our business with approximately $350.00 operating money in the bank
and built it to its present size, based on honesty and good will. We believe
an honest days work deserves an honest days pay and vice versa. Most of our
advertising is by word of mouth and we feel this is the best means of
advertising.

In February, 1979, our records wore selected by the Internal Revenue Service
to be audited for the years 1976 and 1977. The examiner was Pon Scott, who
was a capable examiner and we cooperated in every way, furnishing him with
all data and records he needed for the audit. There was an adjustment made
in the amount of $2S5.00 for the corporation and $190.00 personal adjustment.
This was mostly due to the fact that we have a company car which we use
partially for personal use and partially for company use. In discussing how
much we used the car for company use, it was determined that at least 50% was
used in the company and 50% for business. Ie therefore agreed to pay 50% of
the fair market rental value to the company for personal use, the amount to
be turned in on our W-2 form at the end of each year as compensation.

Again, In November, 1979, the stane year, our records were again selected for
audit by the Internal Revc.ue :ervi(e for the year 1970. The examiner's name
was Richard Pisarri, an.- he too was a very capable examiner and we again tried
to cooperate in every way we could to supply any needed information. That year
we received a refund for overpaymcnt in the anount of $98.01.
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The following year, 19CO, we wtre again selected for audit of our 1979 records.
At this tie we f.it CiM. this ': harra.sment. WQ called aud complained to
someone at the iRj Orfice an; that Fer'on se.ated they ,lid not realize we had
been audited that many tinoe and canceled the audit. Veo explained we wore a
relatively small offic w'ith a small office staff and an audit took up a great
deal of time from our work to obtain records and data for the examiner. This
person was extremely nice and understanding.

Now, again this year we were notified on March 28, 1983, that we had boon
selected for an audit of our 19010-198l records. Even though we still felt this
was harrassment, we agreed to talk to the exAminer and explain how we felt and
then if ho wanted to proceed with the audit, we would cooperate wit him. We
asked why our recoils kept c,::-inq vp for audit and he setid, his si:ervisor jiut
felt this waa a "good case". In trying to find out what consisted of a "good
case", he said he did not know why.we were selected.

This time the examiner's name was Alan Pena. Ve came to our office on Apri-8,
1983. We wore willing to cooperate with him also in furnishing him needed
information. However, from the word go, cooperation with Mr. Pona was almost
impossible, as he ca:e into the office with an intimidating attitude, using
the power of the IrS to try to put a scare into us. Ile did not present his
identity card to us at this time.

Ile first started checking our receipts, trying to match invoices paid with
deposits made. We noticed he was having trouble, so we asked if we could be
of assistance. We saw he was trying to match an invoice typed in October with
the October deposit slips. There was a lkovomber date stamped paid on the
invoice, so we told him to match the invoices with the deposit slip that had
the same date as the one stamped paid on the invoice. Ile then had no trouble.
It would be groat if we could receive the money the same date we type the
invoice but unfortunately that is not the way things work.

Ile must have been agitated because we found it difficult at times to understand
what he was asking. lie asked us for a "toe-a". We asked him several times to
repeat it and finally our secretary said she believed he was asking for a "tour".
At another time he wanted to know if we did any "battering". After some
deliberation and explanation of what the term meant, we determined he meant
?bartering". This must have been frustrating and a little humiliating to him,
but it was not intentional on our part. Later we learned he was from the north
(he said Massachusetts) and had only been with the IRS for 10 months.

We are members of the Independent Electrical Contractors of America. Mr. McKuin
was President of our local Houston Chapter that year and Mrs. McKuin was
President of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Independent Electrical Contractors of
America. In order to fulfill our obligations as officers, we needed to attend
some State Ieetings, Executive Meetings, Legislative Workshops, and our National
Convention which is hold once a year. When Mr. Pena checked these expenses,
he said how did he know whether we were in attendance or.not. He wanted a
brochure showing a list of the activities, oven though he had our registration
fee receipt, our hotel bill and airline receipt showing we attended. However,
trying to cooperate, we found a brochure in our files and gave it to him. lie
immediately put the brochure down in front of Mrs. McKuin and wanted to know
which of the activities she attended. She pointed out a list of them, such
as opening ceremonies, oren heusc, Ladies Auxiliary Meeting, Ey.hibits in which
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she had to work in a booth, etc. He then started pointing at each activity
saying "Did you attend this onc? This one? This one?", etc. She pointed
out that she had never b,.n asked questions such as this before and in this
manner. He stated he was trying to separate business from pleasure. She
replied that she had attended every activity on the brochure that was
required of her as a member of the Ladies Auxiliary. He, in turn, disallowed
all her expenses for every meeting and recommended charging then back to us.

He inquired about the rental of the building out of which we are operating.
We informed him that we owned the building personally and rented it to the
corporation, and remarked that stely that would not be questioned since
we only charge $400.00 a month rental fee. He stated he certainly would question
it, he certainly would.

He wanted substantiation for use of the 1979 Oldsmobile for business. Ile
explained that we paid half the rental value for use of the 1979 Oldsmobile as
instructed by a previous IRS Agent since half was used in business and
half in personal use. He stated that what another IRS agent slid we could do
and what he was going to do were two different things and one had no bearing
on the other. We would like to point out that we pay professional people to
represent us, keep our records, file our income tax, etc., in order to make
sure we comply with government regulations, which includes the I9S. If each
time an examiner for the IRS does his own interpretations of what these rules
and regulations require, then we would be changing our record keeping each time
a new.-examiner comes out- to audit. This can become quite expensive .and time
consuming.

After going over the records for the 1900-1981 year, he told me he had found
several adjustments to be made and he was recomending them to be charged as
dividends. Ile also said he was going to a real estate office and find out the
fair market value for rental of this building and if we were not renting it for
enough, he was recommending it be charged back as a dividend. W.e tried to explain
to him he could not do that as you have to have a monetary value to charge a
dividend. He said he could do it. We again tried to explain that if we were
renting the building for $1,200.00 a month and it was only wozth $800.00, we
could understand how a dividend could be charged for the extra $400.00. But
since wu only charge $400.00 a month when we probably could get $800.00 to
$1,000.00 from someone else, how could he charge back a dividend? Ile said he
could do it. Ile did not know exactly how but he would go and read up on it
and when he came back he would explain to us how he could do it. The next
morning Mr. Pena called back and said he was dropping the question of the rent
of the office building, and after a long pause he said, "I was wrong."

He stated he wanted to go ahead and audit our 1981-1982 records as he had found
enough adjustment to warrant going into the next year. We told him that we
would talk this over with our CPA and got his advice and let him kmow.

After talking with our CPA, we were of the opinion that Mr. Pens was a very
inexperienced examiner and that our company was being used as a training ground
for him. It was costing us considerable time and money and we felt this was
very unfair. Our CPA agreed to meet with Mr. Pona the next time he c&me to our
office and tal}k dto him. We wanted to tape this conversation, bcuausc we had
decLdcd to refuse to lot Mr. Pana audit the noxt year becauua of his inoxperoen,
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but w6ro willing to let another experienced agent do so, and we did not want
the IRS to feel we were refusing to have our books audited. If this were on
tape then it could not be misinterpreted by anyone. However, Mr. Pona refused
to lot us tape this as hu woaid wcre to let him know ahead of time co he
could bring his own t~o recorder.

Our CPA asked Mr. Pena for his identity card, which is the first time he
presented it. After questioning him, we learned that he was from Massac ,isetts
and had only boen with the IRS for 10 months, as previously stated. He told
our CPA that ho felt he had found enough adjustnots to warrant going into the
next year, but both parties agreed that we would not do so until we had tir.o to
talk to his superior. Our CPA called and talked to a Paulette Rceso, Acting
Manager of the office, and later we, ourselves, called her to explain to her
that we felt Mr. Pena was too inexperienced to do this audit, that he had
harraised us and used tn in+i£datinr type attitude to try to scare us. The
only thing she said was "I an sorry, lrs. z.cluin." She also discouraged ue
from changing to another agent as she said this would only prolong the audit.
We told Ms. Reese that we were going to tape record Mr. Pona the next time he
came out and she laughed and said something to the effect that we were not one
of the tax evaders, were we. We told her we were willing to pay our fair share
of taxes but we felt we were being harassed by the IRS and would like a tape
of what was going on. We explained we felt we were boin7 threatened.
Feeling that an experienced Manager would probably be more reasonable and
listen to explanations, since Ms. Reese was just filling in, we agreed to let
Mr. Pena do the 1981-1982 audit. Hr. Pens was advised to bring his tape
recorder as we wanted a tape of each thing he said, in view of the threats
he had made regarding dividends.

Mr. Pena showed up at our office on April 26, 1983, to complete the next year's
audit-(1981-1982) He was upset because we insisted that the tape recorder be
on. He only came into my office three times during the day to ask questions
and get data. At least the tape recorder served to keep him from threating
or harrassing us.

Mr. Pena wrote a total of 15 pages of adjustments. We had to contact our CPA
again and go over each one of these to try to answer and substantiate them. This
took one whole day. Mr. Pena mot with our CPA one whole day to go over the
substantiations. Mr. Pena still refused to accept our substantiations or
explanations. Some of the adjustments !-d receipts and explanations attached
which he had overlooked and he suggested that they were not there when he checked
them first. But the original staple was there that hold them together. We
purposely did not remove the staple to make a copy because we did not want to
be accused of doing this.

He would not accept the list of uses for the 1979 Oldsmobile nor the mileage
kept for one full week for the El Camnit showing the total mileage of 335
Miles for 51 days, out of which 5A miles were used to and from work. We feel
it is necessary to drive the El Canino home for atorage an to protect the
company's property. Our construction trucks are all stored and locked in our
warehouse as they are loaded with equipment and there is no room for the El
Camino. If we left this truck outside the office, It voold be burglarized.

Our CPA met with the Branch Chief at Mr. Pona's office, a Mr. James Heinrich
and went over all the adjustments with him. Ie stated Mr. Pena was doing
exactly what he was instructod to do. This was another eyr-nse to us for
our C's timo. I!e infnrtwd our CPA that regardless of who they sent out here

39-960 0-84--9
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to examine our records that we would regard it as harrassent. He did
state that he had cautioned Mr. Pens on his telling customers that he was
declaring dividends.

We would also like to point out that we try to impress upon our employees
that they help create an image of our company by their manners and appearance.
Mr. Pena's mannerisms, his personal habits and his personal grooming were
very offensive to us and especially to his profession. Sometimes it was
nauseous to be in the same room with him' while he was writing. Ie wore
embarrassed to have our employees and osr&d4ally our customers see him
and think maybe he was an employee of Don McKuin Electric Ccmpany, Iric.
We are especially embarrazscd that he roprusonted any part of our govern-
mont. I-ost of all, our ta:es wore helping pay his salary.

As stated before, we have always been proud of our country, our government,
and have always felt it a duty and obligation to pay our share of taxes for
the benefits and protection we receive. However, after going through this
ordeal with Mr. Pena, this is one benefit and protection that we can well do
.without.

Several individuals have told us that you can't fight the IRS. They say you
might as well go along with them and pay whatever they say. Also, we have
been told if we disagree and fight them on anything, that our records will be
flagged and they will harrass us each year. This is hard for me to believe.
Is the IRS a big monster that stands over us with a big stick, telling us
to do this or else? tie feel that the IRS is unreasonable in our case, and we
feel as citizens and taxpayers that we do have some rights. Are we wrong?

Thank you for taking the time to read this.

Yopr.constituents,

Donald G. Mcl:uin
DON McKUIN ELECTRIC COI4PANY INC./4 .. /- - X, )-' 1
Wi lma L. McKuin
DON McKUIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

A'WM
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD K. VEDDER, PH.D., ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT, OHIO UNIVERSITY, ATHENS, OH

Mr. VEDDER. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
There are two disadvantages of going last, one of which is nearly

all of the audience has left, and the second is that nearly all the
other witnesses have said what I wanted to say, particularly Pro-
fessor Kendrick and Professor Bradford. But nonetheless, I will
proceed under that handicap.

Let me make five points based on my own research into tax
issues, not only at the Federal but also as it relates to the State
and local'level.

The first point, of course, is one that numerous other witnesses
have made, that the current tax system fails miserably on all of
the criteria that are usually applied to evaluate taxes. I won't say
any more about that. Others have done a good job.

My secovid point is that the evidence from the States' experience,
the State fiscal experience, suggests, other things equal, that the
higher the overall level of taxation the lower the rate of economic
growth. The growth-inducing effects of governmental expenditures

danced by higher taxes are apparently more than offset by the
growth-inhibiting disincentives associated with these higher taxes.
Whether the evidence of the States is entirely transferable to the
Federal experience I think is somewhat debatable, but it is hard to
believe that the State and local experience is totally irrelevant.

The third point I would make is that my research, which covers
the period of the current Internal Revenue Code, 1954 up through
1982, using statistical techniques such as multiple regression analy-
sis, shows that the higher the maximum marginal Federal income
tax rates are, the fewer returns that are filed from high-income
Americans, and also the less income is received from these groups.
This, incidentally, refers to the little discussion we were having
earlier with Commissioner Cohen and others. I am firmly of the
view that lower marginal tax rates do increase significantly compli-
ance, and I think there is statistical evidence to back that point up.

At least to a limited extent there is evidence in the higher mar-
ginal rate brackets that we are in the negative portion of that infa-
mous Laffer Curve, and that by attempting to tax the golden goose
too much it has sort of run away.

The fourth point I would make, returning again to the evidence
of the States, is that, other things equal, the higher the reliance on
income taxes as opposed to consumption taxes, the lower the rate
of economic growth. If two States both take the same percentage of
personal income from individuals in taxes but one relies mainly on
sales taxes and the second relies mainly on income taxes, the State
that relies more on sales taxes, other things equal, has tended in
the last 15 years anyway to have a higher rate of economic growth.

Therefore, I would conclude from this that that evidence would
suggest that income taxes are more growth retarding and have
more growth retarding disincentive effects than sales taxes.

Fifth, other things equal, States with high progressive marginal
rate structures in their income tax tend to have slower rates of eco-
nomic growth than States with relatively flat rate structures.
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Now, what are the policy implications of all of this? Three, in
particular. First, any so-called tax reform that merely piles a new
tax on top of the old inefficient system will likely have adverse ef-
fects even if the new taxes are in themselves less growth-impeding
than the existing ones. Using the need for tax reform to foist new
taxes on the populace without radically overhauling the existing
system would be economically unfortunate, and I think I would
agree with Commissioner Cohen on the point there -that it would
also add to the administrative complexity of the system.

Second, critically important in any form is a sharp reduction in
marginal tax rates, and probably some reduction in the spread be-
tween the lowest and the highest rates. Practically any move in the
indicated direction would require substantial widening of the tax
base.

Third, the statistical evidence at the State and local level sup-
ports reducing reliance on income taxation as currently defined
and increasing reliance on consumption oriented taxes, for reasons
that were mentioned earlier by Professor Kendrick and Professor
Bradford, to the extent of course that we view an increase in the
rate of economic growth as a desirable macroeconomic objective.

Since Mr. Tatum has mentioned the gross income tax proposal,
and since you, Senator, apparently have some interest in this con-
cept, I might make a couple of remarks briefly about that. And I
am thinking in particular of the proposal of Mr. Jones of your
staff.

I think the proposal is intriguing, because it doue have a great
potential of broadening the base and reducing the rates. There
seems to be some problem in my mind right now as to the nebulous
definition of the term "cost of sales" in Mr. Jones' proposal. Under
Mr. Tatum's interpretation, which I would hope would be a correct
interpretation, the tax could be viewed as somewhat close, in my
mind, to a value-added tax, since you are merely subtracting the
cost of materials and are in fact taxing the value added at the firm
level.

Now, I happen to think value-added taxes are desirable tax9s,
and I like the term gross income tax rather than the term value-
added tax. If anyone remembers what happened to Mr. Ulman
after he advocated a value-added tax, there may be some advan-
tages to this approach; but I do think that it comes close to being
that.

I think one has to be very careful in defining the term "cost of
sales" but I do think this approach deserves some consideration in
any evaluation of the system.

Thank you very much.
[Mr. Vedder's prepared testimony follows:]
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Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service
Hearing, September 17, 1984

DO'S AND DON'TS OF TAX REFORM

By Richard K. Vedder

Professor of Economics

Ohio University

I. PROBLEMS WITH THE EXISTING SYSTEM

If an enemy power bent on destroying our nation were somehow

given the opportunity to devise our tax code with a goal of

sapping the nation of its economic'vitality, impairing the moral

fiber of its people, wasting huge resources on unproductive

administration, and causing division and frustration in its

people, it could do little better than adopt our current

Internal Revenue Code. Our current tax system is a sad momument

to a critical defect. in the institutional framework of our

political system, namely the ability of special interest groups

to determine policies not in the public interest of the entire

American population.

The American tax system is a complete mesa. The current system

of individual income taxation fails on all three criteria that

are usually applied in evaluating taxes: administrative costs and

simplicity, economic efficiency and neutrality, and equity or

fairness.

With respect to administrative costs, our tax system is
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absorbing an ever increasing portion of the nation's resources in

the essentially unproductive activity of paying taxes. The

employees of the I.R.S. are just a small tip of the iceberg. In

a chapter of a forthcoming book being published by the Pacific

Institute for Public Policy Research dealing with capital

taxation,

I made a crude estimate of the growth of what I call the "tax

army" over time. The tax army includes the employees of the

Internal Revenue Service, plus half the accountants and

one-fourth the lawyers in this country. In 1950, that army

numbered 290,000 persons, while today it approximates

900,000 Americans, including some of the brightest minds in our

country. The tax army is larger than the U.S. Army. The mere

act of paying taxes costs our society literally billions of

dollars every year.

The most serious administrative problem, however, is the

rapidly growing problem of tax evasion. The underground economy

1i6growing at an exponential rate. In two studies that I have

done with colleagues, we demonstrate that there is a very close

relationship between the marginal income tax rate paid by the

typical taxpayer, and the willingness of the taxpayer to pay

taxes. We all have a choice - to pay taxes or not pay taxes.

When the cost of paying taxes grows too large, increasingly we

tend NOT to pay them, undermining the system of voluntary

assessment that has been at the heart of the American system of

individual income taxation for more than 70 years. Nonpayment may

take the form of tax avoidance or, increasingly, tax evasion. -
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In one just completed study co-authored with Phillippe Watel,

we examine the relationship between the number of returns filed

by the richest Americans (those with over one million dollars in

income) and the marginal tax rate that is applicable. The study

covered the period 1954 to 1982. There is an extraordinarily

strong statistical relationship between effective marginal income

tax rates and the number of returns filed. Nearly three thousand

millionaires were flushed out by the income tax reduction from 70

to 50 percent as a consequence of the Economic Recovery Tax Act

of 1981, and other laws reducing capital gains rates have had

similar although less dramatic effects. One way to deal with the

growing problem of tax evasion and excessive tax avoidance is to

lower the marginal tax rates, lowering the cost to the taxpayer

of complying with the intent of the Internal Revenue Code.

Problems of Neutrality and Efficiency

Volumes of very good studies have been completed demonstrating

that the current tax system fails momumentally with respect to

tax neutrality and economic efficiency. We all know the tax

laws, given the large numbers of exclusions, deductions, credits

and preferences, lead resources to being allocated to some

activities that do not have as high of a social rate of return as

other activities that are shunned because they do not receive such

favorable tax treatment. This leads to lower productivity and

economic growth. I have little to add to what has already been

written and said about this problem.

I do have some evidence, however, about the overall impact on

economic efficiency that high marginal taxes have. A good
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laboratory for evaluating the impact of different forms of

taxation is our 50 states. No two states have the same tax

system, and variation in economic performance between the states

can be related to variation in tax systems to see if taxes make

any difference. In several studies, including one done for a

sister Congressional committee, I have found that, other things

held the same, that the higher a state's marginal income tax rate

(for a typical taxpayer or for the highest income taxpayers), the

lower the rate of growth in per capita personal income over the

period 1970 to 1982. States with no income tax or taxes with a

low flat rate grew up to one-third faster than states with

relatively high income taxes with a large spread in the marginal

rates from the lowest to the highest. Interestingly, however,

there was no correlation of any meaningful magnitudes between

rates of SALES taxes and economic growth. What does this all

suggest? If the experience of our own states is any guide, and I

strongly would suggest that it is, we can conclude that income

taxation tends to reduce economic growth, and in particular

income taxation that involves high marginal rates. By contrast,

sales taxes do not have a detrimental effect on economic

activity. This suggests that if economic growth is a primary

goal, the tax system should be modified to include less reliance

on progressive income taxes of the form currently levied, and

more emphasis on sales or consumption taxes, or on income-type

taxes with relatively low marginal rates.

Fairness Issues

Equity or fairness is a concept that is elusive to define and
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involves lots of subjective judgments. What is fair to one

person say seem grossly unfair to someone else. No so-called

expert can show that a tax is good or bad on equity grounds since

there are no objective criteria for determining equity. At the

same time, scholars can present evidence on the distributional

effetto of taxation for others to use in evaluating tax systems

according to their own individual values.

Given the fact that the taxpaying public is the ultimate judge

as to the fairness of a tax system, I think it is very usefuP to

look at evidence over time on the attitude of taxpayers to our

current system of taxation. The Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations has been surveying people for over a

decade, and one clear trend in public attitudes has emerged. The

proportion of persons viewing the personal income tax as the most

unfair tax of all the taxes imposed by any level of government

has over doubled. Whereas in the early Seventies people viewed

the property tax as our moat unfair tax, today the income tax

wins that dubious distinction in a landslide. The last decade

has seen our income tax become more complex and bewildering, and

the effective rate of marginal taxation faced by most taxpayers

has growned significantly.

The major reason, I think, that people increasingly view the

federal Individual income tax as unfair is that it fails

miserably to meet the objective of what experts in public finance

like to call "horizontal equity." Taxpayers with the same income

or in the same set of economic circumstances now pay widely

differing amounts of taxes. Some persona with 01O0,O00 income
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may pay nothing in taxes, others pay a few thousand dollars,

while some pay perhaps $30,000 or 040,000 in taxes. Vertical

equity -- fairness between DIFFERENT income groups, has not

changed much over the years. What galls people is not that the

maximum tax rate on high income Americans is only 50 percent, but

rather than some rich Americans escape paying much taxes at all.

Horizontal inequities are clearly the result of a growing

prolifigation of deductions, credits, allowances, etc., as well

as the growth in outright tax evasion that has created two

classes of people, the hapless millions of honest Americans who

pay taxes, and a smaller class of dishonest tax evaders who

escape paying their tax obligations. The growth in tax evasion

has greatly increased the problem of horizontal inequities, and

undermined in a very serious fashion the moral fiber of the

American people. The tax system is not only a economic scandal

of the first magnitude, it is the cause of an increasing MORAL

problem. We are becoming a nation of petty thieves and

pickpockets because of the inequities and high marginal rates

associated with our current system of taxation.

II. SOME "DO'S OF TAX REFORM

Any new tax system must meet at least one and preferably all

three of the following object.Lves:

1. lower administrative costs and increase

taxpayer compliance

2. achieve greater neutrality and promote economic

growth
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3. promote a greater degree of perceived fairness.

The two key elements in any reform is to reduce

the RATE at which the tax base is taxed, and expand

the SIZE of that base. When tax rates reach 40 or

50 percent, the incentives for tax avoidance are

too high. Moreover, to the extent some income is

excluded from the base, gross distortions in

resource allocation are bound to arise. Moreover,

this causes the horizontal inequities discussed

earlier. With lower rates, the distortions

(non-neutrality) are reduced, as are horizontal

inequities and problems of non-compliance.

Widening the tax base is necessary to avoid revenue

loss, but in addition in itself reduces

administrative problems associated with evaluating

and policing legal exclusions from the base as well

as horizontal inequities associated with our

current Byzantine system of deductions, exemptions,

credits and like.

When I talk about "tax rates" I mean MARGINAL tax

rates. Marginal rates determine the amount any

additional economic activity will be taxed, and they

are the critical rates in influencing human

behavior. Lowering marginal rates can dramatically

stimulate new economic activity, as the Steiger

Amendment of 1978 showed us with respect to capital

gains and the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
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showed us with respect to economic activity

generally. It is no coincidence that we are having

the postwar's most robust economic recovery in the

midst of phasing in the postwar's largest reduction

in marginal federal income tax rates.

Interestingly, we collected far more taxes from

high income Americans in 1982 than in 1981 despite

the drastic reeduction in the marginal rates

applicable to that part of the population. In a

reccession year when overall tax revenues were

down, collections from that group of the population

getting a larger marginal tax reduction were

acctually up. As studies by both James Gwartney

and myself (both with other colleagues) show, the

size of the taxable base is highly responsive to

the marginal rates in effect. Our findings both

suggest that in the upper income ranges in

contemporary America, we are in the negatively

sloped portion of the Laffer curvee; in other

words, tax rate reductions have meant an increase,

not decrease, in tax revenues. All of this adds

support for the proposition that marginal tax rates

must come down as part of tax reform. Summarizing,

THE CARDINAL RULE OF TAX REFORM IS: DRASTICALLY

LOWER MARGINAL TAX RATES WHILE EXTENDING THE BASE

SUBJECT TO TAXATION.

There are other things we can no doubt do in any
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reform of our tax system, but these other things

are almost trivial in importance compared with the

need to fully achieve our paramount objective, so

we must concentrate our energies on reduction of

rates, to be financed in part by the expansion of

the tax base, and in part by the economic growth

that a more rational tax system would provide.

III. "DON'TS" OF TAX REFORM

There are more "don'ts" of tax reform than "dos",

since it is easier to sin than to achieve

salvation, at least in Washington, D.C. Let me

speak of only two or three ones. The most critical

"don't", of course, is to not impose a new "better"

tax on top of the disastrous tax system we already

have in the interest of "fiscal responsibility" or

"deficit reduction." I am very much concerned that

some persons view tax reform as merely a nifty

political device to raise more money without

inflicting too much political damage. There is no

reform unless the old system is junked. That is

not to say that the enhancement of economic

efficiency under a new tax system would not lead to

higher output and incomes for Americans. Thatt

would happen, and would allow the goveernment to

collect more revenues while burdening the population

leas. This would also lead to some deficit

reductions. But do not undertake reform merely to
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reduce deficits; concentrate on removing the

inefficiencies and inequities that the current

system creates.

Another "don't" is to allow the tax base to be

reduced by special interest groups seeking special

treatment in any discussion on tax reform. Speecial

treatment leads both to a narrowing of the tax base

forcing us to adopt higher rates) and leads to

inequities, particularly of the horizontal kind.

Once you treat one group of persons in a special

way, equity and political pressures force you to

treat others in a special way too, until we are back

where we started. Worst, special treatment leads

to a non-neutral tax system thet leads some persons

to engage in unproductive activities that have been

made artifically productive by the tax system.

A third "don't" in reform, probably, is to

continue to treat business enterprises totally

separately from individuals and households.

Businesses are owned by people, and ultimately only

people pay taxes. As I ask my students, what army

did General Motors ever lead? Clearly a desirable

attribute of any tax reform is the fuller

integration of business and individual entities.

The double and even triple taxation of income from

capital that exists in our current system is a

scandal that is largely responsible for our low
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rate of savings and capital formation, the major

single reason why America's economic growth in the

last generation is one of the lowest of the major

industrialized countries. Fuller inteegration would

promote efficiency and also tend to eliminate

inequities. If the experts cannot even agree who

bears the burden of our corporate taxation, it is

highly unlikkely that the burden is distributed in

a manner that serves our sense of social justice.

IV. THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TAX REFORM

Conventional wisdom has it that truly radical

reform of the tax system is impossible. The

special interest groups and PACs will shower

retribution on any incumbent who attacks cherished

tax preferences, and the elimination of those

preferences is vittal to getting true reform.

As a former employee of Congress filled with a

grreater sense of cynical political realism then

most college professors, I am in complete sympathy

with the problems that you political entrepreneurs

encountered in draftting legislation. The power of

PACs and lobbies is enormous and they may well be

making politicians who blithely ignore them an

endgangered species in dire need of environmental

protection.

Nothwithstanding that point, I think there is

some reason to hope that adoption of a wide
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base-low rate tax may in fact be politically

feasible, First of all, the American public's

unhappiness with the existing tax system has been

growing, suggesting that there is a lot of

potential support for a new tax system. The one

thing I simply cannot understand is why neither

candidate for President is pushing tax reform as a

major part of his campaign, since polls indicate

that calls for such reform should be

enthusiastically received by the public.

Piecemeal attempts to eliminate tax preferences

in order to widen the tax base are seldom

spectacularly successful given the power of the

lobbies. GENERAL elimination of such preferences

may actually be more attainable since what the

special interests lose in tax preferences in many

cases will be offset by gains from substantial rate

reductions, not to mention the likely expansion in

economic activity that would accompany a

rationalizing of the tax system.

Let me cite one example. If you in piecemeal

fashion decided to eliminate the deduction for

interest income on municipal bonds, the entire

investment community would fight the move tooth and

nail. If, however, you eliminated that deduction

as part of a tax reform that lowered marginal tax

rates to 25 percent and excluded savings from the
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tax base, a different situation would emerge. Some

municipal bond dealers still would be incensed, but

most of the investment community would see the,

gains from rate reductions and better treatment of

savings to be greater than the losses from losing

special status on municipal bonds.

The key may well be to say no to all the special

interests wanting tax preferences. Tax

simplification is a little bit like virginity; if

it is violated once, it is gone forever. Once you

open the door to one groupa sense of fairness

suggests you need to give another group a break.

Before long, you are back where we started. It

might be better for everyone, any yield a better

tax bill, if political leaders like the

distinguished chairman of the Finance Committee

forged a bipartisan consensus that "we are going to

say 'no' to everyone."

V. ALTERNATIVE REFORM PROPOSALS

I have deliberately saved discussion of

alternative tax systems until last. In my judgment,

almost any of the alternative tax systems under

committee consideration today are superior to the

existing Internal Revenue Code. The differences in

economic impact of the alternative systems, while

substantial, are less significant than the

difference beetween the current system and the
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least desirable of the alternatives.'

Unfortunately, I do not believe that many members

of Congress view these alternative systems as

substitutes for existing taxes, but rather as

complements to the basic system. This is

particularly true of the schemes that involve

taxing a base conceptually quite different than the

income basis not used.

The Value Added Tax (VAT)

For that reason, I am unenthusiastic about a value

added tax (VAT) or a national sales tax. I suspect

our political leaders view them as "new" type taxes

and thus as new sources of revenue to reduce

deficits. Conceptually, a reasonable case can be

made for a VAT. Value added taxation involves taxing

production and productive inputs, including labor

and the returns (profits) to capital. While the

taxation of productive acctivity almost never is

desirable from a standpoint of increasing private

production, a VAT tax can reduce problems of

non-neutrality, of the separation of business and

households, and of horizontal equity. Moreoveer, a

15 percent VAT with almost no exemptions would

raise more money than current income taxes on

individuals and corporations. If, however, a VAT
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were imposed on top of other taxes, severe negative

impacts are possible. Aside from the inflationary

impact more commonly discussed# a VAT raises the

marginal cost of hiring workers, raising unit labor

costs which leads to a reduction in the quantity of

labor demanded.At least until markets adjust# value

added taxes can create unemployment. Europe in its

post-VAT period has had much higher unemployment

than pre-VAT, and that may not entirely be a

coincidence. For VAT not to create unemployment,

however, either prices must rise, causing inflation,

money wages must fall, or a combination of both.

It is highly unlikely that the burden of a VAT

would fall evenly on the population, and it seems

less likely that a flat rate VAT would be as

"progressive" as the current income tax system.

While that does not bother me on equity grounds, it

no doubt would bother others, such as Mr. Mondale.

Given what the VAT did for Al Ulman, I suspect this

tax is not the prime candidate in consideration in

any reform in any case.

A NMatiLonal Sales Tax

Similarly, a national sales tax has many positive

things about it. Administratively, the tax is

relatively easy to collect and cooperative

arrangements with the states would ease compliance

and administrative cost problems. The tax is not
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one on productive activity, and removes the

anti-savings and capital formation bias in current

law. At the state and local level, studies that I

have done show that states that rely heavier on

sales taxes tend to grow somewhat faster than

states emphasizing income taxes. On equity

grounds, one can argue persuasively that it is

consumption, not income, that provides pleasure in

life, and that it is therefore more appropriate to

tax it.

At the same time, however, a national sales tax

has three strikes against it. First, it is

difficult to interject progressivity, which some

view as important on equity grounds. Second, as

mentioned before, most view such a tax as an add on

to the current system, meaning there is no reform

of the income tax. Third, the states have sales

taxes, and would fight the national sales tax

concept, arguing they have preempted this revenue

source and in a sense have political "squatter's

rights" on it. Moreover, I could not envison

Congress approving a tax with a rate over 10

percent, raising at the very most $200 billion a

year, far less than current income taxes. In no way

would a national sales tax substitute completely

for an income tax. Finally, there probably are

some significant transitory inflation problems with
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this tax. In fairness, however, there are

transition problems with any new tax.

A Gross Income-Tax (GIT)

The gross income tax or gross receipts tax has

been advocated vigorously for years by Hr. Jim

Jones, who I understand is now working on your

staff, Mr.""Chairman. It is a concept that deserves

more serious attention than it is getting. In many

ways it is the ultimate tax in terms of the goals

of tax reform, namely radically reducing marginal

tax rates and expanding the size of the tax base.

It is also a tax that is classic in its simplicity

and thus would ease the administrative burden and

compliance problems of the Internal Revenue Service.

In its simplest form, it is a tax on the gross

receipts of business enterprises. Hr. Jones

suggests several variants of his scheme, one, for

example, having individuals filing returns on their

share of their employers gross receipts; in another

variant, employers would file on behalf of their

employees and there would be a substantial decline

in the number of individual filings, a great

blessing for both the public and the IRS.

The one deduction allowed from gross receipts is

for "cost of salos", a term that means different

things to different people. Narrowly defined, it

would just include raw materials. Broadly defined,
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it would include labor costs associated with

production. In the former case, the tax would not

be too different than a value added tax, while in

the letter case, it would come fairly close to

being a net income tax not radically different in a

conceptual sense than the current tax base.

Based on the desirability of base expansion and

rate reduction, I find a gross income tax with few

deductions to be somewhat appealing. The ultimate

gross income tax, or GIT, would have no deductions.

I believe such a tax with a seven percent rate

would probably raise more revenue than the existing

income tax. Such a "pure" GIT, however, is not

without problems. Consider the grocery store with

$5 million in sales annually, and $1 million in

invested capital that typically makes about

0150,000 in annual profits. With a seven percent

GIT, its annual tax bill would be $350,000---an

enormous amount equal to 35 its percent capital and

more than twice profits. To be sure, the tax would

be passed on, but such a tax might impose

significant short run hardships on businesses.

There would be enormous incentives for firms to

merge in order to avoid market transactions subject

to tax, a move that might have anti-competitive

implications of a serious magnitude. A GIT that

allows for generous deductions for costs of sales
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alleviates some of these problems, but also would

have to have higher rates to compensate for the

smaller base.

Finally, many would condemn the GIT approach on

equity grounds, since it does not readily provide

for progressivity and might be perceived to violate

some persons ideal with respect to the "ability toVr

pay" principle of public finance. Since questions

of equity are so subjective, I hesitate to pass

judgement on that criticism, and certainly a GIT

might reduce perceived serious horizontal

inequities. It is an approach with problems, as

are all others, and deserves greater study.

Flat Rate and Quasi-Flat Rate Proposals

I have been an enthusiastic and early supporter

of the flat rate tax movement. Elsewhere I have

argued that almost all flat rate proposals are

superior to the existing tax code not only on

grounds of administrative costs, compliance and

economic efficiency, but also on equity grounds as

well, since almost all flat rate proposals

eliminate or substantially reduce the problems with

horizontal inequities (persons with the same income

paying substantially different amounts of tax.) The

rise in the unpopularity of the current income tax

coincides with a growing deviancy of that tax from

the principles incorporated in flat af-a axa .
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The move upward in the typical marginal tax rste

paid by Americans has not only bred disenhancement,

but it has meant that the disincentive effects of

high marginal rates are influencing many Americans,

not just a few rich. The ratio of the prevailing

marginal rate to the average rate has also grown

over time, an undesirable attribute given that

marginal rates have distinct disincentive effects

that reduce the quantity of available resources and

thus total output.

It is important to remember that- most so-called

"flat rate taxes" are not flat rate at all, but

instead merely have less rate progressivity than the

existing law. Also, some of the flat rate

proposals effectively are consumption taxes, that

is taxes that exclude savings from the tax base. A

relatively "pure" flat rate proposal is that of

Hall and Rabushka; it can be filed on a postcard,

has virtually no deductions, and has only one rate

applicable at all income ranges. Going to the

other extreme, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal has

several income brackets, permits several

deductions, and would require filling out a form of

moderate length.

Any of the major schemes proposed would improve

on the existing system but there are differences.

Bradley-Gephardt is probably more progressive than

39-960 0-84--10
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Hall-Rabushka, which may be good or bad depending

on your system of values. Hall-Rabushka is superior

in terms of simplifing forms and putting lawyers

and accountants to more productive activity, as

there is virtually no possibilities for tax

gamemanship with their proposal. Their proposal

also would probably involve a rate of 20 percent or

less, while Bradley-Gephardt has a maximum rate

that reaches 30 percent. Hall-Rabushka has complete

integration of business and individual taxation,

while Bradley-Gephardt has very little integration,

although the sharp reduction in corporate tax rates

under Bradley-Gephardt would reduce very sharply

the problems of double taxation of returns from

capital. Kemp-Kasten is somewhere in between

Hall-Rabushka and Bradley-Gephardt. For example,

while the maximum rate on Hall-Rabushka is about 20

percent (they originally proposed 19 percent), and

Bradley-Gephardt is 30 percent, Kemp-Kasten is

exactly in between at 25 percent.

In keeping some politically popular

deductions, some of the quasi-flat tax plans create

some economic problems. Let me cite just one

example. Under Bradley-Gephardt, state income

taxes are deductible against income but sales taxes
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are not. Presently, both types of taxes are

deductible. By eliminating the sales tax deduction

but not the income tax one, the Bradley-Gephardt

bill provides some incentives for the states to

increase income taxes but lower sales taxes, as

that would lower the federal tax liability of

citizens under Bradley-Gephardt.

So what? To begin with, that makes the federal

system non-neutral with respect to the taxing

decisions of states. More importantly, there is

substantial evidence that high income tax states

grow slower than low income tax ones, while sales

taxes do not have that debilitating impact. The

bias created by Bradley-Gephardt works in the

direction of favoring taxes that are in fact

growth-inhibiting, mainly because the favored taxes

reduce rates of return on human and physical

capital investment, retarding resource growth.

While the magnitude of the problem is probably not

really that substantial in this case, it does

suggest there are pitfalls in trying to retain

certainly politically popular deductions at the

expense of others.

In short, I prefer a "purer" flat rate proposal

of the Hall-Rabushka variety to the less radical

bills like Bradloy-Gephardt. Kemp-Kasten is

somewhere in between. Yet while I think
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Bradley-Gephardt is a vastly inferior bill to

either Kemp-Kasten or Hall-Rabushka, it is also

superior to the system we currently have. Even

with Bradley-Gephardt, we would have a major

reduction in the disincentive effects associated

with high marginal income tax rates, we would have

some reductions in problems of horizontal inequity,

and we would probably ease some administrative

problems, including the growing problem of

noncompliance with the tax laws.

VI. SOME CONCLUSIONS

Deficit reduction is desirable, but it would be a

tragedy if we look at alternative taxes mainly as a

means of lowering deficits, ignoring the tremendous

loss of efficiency, and the large administrative

burdens, that the current tax code promotes. There

are differences worth debating between various

alternative tax schemes. There are transition

problems with all schemes, problems that I have not

materially touched upon. However, our current tax

system is so burdensome in an economic and moral

sense on our country that nearly all the

alternatives represent an important improvement

over the existng system. As we consider tax policy

in the coming year, let us be bold and replace our

current tax system, a system that is costly to

administer, is widely evaded, promotes wildly

inefficient and antiproductive economic behavior,

and is increasingly viewed as quite unfair. Thank
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Senator GRASSLEY. First of all, do you all accept the premise,
then, which one or two of you spoke to, that changing the tax
system, getting the marginal rate down, getting at the under-
ground economy, improving the credibility of the system particu-
larly with the middle-income taxpayer, are necessary prerequisites
regardless of what we do on enforcement to have greater compli-
ance?

You have spoken to it, but I just want to get a summary of that
point now.

Mr. TATUM. Well, let me reiterate what has been said earlier. I
believe I agree with the statement you just made, that compliance
could be enhanced by first of all making the system simple, and
perhaps most of all by making it fair, or at least making the people
feel it is fair.

Right now we are dealing with just the opposite-a system that
is very complex and which most people feel is unfair. They are
never sure if they have taken advantage of all of the deductions
and credits that they are entitled to. They are really bewildered by
the whole system. They feel compelled to go to a professional, and
a lot of times the professionals don't agree on what is the best
advice.

You know, what we have now and what we have been working
with is just a kalidoscope of constantly changing rules and regula-
tions that are beyond human comprehension. And you know a
small accountant like me-I can't comply with the Code. It's too
complex. It's beyond my ability to work with. So accountants are
developing their own system of justice.

Now, going back to your original question I think, if you make it
straightforward, fair, and simple, people are going to tend to
comply with it.

Now, we have got another problem that is really not talked
about here today, and that is the amount of money that the Gov-
ernment spends. A lot of people resent the amount of tax they pay;
nobody really wants to support the mammoth amount of Federal
spending that goes on. But I think the bullet or the pill would be a
little easier to swallow by the public if they felt it was fair and if
you gave them the opportunity to pay their share of the cost of
Government every month just like they pay the rent. I mean, we
all pay our rent, we all pay for our groceries, we do it every month.
We don't try to beat the system-the system doesn't give us the op-
portunity to beat it. The net income tax system gives us, still, a lot
of opportunity to beat the system and to protect ourselves from
what we feel is wasteful, abusive spending by Government.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Vedder?
Mr. VEDDER. I agree with what your assessment was earlier. If

you cut the marginal rates, you are going to go a long way toward
taxpayer compliance. That isn't to say, of course, that the number
of IRS agents is irrelevant, but it is not the major way to move
toward increasing compliance, in my judgment.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Kent?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
I think that we have developed in this country what I have

called "a new cult of entrepreneurship which is paper entrepren-
euralism." That means that instead of going out and producing
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new products and developing new technologies, trying to meet con-
sumer demands, lowering cost of production, what today's entrepre-
neurs are doing is trying to discover the loopholes in the Code, be-
cause that is the way you can make the most money. You can
maximize the bottom line not by benefitting society but by figuring
out some way to exploit some of these loopholes and tax advan-
tages that are there. The people that are making the money are
those who can afford enough specialized expertise, to find out what
those paper entrepreneurship opportunities are and to use them.
Anytime you reduce the benefit which is involved in engaging in
paper entrepreneurship, you will get more real entrepreneurship.

Senator GRASSLEY. One of you did address the issue of transition
from one tax to another, from our present income tax I guess to
the gross income tax. That individual, and I forget which one it.
was, may want to address transition from that to the other forms
of taxation we have been talking about. And I guess the main thing
I would like to have the rest of you address is that issue as it af-
fects any of those taxes and whether or not the extent to which
that is a serious problem. I see getting from here to there as a very
serious problem, regardless of all of the very optimistic and benefi-
cial aspects of any alternate tax system we have been talking
about.

Mr. TATUM. Well, I see a conversion from the net income tax
system to a gross income tax system as a very positive thing in the
eye of the public. To convert from a net income tax system to a
value-added tax or some of these other tax proposals, it would seem
to me, would be very complex. I don't think the public would see
that as very positive. I think it will be just more confusing, more
complex, more people just have to go to their accountant or their
lawyer and say, "What does all this stuff mean? Tell me how I
can -you know, in this maze of complex provisions-"tell me how
I can defeat this system."

I think if you don't make it simple, you are going to fail.
Senator GRASSLEY. Now, you spoke to the fact that it is necessary

to do it, but what about the practical problems going from a net
income tax to a gross income tax as fairly simple, but do you see
the problems insurmountable in any of these areas of transitions
from one to the other?

Mr. TATUM. Well, I just feel that the other areas that you talked
about seem more complex. Now, the national sales tax has some
merit, but I think that shifts too much of a tax burden to the
people who spend most of their income to purchase cost of living.
People at the higher end of the economy who can live off 10 per-
cent or 20 percent of their earned income would probably pay less
tax and would get by paying less. Also, I don't think the national
sales tax gives you the opportunity to provide credits or incentives
to stimulate the economy. A gross income tax would still give you
the opportunity to provide employment incentives, capital invest-
ment incentives, self-retirement incentives. I don't know how a na-
tional sales tax, which is collected at the point of sale, gives you
the opportunity to stimulate the economy in that way.

Senator GRSSSLEY. Mr. Vedder?
Mr. VEDDER. I am not an expert on tax administration. I am not

entirely unconvinced that one couldn't go cold turkey from one
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system to another, but I do admit that there would be significant
inequities created. The young family who just bought a new home
and has enormous mortgage payments, anticipating long-range
future deductions on those, would feel very grieved, I'm sure, if we
phased out the mortgage deduction as part of any reform. That
may be sacrosanct and can't even be talked about-I don't know.
But for that reason, I guess I would think that one could phase in a
system in a period of 5 to 7 years, where one essentially reduces
existing deductions by, say, 20 percent a year, and at the same
time lowering rates to compensate for the growth in the base,
ending up with some system 5 years down the line. Now, that ap-
plies more with regards to something like a flat-rate income tax
than it does the gross income tax concept; but if you were going to
go to something like Bradley-Gephart or Kemp-Kasten, I would
think that it could be done.

I am not an expert on that, though. I haven't thought it out com-
pletely. I admit there would be significant problems, but I think it
can be done.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Kent?
Mr. KENT. I think that there would be very significant transition

problems. That doesn't mean we shouldn't have a complete over-
haul of the tax~code, but I do think that these transition problems
would create very real hardships that we don't want to inflict, not
just these hardships would be on families with high mortgage in-
terest deductions that they have now, but on businesses which
have taken deductions, and have set up an investment program ex-
pecting to depreciate a very significant amount of their assets.
Unless you allow them somehow or other during this transition
period to compensate for the tax advantages they thought they
were going to have when they made the investment, then you
would certainly, I think, devastate a very large percentage of your
business community.

The transition period that you are looking at doesn't have to be
as long as 30 years, as some of the witnesses before your committee
in your spring hearing indicated, but I think you would have to
look in some instances at transition periods as long as 10 to 15
years before you would be able to fully implement any of these new
flat tax programs.

That doesn't mean we shouldn't do it., it just means that we have
to be realistic about how difficult it would be, considering the tax
preferences that are there, that people have legitimately made de-
cisions on the basis of those preferences. It would be unfair to them
to disrupt their business and personal lives by snatching those
away from them.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. That's all the questions I have, but
let me remind you as well as the previous panel that I forgot to
mention that maybe other committee members who weren't able to
be here today because of their schedules may have questions that
they will submit in writing, and also that the record will be open
for a few days, like maybe 15 days, so that you can submit any ad-
ditional testimony or make any corrections in the record that you
feel necessary to make.

Thank you all very much, and that's the end of this series of
hearings.
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[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN, My name is Edward A. Ellison, Jr. of Baltimore, Md,

and I would like to thank this Committee that my request to testify on

behalf of the American people, to provide input to this committee has

been honored.

The subject of taxation, which is before this committee, is

perhaps of no less importance today than it was over 200 years ago

when oceans of blood were spilled by a people: who freed themselves

from many of the sufferings of which todays people complain.

Let us not forget in our discussion on taxation, the blood

spilled during the Revolutionary War . . . for it was this sacrifice

which today allows this public hearing on taxation to take place, and

the will of the people to be heard by their elected representatives.

During the past several years I have travelled across the United

States and have been fortunate enough to meet with citizens from

almost every station in life. I have lectured on tne topic of taxation

before audiences composed of businessmen, manufacturers, farmers,

individual entrepreneurs, and just plain ordinary folks who live by

the sweat of their labor.

I was inspired to learn during my travels, that the people across

our nation are not as divided in their views, when it comes to taxation,

as portrayed by todays political pundits. The common thread which I

am happy to report to this committee, which binds our nation's

people, is one of honesty, for they have been quick to support with

vigor, the honest system of taxation which our founding fathers wrote

into our Constitution - that is, after they have been educated to this

system which has been curiously overlooked, or purposely ignored by

-the-peepies- elected representatives.
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The very fact that a special hearing on taxation is now in progress,

and countless points of view have been stated before this committee

by special interest groups seeking to extricate themselves from an

obviously inequitable system of taxatiort, is .evidence that a tax on

earnings is not only patently oppressive, it isi'destruotiVe to-the

general welfare of our nation.

During the first Congress of the United States, let Session,.

April 8th, 1789, Mr. James Madison, speaking before the House of

Representatives which enacted our nation's first Revenue Raising Act,

stated

..... a national revenue must be obtained; but the

system must be such a one, that while it secures

the object of revenue it shall not be oppressive to

our constituents. Happy it is for us that such a

system is-within our power, for I apprehend that

both these objects may be obtained from an impost

on articles imported into the United States."

Gentlemen, it is within this Committees power to promote a

system of taxation which is not oppressive upon the people of the

United States, nor any 6f the special interest groups in attendance

at this hearing. All that is needed, is a desire to do so.

It is a commonly accepted fact that a tax upon the earnings of

our nation's labor, manufacturers, agricultural industry and small

businesses is a. tax upon production. That, a tax upon production

stifles a free exchange between labor and industry; impedes America's

ability to produce;-_Ancreases. t.-pr.ie-of-our-artic'lem 9pfr-fid

which in turn is destructive to America's ability to compete in
f
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foreign trade, and thus, a tax based upon earnings is not only oppressive,

it is not in the best interests of the Vnited States.

To obtain a national revenue, from which to discharge the

national debt, provide for our nation's common defense and fund those

constitutionally authorized objectives which are enumerated in our.

Constitution, it is imperative that this committee take note of the

1st Congress of the United States which enacted oir nation's first

revenue raising act.

This Act opened with a stately preamble spirited by patriotism,

responsibility, the love of freedom, and a sincere desire to bring

prosperity to America through an America First Policyi

Whereas it is necessary for tne support of government,

for the discharge of the debts of the United States,

and the encouragement and protection of

manufacturers, that duties be laid on goods,

wares, and merchandises, imported .

In agreement with the wisdom of our founding fathers and inthe

interests of the United States general welfare, it is essential that

all federal revenue currently-raised from the earnings of Americas

labor, agricultural industry, manufacturers,. and small businesses b6

suspended, and necessary revenue be raised from other sources, to wits

(1) That articles of consumption, both domestic and imported

such as cigarettes, spiritous liquors, jewelry, articless

of consumption which are of a purely luxurious nature)

ought to have an inland excise tax added to their consumption;

taking into account the price of similar articles imported,

&Y adjusting this tax on each specific article so both may
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compete in our market on a fair and equal basis, while bearing

in mind that an excessive tax upon such articles will reduce

consumption and diminish a just sburce from which to fill

the national treasure.

(2) Imported goods which are not of a; purely luxurious nature,

which can be, or are manufactured in America, ought to b -z.-

taxed with a view to encourage and protect Aiqprican

manufacturers, while promoting f a i.- trade, as opposed to

f r e e trade. The principles to be taken into consideration

in the selection of those imported articles to be taxed, and

the rate at which each imported article ought to be taxed are

these

(a) Imported articles which are produced by. slave labor

(produced in a labor situation in which the inalienable

right of the individuals to contract out their own

labor as they see fit being denied them without just

cause) should be taxed in order to protect the standard

of living enjoyed by Americans as predicted by the

Framers and made possible by the obedience to our

Constitution by our elected officials.

(b) Articles of consumption such as nteel, aircraft,

computers, vehicles used to-facilitate internal and external

commerce, tools of production, farm, equipment, military

provisions, etc., ( all being necessary to the internal

strength of our nation) ought to be taxed when imported,

with a view to encourage and protect domestic manufacture

.... of such--articles. - Impos-in& dutiUs-upOn--mlpOrtS-tn thiw-
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class are justified upon the principle of national

security, that the United States must never become so

dependent, or interdependent upon foreign manufactures

as may weaken our internal manufacturing capabilities

as would endanger our nation's general welfare if

foreign trading partners should suddenly become

hostile toward America, or intimidated by other

hostile foreign powers.

(3) In addition to the above mentioned taxes on consumption,

a tonnage tax upon the freight of foreign vessels importing

articles of consumption is a proper method tot a) regulate

tr,'de with foreign nations; b) secuxe a national revenues

c) encourage the growth and protection of American owned

carriers which are employed in foreign trade; d) protect

American manufactures from unfair trade.

Vessels and aircraft employed in foreign trade being

buI4l1 in the United States, and belonging wholly to a citizen

or citizens thereof, ought to be given a preference at our

ports of entry. The principle upon which a tonnage tax upon

the freight of foreign carriers ought. to be imposed, must A.tke

into account the nations with whom America trades; their policy

on import taxation upon articles of consumption which America

produces for export and any preference these foreign nations

may give to carriers over our nations carriers at their ports

of entry.

Applied properly, such a tax will provide a source from

whih_to -draw- amnational- ravenu&4--wiL3- gr.M -enhanee-"-fair
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trade between American and foreign nations, particularly those

nations exporting into our country virtually duty free, but

are quite protective and discriminatory when it comes to

accepting America's exports on an equal footing. This tonnage

tax upon the freight of foreign imports will also provide a

necessary mechanism to protect America's vital manufactures

which is essential to America's internal strength.

(4) An internal tax, not mentioned above, and proper in its

application is an excise tax upon domestic carriers when employed

in interstate commerce, but, only justified in certain and

limited cases: a) to insure safe passage of carriers as they

pass from state to state (i.e. federal Jurisdiction to

prosecute and penalize hi-jackers, pirates, etc.,); b) inspection

for contamination of food stuffs and raw agricultural produce;

c) safety measures for hazardouw materials being shipped from

state to state.

The principle justifying the above -escribed tax is not one

of raising revenue, but rather, only to raise necessary funds

to pay for the cost of federal policing of interstate commerce

as above mentioned. . . be it understood that each carrier is to

bear its own just proportion as related to the cost of federal

services rendered as applicable to the specific policing protection

afforded. No other kind of federal tax upon interstate carriers

can be justified, and as such, all other federal taxes which now

increase the cost of interstate commerce and increase the cost of

articles of consumption: are oppressive to production; damaging

to United States competition in foreign trade, and ought to be
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immediately suspended.

Having expounded somewhat upon the method of raising a national

revenue as adopted by our founding father, an America First policy,

enacted during the First Congress of the United States, I would like

to focus attention upon taxation as it applies to a balanced federal

budget and the retirement of the national debt.

I have also furnished to members of this committee a bulletin

which has been widely circulated by Lieutenent Colonel, U. S. Army

retired Archibald E. Roberts. This bulletin contains a documented

article titled "A S8866,1 6N8NTITUTIONA, CONVENTION, WILL IT HAPPEN? ! "

I have co-authored this article to expound upon the method by which

our founding fathers agreed to pay off the debt of the Revolutionary

W ar, and insure that a balanced budget would be maintained in the

future by subsequent Congrese' elected to manage the firancial

affairs of our national government.

In respect to a "Balanced Budget- Tax Limitation Constitutioral

Amendment," which is the title of Senate Report No. 97-151, 97th

Congress lst Session, pages 7,16,19 and on several other pages, it'is

acknowledged by the Senate Committee on the Judiciary that indeed,

a requirement for a balanced budget exists in our Constitution!

However, this Senate Report has failed to detail for the reader the

Constitutional procedure for balancing the federal budget. Had this

procedure been included in the Senate Report No. 97-151, it is quite

obvious the subversive and fraudulent nature of the balanced budget

amendment promoted by Senate Report No. 97-151 would have been

exposed, along with the fraudulent call for a Con-Con to balance the

federal budget.
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The third item which I have included in my report to this committee

is a brief review of the debates which took place among those

enlightened and sincere representatives who authored the First Revenue

Act during the First Congress of the United States. Not only di4

these gentlemen carry out an America First Policy, and were able to

solve the very economic sufferings which our nation now experiences,

but they were able to accomplish this without taxing or oppressing

America's labor, businessmen, or manufacturers. They accomplished

their ends by simply following the principles set forth in the

Constitution of the United States of America.

I have affixed to these remarks in the Appendix, a document

titled PROSPERIMY RESTORED T!PO'JGH TEE STATE RATE TAX of which I

was the co-author. T have also included in the appendix a summary

of research of the Sixteenth Amendment which may reveal to this

committee for the first time the documented legislative history that

the Sixteenth Amendment as passed by the Congress and ratified by the

states has not given any new power of taxation to the Congress of the

United States. Its power to reach (through Article 1 Section 8 Clause 1)

the profits of corporations by laying a tax on the corporate charter,

the tAx to be measured by the amount of income produced by the

corporation using that charter, or to tax the licenses of lawyers,

or to tax the ill-gotten gains of criminals - has never been disputed.

But for Congresses to have perpetrated a fraud upon the American people

in extending the expired "Victory Tax" from World War II and using the

awesome, oppressive, despotic, dictatorial power of an agency known

as the I. R. S. to intimidate and make fearful American citizens in

order that their property be extorted from them under the guise of
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paying their "fair share" of taxation to support the. government - the

Congress of the United States has never been granted a power to tax the
unless apportioned.

people or their property directly/ This is proven by Article 1, Section

2, Clause 3, and Article l,Section 9,Clause 4 of the Constitution

which have never been repealed; the Congressional research service,

operating for the benefit of our lawmakers through the Library of

Congress; through its representative, Mr. Howard Zuritzky, has prepared

a report in which he concurs with the research that has been done by

myself and others in this country, that notwithstanding the Sixteenth

Amendment - there is NO POWER to lay a direct tax upon any individual

or upon the property of any citizen of the United States unless it be

apportioned according to representation. As was practiced in the past,

when the direct tax of 1798, the taxes of 1313, 14, 15, 16, & 17, and

the direct taxes of 1861 were laid, in order to reduce the war debts-

the war debts of the Revolutionary War, when the debts of the States

were assumed by the federal goverr-tent, then the taxes laid to pay for

,he cost of the War of 1812, and in 1861 when a direct tax was laid to

pay for the cost of the Civil War, only the Northern States paid er

were collected from, since the Southern States were in rebellion. In

!891, the Congress recognizing the disproportionate burden of the

Northern States to have contributed to the direct tax of 1861 - they

refunded to those States that had paid or from whom the tax had been

collected, the amounts tendered or received. In 1894 when an attempt

was made to lay a direct tax without apportionment - that tax was struck

!own by the court in the Pollack case - and the Pollack case is still

the rule today. Notwithstanding the Sixteenth Amendment.

39-960 0-84----11
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7n the Brushaber and Stanton cases, the Supreme Court articulated that

if a tax is direct - it must be apportioned. Therefore, by its own

language the Sixteenth Amendment indicates" it was a tax not subject

to the rule of apportionment, thus it must be subject to the only other

rule in exlatence - that of the rule of uniformity which is applicable

only to Indirect Taxes. The Sixteenth Amendment applies to a tax -

an indirect tax in the form of an excise tax - therefore it is not

applicable against ANY American citizen who works for a wage, salary,

fees, commissions, etc., exercising his constitutionally protected

right to earn a living.

This fraud and practice by the government must cease. But it

will take the effort of an informed Congress to end this evil practice

against the citizens of the United States. The present proposals

before this Congress of a FLAT RATE TAX, a GROSS INCOME TAX, as

proposed by Jim Jones, Kemp-.e ill, the Bradley-Gephardt Bills

would only extend evil practice of the I.R.S. and not follow

institutionall Taxation unless these bills are identified as

applying only against lawyers, corporations, or criminals as does-the

Sixteenth Amendment, (which is only the redundant expression of

Article 1, Section 8, clause 1 of the Constitution). The present

proposals before the Congress, such as the Flat Rate Tax. A Gross

Income Tax, A Value Added Tax, A National Sales Tax are further abuses

on the American people as the Congress no doubt by now, has become

aware of the fact that American citizens are doing their own research

to learn the present practice of taxation is foreign to any intent

:f taxing authority to be granted to the Congress of the United States

against its citizens. There is, %ccording to the I. R. S., a movement
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throughout the country whereby people are no longer voluntarily filing

"tax-returns" having learned that this is the only way authority over

themselves and their property can be granted to the I.R.S. - i.e. by

their voluntary submission of a signed 1040. We have heard the word

"underground-economy" which again is a demonstration/application of

Orwellian language whereby in effect what is truly meant is that

because of drug taffic and other illegal activities, prostitution,

gun-running, or whatever, that there is an under-world economy since

the Congress has the power to tax with one statute that which is made

criminal by another. But there is no underworld economy whereby people

engaging in an exchange of their labor, which is their property, for

money - which is the property of another - and therefore incur for

themselves no tax responsibility to the United States government.

Jefferson's inaugural address explained quite clearly that in his mind

the sum of good government was one that would not take from the mouth

of labor the bread that it his earned. It was NEVER intended in the

formation of this country that any man should be taxed by his

government upon his sweat. We hear this myth that a person only pays

their fair share. Since this government was only created and given

limited powers, and one of those powers was to provide for a Navy,

a military force to protect us against-hostile nations - this Union

was formed therefore, to protect our liberty. How then, could one

man's liberty cost any more than anothers? Where was this country

founded upon any such principle - that the more productive a person

may be - the more fortunate a person may be because of the productivity

of his ancentors - that he was responsible to provide greater support

to the government for the protection of his or her liberty.
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By following the method of taxation employed by our founding

fathers from the inception of this government, we will find that those

people who are the wealthiest, and who buy more luxuries than anyone

else will pay a greater proportion of taxes by the manner and fre-

quency in which they spend their money. The Flat Rate Tax (with

graduations), the FAST Tax, and the Gross Income Tax (Jim Jones -

author) proposals is an attempt to change the definition of "Income",

to permit the taxing of American sweat. The Supreme Court defi-

nition of income does not include the wages, salaries, fees, or

compensation for services for unenfranchised Americans who have ex-

changed their labor (property) for money (property) in the pursuit

of their constitutionally protected right to earn a living.

Congress cannot define incone. The U.S. Supreme Court has

held:

..#it beccmes essential to distinguish between what is,

and what is not"incore"...Congress may not, by any defintition

it nay adopt, conclude the matter, since it cannot by legis-

lation alter the Constitution from which it alone derives its

power to legislate, and within whose limitations alone, that

power can be lawfully exercised.

Eisner v. Macomber, 252 US 189 (1920)

The sixteenth amendment allows an "excise tax" only on "gains"

and"profits" earned through the exercise of a government granted

privilege or criminal activities.

Present IRS interpretations are actually directed towards coll-

ecting a direct tax on both the source and the income, in regard to

all forms of compensation, when the law allows only for an indirect

tax.in--the form of an excise upon-income.
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The misapplication of the law practiced by the IRS with the tacit

approval of the Congress and the Judicial system permits governmental

rape of the personal and business finances of America.

Are we supposed to be of good cheer that the Congress is look-

ing into new proposals for the collecting of taxes? Is the action

of the Congress arising from a concern that the tax system is unfair

and oppressive? Or is it because more and more Americans are becoming

informed that they don't owe an income tax and are walking away from

economic slavery despite the threats and abuses of the IRS?

The Congress promises tax reform. The dictionary reminds us

that reformss is an attempt to correct that which was corrupt from

the beginning.

It matters not whetner the conditions that exit are the inten-

tional or accidental fault of the members of Congress. They have

taken an oath to uphold the Constitution and obey it and they are

in violation of that oath in marV ways and not just in matters of

taxation.

"Por months we have heard that any plan now proposed, if adopted

must produce the same amount of taxes at a minimum. This does not

take into consideration the vast expenditures of monies for objectives

for vhich there is no constitutional authority whatsoever. This

monetary goal demonstrates the total lack of concern by the Congress

to restrict itself to spending only as constitutionally authorized.

The Congress is guilty of permitting the LRS to criminalize

citizens who only want to protect their property from a confiscatory

,government.

It is the present membership of the Congress that needs to be
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replaced and not a tax collection system. Impeachments should be

sought against those who continue to violate their oaths of office

and those who are currently standing for office should be struck down

at the polling booths.

lb have Senators who have been better educated in the provisions

of Parliamentary government such as that practiced in England than have

been taught the intent of the Framers %ho wrote the Constitution, the

Law of the Land.

The best thing to come out of Washington in mmy decades is the

,race Conmission Report and that contains sufficient evidence of the

abuses of the Constitution concerning fiscal practices of the stewards

of government.

The Ccngress is supposed to be composed of our public servants

and not our asters. Other abuses of the Constitution and violations

of trust will be addressed in my soon to be published book, " Congress

In Rebellion".

In closing may I remind this committee that over fifty years ago,

Will Rogers said, "There is no organized crime in the United States

except for the Congress of the United States.", and I submit that the

criticism is still valid today.

Gentlemen, the plan for taxation which I submit before this

comittee is in fact, the Constitution of the United States of America.

Edward A. Ellison, Jr.
Free State Constitutionists
6509 York Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21212
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APPENDIX

1. An America First Policy

2. A Second Constitutional Convention, Will It Happen?

3. Prosperity Restored Through The State Rate Tax.

a. lanced Budget in Constitution - Article published in SPOTLIGHT 3/26/8h
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A M A.MER I CA F I RST POL I CY:

by:

Edward A. Ellison, Jr.
and

John William Kurowski

It is a commonly accepted fact, that a tax upbn the
earnings derived from our nation's labor, manufactures,
agricultural industry and small businesses, is a t4x upon
production; that a tax upon production__impairing free
exchange between.labor and industry__increases thel price
of our articles exported; that an increase in the Price of
our nation's exports is destructive to America's ability
to compete in foreign trade, and thus, a tax based1 upon
the earnings of production is not only oppressivejit is
not in the best interests of the United States.

To obtain a national revenue, from which to discharge

the national debt, provide for our nation's common defense
and fund those constitutionally authorized objectives whicl
are enumerated in our Constitution, and, which " shah not

be oppreesive to our constituents"., it is imperative that

all federal revenue currently contributed by America's
labor, agricultural industry, manufactures, and smll
businesses, calculated from their earnings, be suspended,
and necessary revenue be raised from other sources, to wit

(1) That articles of. consumption, both domestic and
imported, such as cigarettes, spiritous liquors, jiwelry,
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.t i,.100 of conwumption which are of a purely luxurious

-uiw, ought to have an inland excise tax added to their

isumption; taking into account the price of similiar art-

!es imported, and adjusting the tax on each specific art-

.e so both may compete in our market on a fair and equal
-is, while bearing in mind that an excessive tax upon
.h articles will reduce consumption and diminish a just
jrce from which to fill the national treasury. A tax up-
articles of this nature (luxury), allows each person to

tribute to government by the manner and frequency with

1 h he spends his/her money.

(2) Imported goods which are not of a purely luxu-
us nature, which can be, or are, manufactured in
rica, ought to be taxed on their import with a view to
.)urage and protect American manufactures, which will

,ote fair trade, as opposed to free trade The princi-
s to be 'taken into consideration in the selection of

orted articles to be taxed, and the rate at which each
,rted article ought to be taxed, are these:

(a) Imported articles which are produced by slave
)r (a labor situation in which the inalienable right of
,.%idualo to contract out their own labor as they see

is denied them without just cause) ought to be taxed to

.ect the: standard in our country which guarantees each
izen's freedom to contract out their labor. Failure to
,se a tax on imported articles produced by slave labor.
iot only unfair to our nation's labor, but will Zeave
nation 'a manufactures in an unfair competitive eitu-
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(b) Articles of consumption such as steel, air-
craft, computers, vehicles used to facilitate in-

ternal and external commerce, tools of production,
farm equipment, military provisions, etc. (all being
necessary to the internal strength of our nation)

ought to be taxed when imtpotedg" with a view to en-
courage and protect domestic manufacture of such art-
icles. Imposts and duties upon imports in this class
are justified upon the principle of national security;
that the United States must never become so dependent,

or interdependent, upon foreign manufactures as may

weaken our internal mnufaoturing capabilities as may

endanger our nation's general welfare if foreign trad-

ing partners should suddenly become hostile toward

America, or intimidated by other hostile foreign

powers.

(3) In addition to the above mentioned taxes on con-
sumption, a tonnage tax upon 'the freight of foreign ves-
sels importing articles of consumption is a proper method
to:

(a) regulate trade with foreign nations;
(b) secure a national revenue;
(c) encourage the growth and protection of American

owned carriers which are employed in foreign trade;
(d) protect American manufactures from unfair trade.

Vessels and aircraft employed in foreign trade being
built in the United States, and belonging wholly to a
citizen or citizens thereof, ought to begiven a prefer-
ence at our ports of entry. The principle upon which a
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,uii certain (annual deficit), and each State will be requtr-

41 to contribute a share calculated upon its number of

,.presentatives (votes) in the House of Representatives.
tie tax is to be used only if imposts, duties and excises
ail to meet Congress' annual expenditures.

Upon imposition of the State Rate Tax, the Secretary
f the United States Treasury, to extinguish an annual
deficit, would submit abitoeacstate's capitol for
ts apportioned share of this deficit. Each state wQuld
left free to raise its apportioned share within a time

pecif ied by Congress. In the event there is a surplus
f money in the United States Treasury at the close of a
iscal year (i.e. ther is no deficit), this surplus would
e applied to a sinking fund to reduce or extinguish the
itional !debt. If there is no deficit, nor a national
ebt, any surpluses raised from imposts, duties and excise

,axes may be returned to the states by the same rule of

, pportionment.

.1. Note., A copy of "Prosperity Restored by the State
ate Tax" may be obtained by contacting authors.
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FOWUA FOR aWHING EM STATES AMFIOME SIK OF DIRECT TAX

Sate "a. of RepesenitatLvoeCste) (vte s) no I. St*
in House of Representatives

totaL num er of RIpresentativesp .0 X by federal Indirect taxes share of
I* mouse cif Pnpreaentativei (£inosts, duties. eciLses) 5.R.T.

MANEtWI. CAfUrATION FR THE STATE OF ARYLVO FOR A
$ IWOOO,OOO DIRECT TAX P= 00 MM T414E STATES (STATE RATE TAX)

Md's No. o votes
In House of Rapts. y x *m. 4ryiand- share af
total o. of A -- 1-8M X $ IM0,,00. a $ 839,100. apportioned tax

.in House ot Rape

The following chart shows the currant rate of apportionment for a few

States. This chart dewonstratc each States' obligation under the State Rate

tax, or, the returnable amount duo to the State if federal indirect taxea have

eceaded the annual expenditures of Conpress. The chart to based upon a

$100,000.000. returnable surplus, or the same sun certain to be laid as an

apportioned direcc tas

ST1( N1(3 Of REPILESENTATIVES APPOITIONODI RATI O? TAX(votes In Congress Assembled) O AMOUW TO It 311UND.D

sbeasa 7 ' 1.600 2 * $ 1,609,000.

Clifor..s 45 10.344 £ w $10,34.000.

aslavasz £ .229 1 * $ 229.000.

Ilinois "24 30511 z - $ 5.517,000.

KeryIa 61.839 2 * $ 1.839.000.

hissort 10 2.296 X a $ .296.000.

New York 39 0.96S 2 , $ 8.965,000.

West Virgin a 4 .919 1 a $ 919,000.

NOTE: Under the rule of appoctlonoess, lbLagto D.C. not belng a State*

and not having a vote In Congrelss is not subjec: to the State Rate Tax.
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tonnage tax upon the freight of foreign carriers ought

to be imposedmust take into account the nations with

whom America trades; their policy on import taxation

upon articles of consumption which America produces
for export; and any Oreference these foreign nations may

give to carriers over our nations carriers

Applied properly, such a tax will provide a source
from which to draw a national revenue; will greatly en-

hance a fair trade between America. and foreign nations,

particularly those nations exporting into our country

virtually duty free, but are quite protective and dis-

criminatory when it comes to accepting America's exports

on an equal footing. This tonnage tax upon the freight
of foreign imports will also provide a necessary mech-

anism to protect America's vital manufactures which is

essential to America's internal strength.

(4) An internal tax, not mentioned above, and

proper in its application, is an excise tax upon domestic

carriers when employed in interstate commerce, but only

justified in certain and Uimited cases:

(a) to insure safe passage of carriers as they

pass from state to state (i.e., federal Jurisdiction to

prosecute and penal'ize.h hijackers, pirates, etc.)-;

(b) inspection for contamination of food stuffs

an-d raw agricultural produce;

(c) saftey measures for hazardous materials be-

ing shipped from state to state.
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The principle justifying the above described tax is
not one of raising revenue, but rather, only to raise
necessary funds to pay for the cost of federal policing
of interstate commerce as above mentioned . . . be it
understood that each carrier is to bear its own just
proportion as related to the cost of federal protection
rendered as applicable to the specific policing service
afforded. No other kind of federal tax upon interstate
carriers can be justified, and, as such, al. other federal
taxes tohich now increase the coost of interstate trade,
increase the coot of artiotes of consumption; are oppz'ae
sive to production; damaging to the Vnited States in Ih.:
competition for foreign trade, and ought to be inmediatei
suspended.

Having offered an America first policy by which to
raise a national revenue, benficial to America's labor,
Inufacturea, agricultural industry and snaz businesses.

the question remains as to the retirement of the nationa'
debt.

Under the proposed plan, if the annual expenditures
of Congress exceed the revenue raised from imposts,
duties and excises, then, Congress shazz impose the
State Rate Tax in order to preclude Congress from adding
a year end deficit to the national debt.

The State Rate Tax- is a direct tax required to be ir
posed if an annual deficit occurs. This tax is to raise.
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SECOND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
CITIZENS PETITION FOR REPEAL OF MARYLAND'S
CALL FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
Rescinding Maryland's call for a Constitutional
Convention to balance the Federal budget to the goal of
Edward Ellison and John Kurowski who lead a State
petitUon drive to defend and preserve the Constitution
of the United States.
B'y complying with emergency taxing power In the
Constitution, Article 1. Section 2. Clause 3. they say.
Federal lawmakersecan immediately affect an annually
balanced Federal budget without the risk of a
constitutional convention.
Fearing lose of freedoms of person and property posed
by tbe constitutional convention syndrome, a growing
body of alarmed citizens ask !or a review of their State
involvement in the balanced budget stampede.
The emotionally-charged issue, hysterically promoted
by the National Tax.payers Union. 325 Pennsylvania
Avenue. SE, Washington. DC, andothergroups fronting
(knowingly or unknowingly) for world government
advocates, may result In replacing the Constitution of
the United States with a soviet-style Constitution for
the Newstates of America (March 1984 CRC bulletin).

A Newstates Constitution existal Funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation and produced by the Center for
the Study of DemocraU Institutions, Santa Barbara,
California. it awaits implementation by a captured
Congress.
A constitutional convention would provide the
appearance of legiaflty and opportunity foreliminating
the Constitution. now a bar to one world government
sponsors.
Ill-considered state memorials allegng balanced budget
purposes polarize public frustration and channel
political momentum toward a catastrophic conclusion.
Challenging civil and private revolutionaries. Ellison
and Kurowski explain what dedicated citizens in sister
states may do to derail the rush toward a constitutional
convention.
The argument for reconsideration, based on
constitutional authority, is set out in their handbook.
A SecondConstlt utional Conventlop-Will it Happen?".

extracts reprinted below, and PETITION BEFORETHE
MARYLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY. reproduced in
fuli..

'Permisslon. Edward A. Ellison. Jr. and John William
.:% , ,, 'Ol F drnenstonCmitrt t': 1r,,,n-.,t %4D)

A SECOND
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION I

Only two State's Legislatures approval is now I
needed to demand that a Constitutional Convention I
tale place for the illusory purpose of "balanolng te I
federal budget." This puts our Nation at a crossro %a I
which will separate true patrintio Americans.who hLa., I
read their Constitution and Ar aware it alre'. 
commands the federal budget Is required tobe balanc.,,
from those who have not read the Constitution and
to recognize the Constitution clearly mandates th,0
Congress shall balance its budget.

Surely. thecall for a Constitutional Convenion t
not a liberal or conservative Issue. nor is it exclusive;
being promoted by democrats or republicans. u
however, every serious matter in which the truth o,
to be wooken andmade available to the general pubi:..
all 6ots. Why? Because the freedoms which Amsrica -
Citizens now enjoy. and have foolishly taken forgrant, -
for so many ,,ears. may very well be uoin Jis,-
compromised if a constitutional convention shou.
take place. On the other band,'if Congress is no.
immediatey compelled to obey the Constitution.
requiring sound fiscal policies, a constitutions.
convention may be forced which could jeopardize ou:
most sacred freedoms.

To understand the real threat of allowing s
constituUonal convention to take place, it is importa.
to recall what almost took place in New York in 1967
During t~e mid-t960's. a constitutional convention was
called to amend New York's Supreme law. At the time,a
small group believing the government's power of
taxation ought to be used to aid religious schools. was
successful in pressuring delegates to theconvention to
adopt no constitutional prohibitions against such aid.
Fortunately. in view of the threat that government aid
eventually leads todependency upon government, which
In turn allows the government's powe. of the purse to
be used to impose regulations and controls over those
who become financially addicted, the citizens of New
York had the final say by popular vote. which is
required to amend New York's Constitution.

After the vote was counted to aRprove or
disapprovewhxtthvdvtlegattb'T-si4ecovention thought
best for the People, the People of New York disagreed
with their delegates by over 72 per cent The financial
independence of religious schools was thus saved from
possible z.v -!7,ment take.o'or thrmuch 'i '-- I
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SECOND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION count. )
the purse. But. only because the People had the final say
by their popular vote on any changes to be made to their
State Constitution.

Following a constitutional convention, in which
the United States Constitution and its Bill of Rights
could have been totally rewritten and destroyed. the
ratification process does not permit the People to have
the final say through a popular vote. Although the
People may disagree with their State Delegates and
Legislators by a72 percent margin.-as they did in New
York-s popular vote in each of the States is not
necessary for theStates to rattfy what State Leglslatures
may think are appropriate or expedient changes to be
made to the Constitution of the United States.

There are two ways by -which to amend the
Constitution of the United States. as stated in Article V
of the United States Constitution:

ARTICLE V.
The Cor.gress. whenever two-thirds of both

Houses shall deem it necessary. shall propose
Amendments to this Constitution. or, on the
Application of the Legislatures of two.thirds of
the several States. shall call a Convention for
proposing Amendments, which in either Case.
shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as part
of this Constitution. when ratified by the
Legislatures of three-fourths of the sea oral States.
orby Conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the
one or the other Mode of Ratification may be
proposed by the Congress; Provided that no
Amendment which may be made prior t, the Year
One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any
Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the
NinthSectionof the firstArticle. and that no State.
without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal
Suffrage in the Senate.
Simply put. theConstitution can be amended in one

of two ways: the first is by a proposed amendment(s)
being offered to the States by Congress. which are
limited to one specific issue, and if ratified by three.
fourths of the States becomes law. The other is by a
ConsUtutional Convention being demanded by two-
thirds of the State Legislatures. In which case the entire
Constitution and its Bill of Rights could wind up being
rewritten, and if approved by three.fourths of the States
becomes law.

Herein lies the dividing line between those who
want the Constitution followed, and also want a balanced
budget, from those who would allow our Republic*s
most precious document to be tinkered with by State
politicians, before establishing the truth. The question
is- Will truth prevail, or will truth be ignored allowing
33 State Legislatures to do as they please?

In support of the truth, a review of the debates held
in Convention during the framing of ourConstitution-
specifically those which eventually produced Article 1.
Section 2. clause 3. and Article 1. Section 9. clause 4-
are essential readingforall who believe a constitutional
convention is necessary to "balance he federal budget. "
The fact is. the Constitution already commands the
budget to be balanced) Not only is this true. but, the
balanced budget clause of our Constitution, Article 1.
Section, clause, has been imposed a number oftimes
in ,ur Nation's history (see appen-:x A) (deletedi). and
- t)day be, .4 ignn.red '. --le v-.-- ',arler,4 Q)re

The balanced budget clause of our Constitution
reads in part

"'Representatives and direct Taxes shall be
apportioned among the several States which may
be included within this Union. .. "

This article ofsupreme law vests Congress with an
emergency power demanding a direct tax to be laid
upon the State Governments. (in proportion to each
State's voting strength in Congress) it the
constitutionally authorized expenditures of Congress
exceed the revenue raised from impost and excise
(indirect) taxes.

In disobedience of this Constitutional Command,
Congress now borrows to finance its deficits. then taxes
to pay the interest on borrowed money. instead of
taxing the State Goveroments to finance said deficits
which would immediately end accumulated deficits,
and save American Citizens billions of dollars per
month interest payments which they now pay on
borrowed money.

Although it is true that Congress has been granted
power to borrow money, the exception to. and the
Constitutional restriction placed upon this borrowing
power. is that Congress may not borrow to finance a
deticitl

On an annual basis, a deficit may be described as
the amount of money Congress spends, and/orborrows,
during a fiscal year in excess of the amount of money
brought in from indirect taxes (imposts and excisesl
during thatyear. This fiscal year. Congress has managed
to borrow and spend approximately $580 Billion mrtre
tian it has brought in. To finance this deficit. Congrei
will simply borrow money which will eventually be
taxed away from the American People. Having borronvsd
this money, the American People will now be taxed, .i
addition to the $180 Billion, over $11 Billion per mcn:.!
to pay interest on the money borrowed by Cong-ess
This action of Congress increases the public burden u
taxation in violation of the balanced budget clause of
the United States Constitutiont

In effect, the American People are now being taxed.
in violation of the Constitution. over f.,O Billion per
year to pay interest on borrowed mo,.sy. and pay these
Billions of dollars before one dir,e of collected tax
revenue is used to provide for or Nation's common
defense or promote our general welfare. Why? Bec&uj-
Congress ignores the intent of our Constituti.mn. and
those who call for a balanced budget, they fail to realize
a balanced budget clause already exists in o.i
Constitution. wa'.ing to be enforced, which woul.
instantly cure Congress' current irresponsible, reckless
and criminal fiscal policies.

During the Constitutional Convention of 1. 47. a
thorough reading of tbe debates which toik plue in
Convention, clearly shows that Article 1. Section -,
clause 3 (the balanced budget clause), was specifically
adopted to insure fiscal responsibility and honesty
from a Congress about to be given life. Equally true is
the fact that the State Ratifications. signed by the
original thirteen States of our Union. echo this point
quite clearly. For example:

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

In Convention of the delegates of the People of the
Co;m::::,:: we Ith ofMassachusetts Februitiy 6ff 1788
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but when the Monies arising from the Impost &
Excise are insufficient for the public exigencies
nor then until Congress shall have first made a
requisitton upon the States to assess levy & pay
their respective proportions of such Requisition
agreeably to the Census fixed in the said
Constitution: in such way & manner as the
Legislature of the States shall think.best, & in
such case if any State shall neglect or refuse to
pay its proportion pursuant to such requisition
then Congress may assess & levy such State's
proportion together with interest thereon at the
rate of Six per cent per annum from the time of
payment prescribed in such requisition
This same language is also found in several other

Resolutions signed by the original thirteen States by
whom theConstitution of the United States was ratified,
(SeeAppendix B forSouth Carolina and NewHampshire
Ratifications.) (deleted)

Congress is in fact commanded to lay a direct taxupon the State Governments (the State Rate Tax) if"...
Monies arising from the Impost & Excises are
insufficient for the publick exigencies..."

if followed today, not only would CongreeT be
compelled to end each fiscal year with a balanced
budget, but, irresponsible spending and inequitable
taxation by Congress would instantly be ended! Why
then, call for a constitutional convention to balance the
budget, when the Constitution already contains the
provision? Is there a better plan being offered by those
who call for a convention? Is there a defect in our
Founding Father's solution, or mischief in the air?

Contrary to the belief that fiscal restraint was'not
addressed by the Framers of our Constitution. the
foregoing facts cannot be changed to what they are not.
A balanced budget provision already exists which will
render Congress fiscally responsible if and when the
People demand it be followed.

The real problem. if one exists. is that we have
dishonest legislators. conservatives and liberals.
republicans and democrats, masquerading as fiscal
conservatives whodisobey the intentofour Constitution;
have conned American Patriots around the country
into believing a Constitutional Convention will restore
fiscal responsibility in Congress Assembled; and have
requested financial'contributions be made for such a
cause. But some. as we should like to believe, are
sireply misinformed. and are now beginning towithdraw
their support for a Constitutional Convention in favor
of the truth

It is a fundamental principle of constitutional law.
that legislative intent must be established when
determining what the Constitution means. To follow
the Constitution. is to carry out the intentions of the
authors of. orparties to the written instrument... these
intentions are found in the debates during which time
the Constitution was framed, and were recorded by
James Madison and others.

In the instant case. the delegates of the States sent
to the Convention of 1787 (the Authors of our
Constitution). and. the parties to the Constitution. (the
States), clearly intended, as exhibited in the delegates'
debates during the convention, and also the ratification

--dOcuments signed by the States, that if the expenses of
Congress should not be met by the revenue raised from
imposts and excisetaxes(indirect taxes). that Article I.
Sz:.ion 2. clatuse 3. (the State Rate Taxi would be

now being disobeyed by a rebellious Congress. whichnow engages in unconstitutional and criminal borrowing
practices: practices which have become so evil innature that the very existence of the United States, andour general welfare, is now threatened by a nationwidefinancial collapse.

The emergency taxing power contained in ArticleI, Section 2. clause 3. of the United States Constitution.
was granted to Congress for a number of reasons; toextingu ish the debt of the Revolutionary War toprecludeCongress from accumulatlngyear.end deficits through
borrowing; to insure Congress had adequate taxingauthority in the event an emergency should arise
whereby iniirect taxation might be found insufficient
to meet such an emergency. But, equally important,
this article of Supreme Law was meant to prevent afactious majority in Congress front destroying ourRepublic financially, by using its voting strength toincrease the tax burden upon those whom they could
outvote, without also increasing their own burden of
taxation in a similar fashion. (See Pollock v. Farmers'
Loan and Trust. 158 U.S. 601; 1894)

The very practices forbidden by our Constitution
are now joyfully engaged in by a criminal element in
Congress. and are the roots from which todaysirresponsible spending, inequitable taxation.
uncontrollable borrowing, and year end accumulat.-d
deficits have grown. Every evil associated %-:l-1
democracies of the past, which has led to their predctabld
financial destruction. is now commonly practiced byour public trustees in violation of the Constitution the.,
have sworn to uphold, and which governs ourConstitutional Republic.

The leading evil associated with democracy (nsb
rule government) is that the rights of an individual, orminority cannot be protected against the omnipoten
majority, and that as soon as the people learn they c nuse the political system to vote and tax away :hsproperty of their neighbor, they do so. Consequently.
the societies" productive base is then slowlyeaten xwai¢until there is no productive base left. Generally. as
history proves, it is at this point when economicconditions are at theirworst, that thelmassof the people
will submit themselves to any form of government
which promises relief from their sufferings. Gur Nationis now sittingon that borderline. Will we be so foolish toallow a Constitutional Convention to take place when
our Constitution alreadydemands Congrevs is to balance
its budget? 

In conclusion: From 1787 to the present, there'
been no need to call for a constitutional convention.
rwenty.six amendments are evidence of this fact. If thetrue purpose of the leaders who are pushing for aconstitutional convention is indeed a limited one. andcgrifined to "balancing the federal budget", then why
not 'imply demand the existing balanced budget clauseof the United States Constitution be enforced? Ought
not such an attempt first be made before proceeding
into the uncertain areas of a full blown constitutional
convention, and flirting with the dangers involved
therein?

rhe Framers of our Constitution indicated in the
notes on the debates as recorded by Madison. that their

.cQonduct from nahe.-J a of-abanoni-ng the-pirpose of
amending the Articles of Confederation, to writing a
new const,:ution. was criminal and exceeded any
authority -.s:th which they had been commissioner
Thereupo-. :hefi frst .sct was an agreement that all

* -,. . . .. . h

39-960 O-84--12
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be kept absolutely secret. Is there any doubt this
practice would not be repeated if a constitutional
convention is convened now?

I * * *e . .. e. . .* a .
Americacould notparticipate in world government

and retain the protection or guarantees of our
Constitution because such a constitution would be in
conflict with any set of rules used in the governing of
all nations under one controlling oligarchy. Freedom
as enjoyed by Americans is notenloyed to such degree
any where else In the world, and such freedom would be
a contradiction under a global government controlled
by power brokers and/or international bankers. America
is threatened by the greaterclear and present danger of
a Constitutional Convention than was ever posed by
ber exposure In World War 1. I. the Korean or Vietnam
conflicts. The arousal of the people to demand obedience
to the Constitution by Congress. the Executive and the
Judiciary. istheonlymethod forthe saving of America
to perpetuate for Amerlcss the liberty and freedom
upon which this Nation was founded.

DEFEND ANDPRESERVETHE CONSTITUTIONI
Adapt Maryland Petition to rescind/prohibit

participation by your State in constitutional con-
vention to balance Federal budget.

PETITION
Before the Maryland General Assembly

Annapolis. Maryland
1984

We, the people of Maryland. hereby petition our
State Legislature to adopt Resolutions as affixed hereto.
by which the State of Maryland.
1. Will rescind Maryland's existing call for. and/or
participation in. &Constitutional Convention to balance
the federal budget:
2. Willdemand the UnitedStates in Congress Assembled
in order to balance the federal budget to immediately
comply with, and utilize, the emergency taxing power
authorized by Article 1, Section 2. Clause 3 of the
existing federal Constitution: said Article of Supreme
Law having already been debated atgreatlength during
the Constitutional Convention of 1787. and agreed by
the States to be the equitable and least corruptible
method by which toeffectuate a balancedfederal budget

PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

1984
by

The General Assembly of Maryland
for the purpose of:

I Rescinding Maryland's call for and/or participation
in a Constitutional Convention to balance the federal
budget:
II Demanding that Congress Assembled comply with
and utilize the emergency taxing power of Article 1.
Section 2. Clause 3 of the United States Constitution to
immediately effectuate an annually balanced federal
budget

WHEREAS. the Congress of the United States is in
rebellion against the Constitution of the United

WHEREAS, the Congress ofthe United States Assembled
has failed to conform to the fiscal restraints of the
Constitution of the United States.

WHEREAS, the Constitution of 'the United States
commands that when monies raised by federaliy
imposed Duties. Imports and Excises are insufficient
to meet the public exigencies, a Direct tax must be
laid by Congress. apportioned among theStates. as
prescribed by Article 1, Section 2. Clause 3, to
extinguish the deficit, and thereby "balance the
annual federal budget,"

WHEREAS. the Congress of the United States Assembled
has accumulated unfunded debt liabilities which
now exceed eight (8) trillion dollars;

WHEREAS, the Congress oftheUnited States Assembled
has in violation of the federal Constltution practiced
the borrowingof debt contrary tothe grantofpower
to borrow money upon the pledge of public credit:

WHEREAS. the Congress Assembled has unlawfully
burdened our Nation's succeeding generations with
needless interest payments on debt. now at a yearly
rate in excess of 120 Billions of dollars per year

WHEREAS. Congress Assembled has made noprovision
to extinguish the principle of said debt:

WHEREAS. Congress Assembled now spends 120
Billions of dollars per year from collected tax
revenue to pay interest payments before collected
tax revenue is used to provide for our Nation's
common defense or the general welfare of the
United States:

WHEREAS. such circumstances now threaten to destroy
the very existence of Maryland's economic
enterprises, and the economic freedom of hercitizens:

RESOLVED, that the State of Maryland hereby rescind
Her call for a Constitutional Convention, and/or
participation in a Constitutional Convention to
"balance the annual federal budget,"

RESOLVED. that the State of Maryland demands that
the Congress of the United States Assembled follow
Article I. Section 2. Clause 3 of the United States
ConstituUonto extinguish any annual deficit which
would arise when revenues of Duties. Imposts. and
Excises colleeWd under the grant of taxing power
contained in Article 1. Section 8. Clause 1 are
insufficient to meet the public exigencies (those
Constitutionally authorized objectives) thereby
balancing the annual federal budget:

RESOLVED, that if Congress Assembled fail to obey
the Constitution so as to balance the annual federal
budget that the State of Maryland. by the direction
of HerGovernor. through the office of Her Attorney
General will charge the Congress as being in
rebellion and of treasonous conduct:

RESOLVED, that the State of Maryland recall her
representatives and replace them with others who
will uphold their oath of office to support and obey
the Constitution. bringing suit against Her former
representatives in their personal capacity under
Article I. Secilon 8. for their treasonous conduct:

RESOLVED, that the Legislature of Maryland have
adopted hisee Resolutions to rescind- Maryland'*,
call for, and/or participation in. a Constitutional
Convsent:on so that the peace, dignity and
Oove'-.' n.et of the State of Ma,'yland may be
prese:"e
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PROSPERITY RESTORED BY THE STATE RATE TAX

Unlike any of the political party gimmicks and
c-emes crently being offered by career politicians,
ae State Rate Tax is part of a plan to remedy out-
ight dishonesty, now practiced by the Congress of the
waited States. As you will see, this plan is not siirly
other tax proposal, nor a political party creation to
Antain the current status quo. It is a revolutionary
scept to introduce checks and balances linked to tax-
sun, whL± will terminate reckless spending by Congress;

iwust year end deficits accumulated by Congress; and,
ieciude nequitable taxation which has been institu-
ionalized by political party loyalists.

Under this plan, the control of Congress is in pirt
:clieved Oy immediately requiring all federal expenditures
1) be net by indirect taxation, imposts, duties and excises.
-Iposts aFe taxes irrjosed on imported goods or merchandise;
:uties ar custom charges levied on things brought into
ne county; excise taxes are inland impositions upon ar-
icles of consumption alcoholicc beverages, cigarettes,
iasoline,i etc.) manufactured for sale or consumption with-
-1 the country. Excise taxes may also be imposed on ilteg-

i17y earned income (gains or profits); upon income earned
,,o, t 4nue9 granted by government, or upon inoome earned
/oI,,L,,,h jupeoifio piviZo.ge which government ihas ben
,,ljated power to authoriae.

I
The theory behind funding government functions from

Laxes laid upon articles of consuxption, is that 4itizens
a re (he Pefree to contribute to govenment in the marmer
nd freqency by which they spend their money.

Taxqs on articles of oonsuiption, it must be noted,
contain their own check and balance against political
oorrupti, and are the least oppressive of all taxation.
A tax on articles of coziswption, says Hamilton, nwrber
21, Fedealist:
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" . . . may be ccsioared to a fluid, which will in
tine find its level with the means of paying them.
The amount to be contributed by each citizen will
in a degree be at his own option, and can be reg-
ulated by an attention to his resources. The rich
may be extravagant, the poor can be frugal; and
private oppression may always be avoided by a
judicious selection of objects proper for such
impositions. (I)t is a Signal advantage of taxes
on articles of consu ption that they contain in
their cwn nature a security against excess. They
prescribe their own limit, which can not be ex-
ceeded without defeating the end proposed _that is,
an extension of the revenue."

If any particular article of consumption is exces-
sively taxed, it would reduce the volume of its sales and
the raising of revenue would be eluded. This check and
balance will determine the limit to which each selected
article ay be taxed. By forcing Congress to select
specific articles of consumption, as opposed to a blankt
national sales tax. a system of taxation is achieved in
which the general public may actively participate in the
selection of the specific articles to be taxed, and, to
what degree they will be taxed.-

If, for example, congress laid a twenty dollar per
pound tax on all imported caviar sold in the United States,
(an excessive tax evep for a luury article) the wealthy,
a'kd nerchants dealing in this prodwt would undoubtably
cry "foul" and withdraw their political sport from those
representatives responsible for the imposition of an ex-
cessive tax on caviar. If, however, the tax were noder-
ated to a tolerable level,: the purchaser's resistance
would also. diminish and remaue would be generated

Another important advantage to labor and industry,
when revenue is raised by taxes on specific articles of
omnunr.iton, is that the necessities of labor (food,
shelter, clothing, etc.) tools of production, and ste-
plies necessary to conduct business may be excludled frcin
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the tax list. This will allow industry and business to
flourish unimpeded by taxation; employment to expand, and
the welfare of our States' converce to be actively pro-
tected fretn oppressive taxation.

Under the proposed State Rate Tax plan, the expenses
of the federal government those specifically authorized
by the Cnstitution of the-United States, which are clear-
ly-enunerated and subjoined to Article 1, Section 8,
Clauses two through eighteen are to be funded by indirect
taxation! If the annual exp9mitures for these Cbnstitu-
tionally authorized functions of Oongress exceed the rev-
enue raised from imposts, duties and excises, then, and
only then, shall Congress be required to impose the State
Rate Tax in order to preclude Ongress from adding a year
end deficit to the national debt.

The State Rate Tax is a direct tax taquired to be im-
posed if an annual deficit occurs. This tax is to raise a
sum certain ( annual deficit ), and each states' share is
to be calculated upon its nuzrber of representatives (vtes)
in Omgr'ess. The tax is to be used only if inposts,, duties
and excises fail to neet Congress' annual expenditures.

Upon imposition of the State Rate Tax, the Secretary
of the United States Treasury, to extinguish an annual
deficit, would submit a bill to each states' capitol for
its apportioned share of this deficit. Each state would
be left free to raise its apportioned share within a time
specified by Omgress. In the event there is a surplus
of money in the Unr.:ted States Treasury at the close of a
fiscal year (i.e. there is no deficit), this surplus would
be applied to a inkng fund to redu or extinguish the
national debt. If there is no deficit, nor a national
debt, any surpluses raised from inpost duties and excise
taxes may be 'returned to the states by the rule of ap-
portionment.
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F- fQA rOR c(N4'.TING EACH SIATESI APPORTIONED SHARE OF DIRECT TAX

States* No. of Representativee(votes) amount needed, not fundable States'
in House of Representatives X by federal indirect taxes w share of

total number of Representatives (imposts, duties, excises) S.R.T.
in House of Representatives

MATIeIATICA.- OtIUTATION FOR THE STATE OF WMAL FOR A

$M1OO"W,00 DIRECr TAX APoiONED Nm TE STATES (STATE RATE TAX)

And's no. of votes
In House of Rep. ry
tots) yk. of Reps. 1M X apportioned ta

in House of Reps

The following chart shows the current rate of apportionment for a fr

States. This chart demonstrates each States' obligation under the State Rate

tax, or, the returnable amount due to the State if federal indirect taxes havy,

exceeded the annual expenditures of Congress. The chart is based upon a

9100,000,000. returnable surplus, or the same sum certain to be laid as an

apportioned direct tax:

IATER OF REPRESENTATIVES APPORTIONYT RATE OF TAXSTATE (votes i Congress Assembled) OR AMOUNT TO BE REFUNDED

Alabama 7 1.609 2 - $ 1.609,000.

California 45 10.'344 2 - $10.344.000.

Delaare 1 .229 2 - $ 229,000.

Illinois 24 5.517 2 - $ 5,517.000.

Maryland S 1.839 2 o $ 1.839,000.

Missori 10 2.298 2 a $ 2,298,000.

Ne York 39 8.965 2 - $ 8,965,000.

Wast Virgini 4 .919 2 a $ 919,000.

NOTt: Under the rule of apportionment, vashinton, D.C. not being a State,

end net beving a vote to Cograsa, to not Pubjoet to the State Rate Tas.
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ATE RATEJ TAX ENS FISCAL I RS:WPSIBILITY

AMMn the miny benefits offered by the State Rate
< is its ability to control Congress' current reckless
;cal policies. If Congress remains fiscally irrespons-
Le and attempts to use its Umited power of taxation to
benevolent at ham or abroad, or finance ventures that
Snot CowtitutionatZy autho sed, or ignores the om-

A-dthat annual deficits are to be cancelled at the close
each fizeat year, the oonsequences of such actions will
t.!-iately pose a political threat to each states' current
,iinistration. In the fonver case, if Congress continues
t.exceed its constitutionally authorized objectives, re-

,ring the position of the State Rate Tax to extinguish
deficit so created, the financial strain on the state
2:Lsuries will become so overtaxed that a politically
lesirable burden will be repeatedly thrust upon the
sting state legislatures, causing them to increase state
/es to fund Congress' unlawful expenditures. In the
tter cas , if Congress should ignore the command that an
(lual defcit is to be cancelled at the close of the fis-
1 year, nd votes to borrow to fund this deficit, the
cuiulate deficits will rapidly mount and hang over the
,ads of e~dh states' legislators like an axe, ready to be
portiord at any tine and deplete the State Treasuxy.

In ei :her case, if a states' Congressional Delegation
tides to follow reckless fiscal policies while in Wash-
,,jton, D.C., the consequences of such policies will place
threatening political liability upon the Governor of that
,ate and Its Legislators, forcing them to bear the burdeil

increasing state taxes, or, they may promote their own
)titical future by demanding a recall of their States'
ckless sienders. This dheck and balance will stinu-late
ie Gover43r of each state and their Legislators, to keep
jealous on the spending policies of their represent-

,ives senj to Washington, D.C., and will act as a. safe-
.iard to insure that a states' Congressional Delegation
L1l vote h financial limitation which its own state can
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TAKING STOCK IN ERICA

One of the mont da ag:ri things to Aerica's labor,
sall businesses and manufactures, is 0o'gess reckless
policy of borrowing money which eesly and destrucive-
ly increases our naticrAl debt by billi of dollars eachweek

A~tead -of America Is n=r( led interest being asked by
Congress to take stock in"America by investing in the
modernization of her small businesses and manufacturers,
so they muy onoe again compete with foreign competitors,
provi& employment for Americans and restore America's
strength and ability to produce her own articles of oon-
sumption__all of which makes for a healthy nation ODngress
through the Department of the Treasury, auctions of bil-
lior 6f dollars in interest bearing government securities
each week, to a special monied class cartell. Among this
onied class special interest group are foreign financiers

who rush to purchase United States Securities, while Amer-
icas' labor, small businesses and manufactures will not
only be taxed to pay back this borrowed money, but the
interest thereon which now amounts to over 11 billion
dollars per month"

The sad truth is, congress is using its power of
taxation and borrowing in a perverted fashion, not to pro-
vide for Americadij xomon defense or promote its general
welfare, but rather, Oagreso is using its powers to bleed
AmericcA small businessman, and laboring class citizen,
to pay financial dividends to an affluant class who invest
in government securities, and use their interest profit to
nodurnize the industrial enterprises of comuistic nations
sud, as Red China, where slave labor exists. Why is it
that patriotic Americans, after taxation, have not a dime
left with which to take stock in America and modernize her
industrial enterprises? Ift was it that stated "If treason
be profitable, let none daro call it treason?"

Because Ongress has been left unchecked, and allowed
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to engage in umnonitored spending and borrowing sprees,
Afiericas* labor and industry is now paying over $130 bil-
lion per !year in needless interest payments on borrowed
money, ard pay-this interest before one dime of co~Znted
revenue is used to provide for our, nations' oonon defense
or promote the general welfare of the United States.

ris p ible boxi by Congress has p.aoed
the Unit~d States in an extremely hazardous situation,
while it jhas happily increased the profits of interna-
tional bankers and financiers to the tune of over $11 bil-
lion per monthlyl

The enormous interest payments now paid by American
Citizens because of Congress' politically expedient lust
for bo n, causes the private sectors' investment
capital to dry up, interest rates to skyrocket and in-
vestment credit for business and industry to beoonm un-
affordable. This never-ending-borrowing by Congress
has impaired the growth of Americas' small businesses,
has hel to create uneployment in almost every state,
and has forced a number of our states' largest industries
to ei flee our country or go bankrupt.

;n frthe State rate Tax plan, the accuulation of
federal ficits and reddlesa borrowing to fund these
deficits will becam a nit of the pastand O.nqMM
will no Jonger be free to, engage in .borrowiM Policies
de taIl to the States neeed to expand, and nrxniz
their industrial enterprises,.

STATE RA}E TAX SAVES AIERICAN"CITIZIES BILLIONS
1

The annual ot of maintaining a federal income tax
cbllecti3 agency (IRS) whose budget is about $3 billion,
would be almost totally bolis , and the annual cost to
the nation', both in-time and-- r , to record ,con-
fidentiai financial trasmctio s of our nations' entire
Vqpxlati6n, under a pretext of rising revenue., would also
be ended'by the State Me Tax.
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POLITICAL DISUNITY IN AMERICA REDUCED

The State Pate Tax, because it is a tax imposed uq
the state governments by a fixed formula, and not upon
people or their propertywill abolish the present systr
of federal inacms taxation and all the dishonorable ta.
sheltering gimicks and lobbying of congresss to create
special interest tax legislation. Special interest ta:
legislation has caused a dangerous rise in political
factions throughout America, and has led our nation to
become politically disunited. By establishing a fixed
rule for direct taxation, there is no allowance for po]i
ical disunity to be bred through the creation of tax
loopholes and special interest tax sheltering gimicks.
created by congress . This will help to bring the Stat,
closer together to solve Americas' real social and eco
nomic problems, and reduce political disunity bred anm;
the people by Congress.

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY PRESERVED BY STATE RATE TAX

In view of the alarming developtent recently occu
ing in our nation, by which the power of taxation has
been blatantly used to oontrot and regutate into ex-
tinoti n a nwher of emal fndmnaist churches an,'x
their schools, the State rate Tax will cme as a blez..
ing -to our natiora' -religiodasrmnti ity; it will pre-
serve their religious freedom znteed by the Firo t
Amennent of our Constitution, and shield the Amen&i.ie
from being weakened-under the cloak of raising revenue

STATE LEGISLATURES BEST JUDGES IN RAISING DIRECT TAX

There is no question as to a states' legislature
being the best judge as to the mode of raising a fed-
erally imposed direct tax. The State Legislature be-
ing closer to the people, is better informed to disbw
such -a. bu Zden in. an equitable mmner, taking into acx
unique 'eog ahoal and eoomxc circumstances, and nr
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ing taation accordingly. The State Fate Tax allows each
State to be its own judge in deciding how its share of
this f eral burden shall be raised, and will protect all
peopleI rich and poor alike, -from the costs of the fed-
eral government being raised-and collected by OCigres9 in
an unjust, arbitrary manner; it puts the control of such
an imrportant and personal matter into the hands of the
pd6ples local representatives who must meet this obliga-
tion. I

Und-r this plan a balance is achieved in which
equitable taxation will be the final result. If a state
goverment should impose inevitable taxation, even if it
is only resorted to when raising a states' share of the
apportioned direct tax imposed by congress, and the state
government insists on distributing its burden selectively
upon the States' productive citizens or its -small business-
es at riLtes which become intolerable, these citizens, or
small boiinesses, are able to flee from such taxation to
states Ohose administrations respect the productive mem-
bers of society, and which offer equitable system of
raising revenue.

Thd freedom of a states' business cammmuity to flee
oppressive taxation is an important check and balance to

* prevent the. powr of -,tax.tio , being used to .e&txy, As
it is ncw practiced, productive. citizens have no where
to flee to escape federal taxation. , and so, Cngress is
left to engage in misc.hef and mnipulate taxation so as
to seek out hard working wage earners, or small business-
es, asking them to pay a disproportionate burden of fed-
eral eenditures, regardless of where they may live.

OPPOSITION'TO THE STATE RATETAX

,the in position -t the State Rate Tax alaim
the system would place an 'fair tax burden upon those
states V the greatest..vtitg stregth in Oxigress.
The fac4 is, the State Pate Tax is not to be imposed
xc.pt z dire emergency as prenouslZy outZined, and

indirect, taxes are to be Congress' primr source of
revenue. However, the states having the larger voting
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strength in Congress, and required to pay a proportionate
share of this direct tax based upon their larger voting
strenth, will also have a greater say in the policies
omgress adopts, and a larger population to absorb their
burden if the State Mate Tax is imposed.

By' matdig each *tats ', shar of the direct tax to
its voting strength, no state can use its voting strenct
to increase ,the burden of taxation upon other states wit
out also increasing its own burden of taxation in a sid
lar fashion Thus, the voting strength of each state o'i
in no way be used as an ecxxo o advantage when the Stat,
Rate Tax is invoked; each state pays according to its
voting strength as required by Article I, Section 2,
Clause 31 Article 1, Section 9, Clause 4 of the Unlt.d
State Constitution, and this wao the intention of otur
Founding Fathers#

IN CONCLUSION

Congress has never been granted a blanket power or
tmUmited power to tax the people. Congress has no pcw
to directly'tax one# for the benefit of another, a viol,
tion of voluntary association; nor a power to be benevo)
at home or abroad at the expense of the American citizen
through a tax on his roney or-other property. Congress
may not tax to spend as it pleases, for whatever whim i.
may entertain. -our.- untnq Fathers gave us a free oou
and mait for us to remain free, and gave us the tools v
whidi to kep us free. The tools of the Constitution a,
the checks and balanors it provides ar to protect uic
sovereignty of the Citizen.

There has never been a grant of poer from the p
to the Congress to tax the people of the United States.
State Rate Tax is the Ontitutionally provided limited
power of direct taxation permitted to Congress by the
of the peOle. And, we will continue to suffer as a na
until wes dernd our Constitution be followed.
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August 30, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance, R. SD-219
Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg
Washington, D.C. 20510

Res Written Statement for Tax Reform [tearing, Sept. 17th.

Dear Mr. DoArmenti

Please find enclosed for submission to the record
of the hearing to be held on September 17, 1984 addressing
fundamental tax reform a brief written statement.

This brief two-page statement summarizes the
attached article which I recently published in Tax Notes
Magazine.

Sincerely,
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Hearing on Fundamental Tax Reform
Sevtomber 17, 1984

BEYOND.THE 1985 TAX REFOR4 ACT

It's.been said that taxes are what we pay for a civilized
society. Our success at being !'civilized" is as much reflected
in how we apportion the burden of taxation, as in how we distri-
bate public benefits. With annual deficits approaching $200 billion,
the national debt climbing toward $2 trillion, and our tax system
in a state of total disarray, there is an immediate need to re-
examine our tax policy and to develop a simpler, fairer and more
workable system of raising revenue.

Numerous proposals have been made for a "flat rate" income
tax, a consumption tax or a European-style value added tax. These
are all rather complex creatures of an earlier age which, at best,
will provide only temporary relief. If the United States is to
move successfully into the 21st century, a tax system suited to the
times is imperative. In the near future, we will see frebh oppor-
tunities for more enduring fundamental tax reform emerging with the
technological revolution.

Still somewhat novel, the computer is producing transforma-
tions in our society which will dwarf changes wrought by the in-
dustrial revolution. One change is in the development of electronic
fund transfer systems (EFTS) as a substitute for cash, checks or
other paper transactions. The most familiar example of EFTS is the
popular automatic teller machine. A more recent phenomenon is the
use of EFTS to make direct deposits of payroll and social security
payments. By the end of this century, we could be living in a
virtually cashless society, paying for most purchases with plastic
debit cards verified through voice or handprint identification.

That's very interesting, you say, but what has that to do with
ta:. policy and the national debt? The answer is that with the
economy flowing largely through the veins of EFTS networks, there
will exist a unique opportunity to draw taxes -- the lifeblood of
society -- from the broadest conceivable tax base. One possibility
is for a comprehensive, low-rate EFTS transfer tax as a potential
substitute for the federal income tax. An EFTS transfer tax would
penetrate deeply into the fabric of the eveptday economy, co-exist
with the lowest possible profile and, most importantly, raise con-
siderable amounts of revenue. This pay-as-you-go "nickle and dime"
tax would eliminate tax returns and other hassles associated with
the "oelf assessment" process, the most irritating feature of the
income tax. An EFTS transfer tax would be collected automatically
at the time of each transfer and remitted immediately to the
closest Federal Reserve Bank, saving taxpayers and the Treasury
billions in administrative costs.
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With the EFTS transfer tax, one's tax burden would be based on
one's participation in the economy, perhaps the best measure of
ability to pay. And the EFTS tax would be nearly impossible to avoid.
With the convenience of EFTS networks, large denominations of cur-
rency could be removed from circulation, thus eliminating the under-
ground economy. Bartering is inherently inefficient (that's why we
developed money), unless conducted through organized exchanges which
are easy to regulate. And, of course, the low rate of the tax is the
best prevention against cheating.

Yes, you say, but what about financial privacy? What about
George Orwell's 1984? Suchconcernsare well founded as we move to-
ward a cashless era under an inherently intrusive system like the
federal income tax. With the EFTS tax, by contrast, compliance
efforts would be concerned solely with activity between accounts, not
with either the purpose of the transfer or the identity of the
account owners. Financial privacy, threatened under the income tax,
could be improved if we shift toward a simple EFTS tax.

Finally, movement toward this type of tax is likely to improve
the quality of our government. The Treasury Department could be
granted statutory authority to monitor and adjust tax rates at short
intervals, improving coordination between tax and monetary policy.
This will give a helping hand to the Fed, which cannot tackle all our
economic problems alone. It will also free Congress from the con-
stant pressure from tax lobbyists pushing for special treatment. The
result is a simple, fair, efficient and more responsive system of tax-
ation in which everyone pays their fair share.

For a detailed discussion of this proposal, see Tax totes flaqazine,
July 23, 1984, p.395.

John A. Newman
100 North Broadway, Suite 1800
St. Louis# Missouri 63102
(314) 421-4800
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CONSTRUCTING A NEW
TAX POLICY BASED ON

THE COMPUTER

by John A, Newman

John A. Newman Practices tax law in St, Louia,Missouri. Ha holds an LL.Min fixation from George.town UnvlverAity end a JO, +rom Wake Poreat Uni.eraly. The author wislrca to acknowledge the helpol 0eorg0 E. Harris, Jr. and John Mt. Sebin for theircritical Comment# during the preparation of thistile I,
In this Article, Newman suggest# that a compute,based electronic fund transfer YaStem (EP 78) couldProvide a foundation for the Imposition of a lowrate, cOmprehenaIve transfer tax that Could aayve asa possible substitute for the federal income tax, lepredicts that within ten year, an IrT networkcould be In place that could generate more revenuethen the federal income tax, Such a tax cOuld becollecteld utoniatically t the time of all transferand would eliminate various Individual, corporate,partnership, trust end estate tea rtursl under thepresent income tax system,

TAULI OF CONTENTS
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INTRODUCTION
The development and implementation of effeotlve tax

policy Is as pressing a concern today is it was twothousand years 0go when a burgeoning national budgetcompelled Augustus Caesar to levy, for the first time in150 years. a simple broad.based excise tax of one percenton all purchases by Roman citizens, Today, the UnitedStates faces a revenue shortfall which would make Caesarcringe, annual budget deficits are approaching $200billion and by 1911 the national debt may eXceld twotrillion dollars, or $6,00 for every man, woman and childin this country.' These circumstances undoubtedly con.tribute to the growing concern over the ability of the in.come tax System, as presently consilluled, to achieve Itsprimary function of raising revenue.'

'lea Oibbon, The Olclne and Pall of tire Roman Umpire. VolI, 140-43 (lt7? (Modern Lib Rd j As Gibbon explains. "Theexcise. inlrOdued by Augustus altet the Civil wars was axtremely moderate, but It was general It seldom exceeded oneper cant, but It Comprehended whatever was sold in the marketsor by public auction, from the most considerable purchases oflands and houseS to lhose minute objects which can only dariva value from their infinit mullitute and daily consumption" Ida1141
Ile# Manvl, Too Colle-eion Trands, ?a Notes, February 1,1al4, p, ,321,63 The two trillion dollar national debt anticipatedfor 18 reprelnll a doubling Of the debt from approximatelyone trillion dollars In 1t61 Id Of All the prsldenl since 1021only one, Presidetl Truman, averaged in overall surplus duringhis administration The mosl recent surplus during any one yearoccurred in I14 during President Nixon's administration lgenerally. Manvl, *schroun ol, those Record Deficis TaNotes January 2, 1N4, p 6-S6
'Treasury Secretary Regan recently remarked "The tax lawhas accumulated many ptochwork provisions, Olten designed tomest temporary needs of particular interest groups, that haveadded to the complexity of the System and distorted economicchoices" The Secretary promised to deliver to the Presidentproposals for fundamental tax reform by December, 1e84. a timeframe which emphasizes the political nlure of the process leeitaitmenl of Donald T, Regan. Tix Notex, February 8. 1044, p439-40

The technological iramework for fFT networks,
which could be in plece within ten years,fumihesa unique opportunity for the develop.
meant o en effective IOx policy,

TAX NOTM, July n, 1"4
66
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SPECIAL REPORT

Reaffirming the notion that progress sometimes enteil4
a return to "basics," numerous proposals heve been
made for a radical restructuring of the present system
Into e flat-rets Income tax or elternatively, for e complete
Abandonment of the income lox In favor of a consumption
or value.added tax.' Although these proposals offer
politlcally.vilblo options for Interim tax reform for the
next several years, they overlook fresh opportunities for
more enduring fundamental tax reform which are now
emerging with the technological revolution.

rhe comblnatlon Of Oxemptione for the poor
and tex preference# for the rich hove converted

the theorellcaly attraolve Income tex Into a
largely proporftonel tax on the middle clan.

Although still somewhat novel, the computer will pro.
dulce transformations in our society which are likely tO
make changes wrought by the Industrial revolution pale
by comparison, Among these changes, the development
electronic fund transfer systems (eFTS) are moving us
rapidly toward a cashless era In which nearly all transac-

$The income Was frst i ntroducI in this country britely its
a wartime measure during the American Cvil War Incomes from
I00 to $6,000 wee la o1 live percent, from $6,000 to 1 10,000
at ?,6 percet, end Acomes eaCeedin 110.000 ware lSefd alt0
percent The iax aspired Shortly ar the wr. In 1604, the in-
Come tax was a"ain enacted, but wt sttuck down s uncolstitu
lionel In Poflock V. Palmer' Lo n 4 Trul Co., 1M5 U 1 001
(1Il) Sil U I Const Art I, Section a. i 1, Section 2, Of 3,
section 5, cl 4 (proscribing direct, unapportioned tal) Fllook
was overturned with the passage 0f the ilteenth Amendment in
1913, it which time out current Income tax we1 enasld lee
4ensrslly, McCarthy, The Fedeala Income, Trm 13d Ed 161)
egilstlive history to the original iSill Act in41c41 that 11illar

taxes Already had been adopted by 52 foreign countries and
states, Including France and Russia 8S, H.M Rep No I, .63d
Cong, III Sass, roprinreod in 1031,1 (Po11 ) CS , 1. Today, the
federal corporle and Individual In one taxes account for sp.
proximaltely 44 percent of total federal revenues (11 percent and
30 percent, respectivelyy, the Single largest source of revenue
Social Insurance receipts account for as percent, ecISe tlanes, 4
percent, miscellaneous lanes, 3 percent and, significantly, bor.
rowing will produce the remaining It percent of federal rve.Inue See, Fiscal Year 14111 Sudget ltimles, trprinred in
Manvel, Tax Collection Trends, Tax1 Noles. February 5, I4. p.
l31-34. Numerous bills hve been Introduced In Congress to
modify the existing income lax by broadening the tl base and
reducing rae S0e, 0.., S MOenaOs Brdlay I 14211), DeConcini
S, 657), Halfield 1S 215) and Ou4yl (I. 1040); Represenl.

tives Crane (HR. ali), Orell (H.R 1 70). Oephardt (HR, 271).
Hence (H.R 2644), Hansen (HR11. 170), Panaltl (H.R. 2520), and
Paul (HR S14 and H R 2137), See Hatfield, Tax Relorm: It's
Time 0 to Fill the Promiae, Ta Notes, January 30,1S44, p, 407,
40, a, ?. Other proposals have been made o eliminate the In-
come tax In favor of a consumption tax, see. e,0g, Feldalein, Tox
Reform and Capal Formfeion, rlpinled in Far Notes, January
24, 1963, p 247, or valueadded te% See McLure, The Value.
Added Ta 11U1608cl On Producisity ard euity. Tx Nos1,
September It, 1:3, p. 5I.

See

lions will be handled through computer accounts I The
technological framework for EFT networks, which Could
be in plaeo within ten years, furnishes I unique oppor-
tunity for the development of an effective tax policy, This
article focuses on one such possibility; a comprehensive,
low rate EFT transfer tax ai potential substitute for the
Income tax.

In order to consider this proposal in Its proper context,
the following discussion Is directed toward three object.
lives: first, to review the Ireditional criteria for a "good"
tox and the failure of the present system to fulfill those
goals; second, to explore the developing electronic fund
transfer technology and the associated risks end benefits
of a cashless society and, finally, to valuee the potenlil
for an EFTS tax In light of the traditional objectives of
sound lax policy.

DISCUSSION
A. lUvolsltlon of the Federal Ineome Ta

There are at least four criteria traditionally employed in
evaluating the qualities of a particular tlx, Firl, a tax
should be simple and easily understood by those who
must comply with its farms, Second, a las should be
equitable, Imposing both equal burdens upon similarly.
situated taxpayers (horizontal equity) and relatively dif.
ferent burdens on taxpayers In difforent financial circum.
stances (vertical equity). In addition, a tax should be
effllont, or a neutral Consideration In the allocation of
resources asf well as an effective method of raising
revenue, Finally, a tax should be a responsive tool of
fslcal control In order to help stabilize flulualionl In the
econoty-4 The following discussion examines the current
slate ,f the Income lax In light of these traditional
ob 40t0111.

I. lImplIclly. Ivn a cursory evaluation of the present
tax system Is enough to confirm Professor Surrey's
observation that, "jourj tax policy is In total disarray"
I he Incomprehensibility of the Income tx is attributlable

#Electronic Fund Transfer Systems (EFTS) a41 perhaps best
described 4 a holt Of financial services based on cormpulerxed
t1nsmnllllOn and r4cordkepg assa substitute Iot cash. Checks
and other pepet tralseclionS, They include (I) Iulcmal1if ittle
machines (ATMs) (the now-familiar 24-hour banking Computer$
which provide Customers with easy acceSS to their aCCoUnts 10
make wilhdr4wsls, deposits or Iransters among accounts), (i)
aUIOmIatd Clearing houses (ACHsI) (compulerild intler.bnk
transfer systems providing paperless transfer$ of debits and
credits Among accounts), 13) polnt-oi.sl terminals aPOS)
Icomputerilsd payment systems located in retail lsblislh.
mnts), (4) telephone bill paying service 111P Ipermdis cus.
towers lo pay pro-authorized recurring bills vi telephone from
home), Sa Segual, The Cashless Society: IFTI a the Cross.
roads 4.0 (ta11; Schroeder, Oevelopments in Consumer Ele.
ironic Fund Transfer*, Fad. Res 5ul 3#6 (June. 1131), Touber,
Th E1merg41nce of the lectronic Fund Transfer Syste1m; Con-
sfumr Fotection, Fldels Antitrust, and Ornch Banking Low$,
10 Ohio N U I ,Rev, 23, 2.27( 103)

Sie Pechman, Federal Tox Policy S (Rev. Ed 171). Sling
Nalional Prortifis. The I 64 udgetl 173200 I11rookings InsI
1563); Oenshelmer, Reitriki the Individul Income Tx, Tom
Notes, Aug 1, 1003, p. 417, 42a, Hlfield, TO RoOm: Ifs Time
to Ful illrhe promise, Tax Notes Jan 30, 164, p 407, 41.

'See, Sulrrly, Our Troubled TaOx 1oi1y: Flill Routes and
Proper Pais t0 Change, Tix Nores, Special Report Supplemenl
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to at least two factors, First, the system is conceptually
dilicult For example, a tax based on "not income"
requirel n Allowance for business deductions, and a
corresponding denial of deductions for personal OxpOndl.
lures The Inherent difficulty of distinguishing between
business and personal expenses is evidenced by the
continued inability to resolve the treatment of employee
fringe benefill, a struggle which Nol endured for 70
year$.' There aieo era complications tilling from applic.
lion of in annual accounting period, exacerbated by the
progressive rate Structure which rewards deferral of in.
come and acceleration of deductions, and by the need to
apply the tix to unaccommodating bulineas entities,
such as partnerships a Despite these conceptual hurdles,
Congress was confident when It passed the original 1913
Revenue Act that these difficulties would be resolved
over time.

"js0s soon as this lax end its administrative me.
chinery become fairly understood by the people
and adjusted by the country Its operation and
effects will meet with as much general satisfaction
#a any tax low.... All good citllzns, It is therefore
believed, will willingly end cheerfully support and
sustain this tlax) .... I*

The foregoing assurances, however, overlooked the
second major defctl contributing to the complexity of the
income tax: lit, Inirent susceptibility to political Manipu
ltion, Congress soon discovered that declectons and
exemptions offered a politically attractive means of con.
forring special treatment, by virtue of the difficulty of
measuring the benefit of a particular tax preference end
removal of such Indirect subsidies from the annual bud.

'A number of trisge benefits have been exempted from laxa.
lion by statute, including pension contributions, certain insur.
Inca premiums, child cor expenses. and employee cduClliOnll
spenses, See I.RC. sections 40t.15, 211 (pensonsl, 75, 104,

100 (insurance): ll (child carel. l? employeee education)
Nonstalutory rtinge benefits present difficult administrative Is.

lus Of definition. valuaton, Itquidity and taxpayer morals, in
light of the inherent difficulty of separating Incidental working
condlllons from Outright Compensation, In 10?7, Congress Im
posed a moratorium on the issuance of regulations on trin0
be4n0fits1 8ee section 1. PRL 0.427, 1hich wee extendrdto run
through 1913, section t, PL W16G; Sec 501, PL, 97.34,
Among the nonstatutory items ea employer discounts, Iree use
of company equipmenl, travel passes. and employee parking
privileges $0 Outman, The Single-Rlte income Tox: Policy
Ouedtiona andecnilues, Tox Notes. November 14, 13,
p 35. 542.43. for e more thorough discussion

*Sxbdhapter K Of Ih Code iS I Complex attempts to mth tax
Iaw with the competing nlity and aggrate theories of patner.
ship Iw, Compare ClamOnif v. Commissioner, 0 T 3O 30
(1tT) (aggregate theory used to explain taxability on receipt of
interest In patnerlhip in return for Servicel, al1d, 402 fd 28
(Yth Cir. 19?4); t.R C section ?01 (1076) prisons carrymg on
businesses s partners are liable for tax in their individual
¢iplcitiol,; Id. section 702 (pass.through Of income, deduclions
Ind credit$). Id. section 705 partnershipp basis rules) with I R C
section 705 (1119111 tpattnershlp hs il own taxable year), Id
section 71(b) (partnership his continuous tifl), Id section
707(t) (partner may deal With parxnership in aIm's.l4ngth tans.
action, Se, Ilo A Willis. Parlnership Taxlion, aest on 1704
(3d ad. 1Itl.t".R Rep No. I, 6M Cong. III Ses. reprinted in 103a1
(Poll it 11, 1,3
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gelary process," The proliferation of tax preferences,
whether to advance desirable social policy or merely to
cater to political constituents, has escalated In recent
years: the annual tax expenditure budget Is now esti.
meted at $205 billion," With hundreds of tox preferences
representing 70 years of shifting political fortune cur.
rently on the books, ills not surprising that the Code has
deteriorated into a plethora of inconsistencies In terms
of Simplicity, then, the income tax has been an unmiti.
geted failure, an observation confirmed by the need by
over 40 percent of taxpayers to obtain profelssIonal ssis.
lance In the preparation of ftx returns at a cost exceeding
$1 biltion,0" The following discussion evaluates the fair.
nels of the income tax, tradiltionally considered a primary
justificetion for its complexity.

The iasl round of oompliance measures Is
being Imposed on Oexpeyos already bewildered
by an Incomprehe1nsible fox system.

I, Equity, As mentioned earlier, a tax generally is
considered equitable if It Imposes commensurate burden
on similarly.aitueted taxpayers (horizontal equity) end
differentlates In its burden on taxpayers participating in
the economy to e greeter or lesser extent (vertical equity)
In this tltter regard, the federal income tax is designed in
theory to be progressive, Imposing marglnally greater tx
burdens with Improvements in one's ability to pay, The
zero bracket amount and exemptions for dependents
eliminate tax for those with low earnings; for those with
more Inco sl, the tax rate schedules are structured with
marginal rates ranging from 12 percent on Incomes
approaching $6,600 lo 50 percent on income exceeding
6162,400,." Progressively higher ix burdens are justified

"The first tax expenditure budgtl was computed in 1064 and
invOlved 40 items ft I Cost of Approximately $44 billion Today,
the expenditure budget has ballooned to several hundred item$
et A total Cotl for t101 estimated At $266 billion, As Compared to
in expected deficit of 5110 billion St Revenue Loll folimloa
lor Taix Expenditures by Funct0i , Tax N l, Feb 1. 1914, p
531.13, Table 0. see #i1o IHattield xupre note 4,01411 whoe
the Author Observes tlat individuals with earnings in the 100 one
percent enjoy approximately 13 percent Of Certain tax expend,.
ture benolils See Congressional Budget Ofte, Tax Experndi.
futs INovember, 1112), p xiv,

"#Among the largest tx expendiurso currently in forCe are the
net exclusion of pension conlributions4nd earnings (66 billiOn),
deductibility of home mortgage interest t125 billion), deductl.
bllly of nonbusiness stale and local taxes other than on personal
residences (12 billion): exclusion of employer contributions for
medical insurance premiums 1620 billion, Special Capital gain
rts itS16 billion) and deductibility of interest on consumer debt
ItI billion), fora total colt of 0 s0 billion in fiscal year I55
See Revenue Logo rxllimaes lot Ta Expenic fures by Funcion,
Tax Noles, Feb, 6, 15U4, p. 531.3, Table O.2

liSee Congrelsional budget Ofiell, Revising the Individual
IncOme Tix, (July, 1063), p 2, ciledIn Hatfield, susra note 4, V
4O0

e"e I R C section i1() These rate represent A substantial
reduction from a lop late of 70 percent on unmearGc income in
ettcI as rlecently IS 1911

it?
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under the theory of ability to pay. opponents argue that it
Is merely a pretext to "Soak the rich.""$

Regardless of one's philosophical views, the theoretical
progressivity of the income lax Is not borne out in its
actual operation. In fact, the income tax is highly regret.
sive In Its complete exemption from lx of municipal
bond Interest and the special 60 percent deduction for
long-.term capital gainss" Accelerated deprto-lAtion policy
and-ironlcally-the lep progrselvity oi the tax rates
have Contributed to the proliferation of various tax shtl.
tere offering further opportuniltil to circumvent progrts.
live taxation." Moreover, the current system only reaches
Income-it does not even attempt to tax economic power
associated with accumulated wealth, which obviously
bers on one's ability to pay. In practice, then, the
combination of exemptions for the poor and tax prefer.
ences for the rich have converted the theoretically altrl¢.
tive Income tax Into a largely proportional tax on the
middle claess," Growing dlstnlilflollon with the system's

"tor a thorough diSCUsIion of Ih relative advantagel of
progtslivitly over proportionslily, Is Sllim & Calvin, Tre Un.
easy Case 7t1 Progressive TIarlion 1963), updlted in Blum,
Revisiting ie UAsy Coat lot Progressive Tlmllion, Go Taxes
16 (19621 Lg1ilative history to the original 11S3 Revenue Act
explains Congress' dissatisfaction wilh Ih* eXist1ig system Of
proporlional$ exlie tles "These taxes rest solely on consump!
lion, The amount each illian contributes is governed, not by his
ability to ply la, bul by hit Consumption of the articles taxed It
requires as many yards 0 Cloth to clothe, and as many ounces Of
food to sustain, the day laborer, as the largest holder of invested
weltlh; yet each pays into the federal TreasUry I like amount of
taxes upon the food he eats, while the former as present pays a
larger rale of I% upon his cheap suit of woolen closing than the
letter upon his costly euil The result is that the poorer Classes
besr the chiet burden Of our Customhouse tl xaion." Soe H A,
RNO No S 10prfedtIn 19W111 Pal II) 0.5, 11.Theo forcefulness,

Olh points is redved somewhat by the development Of the
modern welfare 51511 end by the taxI that the Income Iai, in
theory or practice, his flvr attempted to reach acumuallons
of Invested welth, per Se

'I KC sections t03. 120,
"During consideration of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, a sludy

was made of some of the practical effects of tax Shllerl The
study revealed, for example, that a corporate executive with
$460.000 of income pld tox aI an effective raleo 0 3 percent,
another executive paid 3 5 percent on a salary of 5532,000, a
lawyer Paid no tlx on $161,000, and a denlist paid no tax on
1166,000 of income tafllf of Joint Comm on Taxation, Tax
Sheller Inveslmenl Analysis of 37 Individual Income Tax lRe.
turns, Omh Cong, Id Sass. I (Comm Print 16161. Congress
responded O thesl horror Stories by meetingg the minimumm
tax" to exacts minimal level of tlaxtion trom Investors engaged
in ongoing shelters, the "deprecialion recapture" rules to prevent
sCape Iftm 01111n Shllters 11 Capit l 01 rlte and Ihe "at
risk" rulelsto place a lid on the use of los deductions out of
proportion to actual economic investment see s lions 55.56,
1246, 1260, 464, Real este Investments, however, were given a
Special exempltion from the at risk rules snd it is this irlea that
tOay offers the beal shelter opportunities, See Section 461()
(3)(9)

"1ee PaCkman and Okner, Who lerls the Tair urden?
119741, where il is argued that the currenl syslem of income tax
i1 only mildly progressive See also Gutlmn, The Single Rate
income Tax: Policy Questions and Technical lalves, Ttx Norel,
NOv 14, 1963, p S39, 54, where the author poits Out the
frequently overlooked flt that FICA taxes, which exceed the
Income ii burden 10r approximately orlhl of the work force
are levied on gross wages and, with the calling On Covered
wages, lend t0 be rather rgrelsive
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failure to achieve Vertical equity also hae been fueled by
the Interplay of Inflation end progressive tax rates This
produces "bracket creep," on unltgislated lax increase
which, again, fells primarily on the middle clasl'

In addition tO 4 lok of vertical equity, the' Income tax
dose not Impose equal burden& on almilarly.siluated
taxpayers, For example, the deductibility of Inlargt pay.
ments by homeowners places tenants having equal earn
Ing at a significant disadvantage," while Individuals
living off wagel pay substantially higher taxes than
IndivId'ua'ls earning equal amounts of certain Investment
Income. In the business Sector, depreciation policy, ftx
preferences and various accounting practices have pro.
duced a wide difparIty In effective corporate tax rates
Industries such as rubber, trucking and tobacco paid
effective rates exceeding 35 percent In 1962. while other
Industries, such as chemicals, actually enjoyed a subsidy
of nearly 16 percent.$ There also Is a growing divergence
between corporate and Individual tax receipts as a per.
centle of total federal revenues, The corporate share of
total revenues declined from 28 percent in 1950 to I
percent In 1982 while individuals' share of the burden
Increased during the Some period from 39 percent to 49
percent

It hoe been estimated that the Treulury Depart.
ment could save 15.6 et per payment I It
substituted direol automated olpering house
traneiere ior monthly soolal seourity Oheoks,

In light of the forigotg, Is rather evident that the
ImopIof lthP Incom e fix system varies greatly accooring
to type of income, nature of business and form of owner.'
ship, As such, the Income ix provides neither equal
treatment across income classes, nor progressivity among
clases.

. Efllflcency. A tax Is efficient i il Ia a neutral factor In
the allocation of resources, A Secondary aspect of effl.
cilncy Is whether the tax It an effective method of ruling
revenue. With regard to neutrality, the pfresnt Income tax
system creates enormous misllocations of resources,
For example, the deductibility of interest expense encour-
ages Immediate debt.financed consumption at the ex.
pense of savings and, as one commentator his noted, Is
partly responsible for the development In this country of
a "debtor menfality."" Moreover, the tox System $lSO
undermines our traditional work ethic Insofar as high
marginal tax rate Impose a dinenive on additional

"Implemnlation of indexingg" of tlx rle table, scheduled to
begin in 1INS, It designed to curtail the effect of Inflation And
prevent "bracket creep" e0 IR C, Section Ill)

10,R C section 163 In IS this tax ex4diture 1i expected to
cost the government approximately 115 billion, Sea Revlnue
Loss lllmalol lot Tom Expenditures by Function, To$ Notes,
February 6, INS, p, ll.

"Slee, Average Iliooie Corporatle Tlx Rate Pegged of 1f
Percent, Tox Notes, November31 1ot3i. p, SM4,

8See Hlaltield, supts note 4t 1409
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efforls to earn money 01 In the business context, the.
deductibilily of interest and nondeductibiity Of dividends
encourages highly leveraged corporate Capital structural
The availability Of Accelersed depreciltion having no
realistic relationship to actual economic doloriOration
underlies the proliferation of business ventures having no
economic benefit ASide from tax advantages For ex*
ample. aS stated recently by the Senate Finance Com.
mittee.

U Ojspitle the glut of renli housing in certain Sun
oil regions, syndicated lax shelters have Continued

to overbuild.. because of the generous deprecia.
tion deductions and other tax benefits.... The
ntion'S economic growth Is reduced to the extent
that investment is diverted from mote proquclive
Investments, with a higher pre-tax rle of return,"

In light of the foregoing, then, it is rather apparent thaI
the Income lax has not been a neutral consideration in
the allocation of resources.

The EfT8 frnefr tax Is beaed on one's ability
to paY, measured not by net Income or con,
gumption, but tether by the degree to which on
Individual partlclpate# In the economy.

In Addition to a lak of neutrality. the income tax haes
not been a particularly effective method of failing reve
nue Theoretically, voluntary lelf~lasessmenl a1 the initial
stages of the compliance process would sam to provide
a unique opportunity to administer a tax without undue
government Involvement The Success ot such a system,
of course, hinges entirely upon the collective willingness
of Individuals to disregard their natural inclinations to
avoid tax. The naivete of this unfortunate assumption-
tantamount to having the fox look after the ChIckens-11
exposed by three decades of public opinion potts confirm.
Ing that, regardless of the true level of taxation, taxes
have always been considete too high," And taxpayers

$$On the other hand, it could at argued that some taxpayers
actually may be molivaeld to work harder in velpOvee to the
pogreslive late stuctur,. in Order to ise home I laret level 01
wages"Sto Sttle FnAnce Committee ExpIlaeion 01 Deficit RedUC.
lion Act of 1054, Sec I?"Sto Henry, Noncompliance wih U'S Fai Lew-vidcila on
Suet, Growth, and Compoifion, 37 Tex Law 1. 44 (fill t553),
Citing 0 Osllup. The Oallup Poll (t1Ol Mr Hen 'a fi nl artficl
provides in extensive di cushion o1 the crilrill n Assumption
vied in various studios atltmpting to estimate the isit of the
underground economy. A conservative consensul estimate Is
that the underground economy lellvv 0llegf 111l prostitution,
drag and related tradl exceeded 100 billion in 1576, or 13
percent 01 total reported and unreporled taxable income, snd
has been growing Mt an average rle Of between 5.5 percent
since 76 3? 1ox Law at 61-1 Inlerestingly the aulhot
concludes "The overwhelming share of.. nofncompliAnCe is
attributable to property and 4AIrprneurill Incomes such as
interlt, dividlindS. Capitol i111s, rents gnd toyaltilsl This
contradicts the widespread impression that nonoOmpliance is
largely th province of buIboys, cabbies, feld hand$, And llteet
vendors 1 d at a3
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have never hesitated to cet on their perceptions For
example, one Study conclude$ thqif Ih underground
economy actually peaked during World War II when It
approached I percent of ONP Impostion of wage wilh-
holding reduced the figure below 5 percent until 175
when It began escalating to the Current level whiCh hC5
been estimated at 7 S percent of ONP, ot .222 billion i1
Unhle wage withholding during the 1940S the latest
round Of qompliAnce measures is being imposed on
tlxplyerr lrody bewildered by en oncomrprghensible
tex system As euch. increased frust'ltiOn of coping with
these addilional complexities might actuallycontribule
to deteriorating taxpayer morale, the cornerstone of a
voluntary reporting system of taxation Increasingly, the
p1illept System iS being regarded as a tax on honesty
which lower individuall ae prepared to pay

4. 11l1t111y A final objective Of ten policy IS to produce
a taxwhICh helpsf stabilize fluctuations in the economy.
either Aulomatically Or through manipulation of lx rates
In theory, the federal income la hs an automatic
Stabilizing effecl by virtue of the progressivIl rate liruc.
lure As one's adjusted gross income declines, lax rates
decline more quickly, preserving a greater measure of
disposable income Available to stimulate the economy
Conversely, as adjusted gross income Incresels, lax
rates Impose progressively higher taxes, stemming the
rise of discretionary income lid preventing inflation The
overall aIfle is a more iable pattern ot consumption 0"

In practice, however, It seems unlikely Ihat the Income
tax Conforms to Its theorelicel model, As incomes in.
crease beyond a certain level, taxpayers enjoy lhe tree.
dom to engage In effective tax planning investments in
exempt bonds, Conversion of ordinary income into capitol
gains, deferred Compensation 1irangements and partici.
potion in various tax shelters ofter opportunities to cir.
cumvent progressive tax rates. The brunt of the lax
burden lendl to fall On middle Class taxpayersl who are
confronted with effective lx rates approaching proper.
tionalily, Moreover, to the extent additional earnings in
the middle class lector arise from the popular practice of
moonlighting at Second jobs (maintained "of" the books"),
the present system actually might hvle a deslablling
iffect o the economy.

A second factor In economic stabillllion Is the respon.
lvonss of the Income lx as a tool for effectuating

changes In fiscal policy In this regard, the Current
payment system Implemented largely through wage with.
holding provides a mechnillm for a quick response to
policy changes." The rub, unfortunately, Is that unlike
monetary policy, which enjoys Close monitoring from the
relatively Isolated Federal Reserve Board, changes in
fiscal policy depend on the tax legislative process, a
laborlous effort which Can Ilke months or years to
complete," As such, even If the present income tax were

-8ee Tanri, ;Ile Underr ound Economy in tl U.nted C0100:
Annual lafirmrer, 1031*00, 30 Int Mon luna Slla Paper, IS).
W5.300 (June, t1S3), The Sil2 billion figure is based on a
recent Censul ureau Study reported in Fix Nois, cembor
to, tSSp 1136,

"8ev Pechman. P eral Tax li4y 0l tIley. 5d 1711)
Hid,
mid, al 3. 41, Fo a critique of the'lax legislative p process, ii

llurrey Out TrOuble Te Policy Palrt ROutle Ad Roper pelhs
to Change. Tom Notes#, Special Report supplement 1116l, 0g.t.,
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Capable of stabilizing lhe economy, its responsiveness
remains largely encumbered

6. Summary. As the foregoing discussion indicates, our
present Income tax system has failed to achieve the
traditional objectives of simplicity, fairness, efficiency
and, possibly, stability, Intereltingly, the system's failure
to meet the letter three objectives probably is attributable
to ill inherent complexity, compounded beyond recogni.
lion by decades of undisciplined use of the system to
Implement social policy or, on a more mundaris level, to
center to political constituents, The result is A tax system
which one recent President declared to be "a disgrace to
the human raes."" The following discussion explores an
opportunity created recently by the technological revolu.
tion to restructure our tex policy Into a more workable
system,

Rellgious, oherifable End #imlar orginllelone
presently exempted from the Income tax would
not be exempted from the IFT8 tem,

U, EPTI Networks: Toward a Cashless loetely.
"We should all be concerned about the future," wrote

scientist Charles F. Kettering, "because we will have to
spend the rell of our lives there,"' The development of
the computer will have an impact on our lives which is
expected to make the Industrial revolution of the last
century pal by comparison, Already, computers are
aflecllng nearly every major industry in America, include.
Ing transportation, Commerce. the professions and bank.
tIfg.5' In this tltter regard, Computers are responsible for

iAcceplotne speech of Plreidvlril Candidate Jimmy Cfrter
.t the Oioerieta NlsonLConentIqn, ui 111, 107, toritlled
in Oultman, The 81ngle.Rele Income 981_ 6l6y OifloiAU StI
Technical lIIues, Tair Notes, November 14, 1 9l. p 639

"800 CApron1 & William$, ComPIufero and 001e PrOcessing 3(1062)
"In trsrspoflllion lor example, computers improve efficiency

in airline reservalions, increase slelty in sir traffic control,
reduce human errorN in piloting, and have proven indispensible
to the space shuttle program In business, computlrl i behind
the development of scanners and tha development of a Universal
Product Code which improves efficiency and inventory control
In farming Computers provide decentralized sourcesof OInforms.
tion il remote arll, Slemming the movement toward aorge
entralhed farming In health and medicine, computerized axial

tomography 14anners ICAT knl provide video displays or
prlnl.Oul0 0f cross lectonls of the human body, computer
programs help diagnoses and treatment Ct patients and micro-
plocssolr.lded bionit limbs currenttly under development will
alleviate handicaps In government, tretlonl defense, revenue
collection, commerce, agriculture, environmental protection and
lUSllie Are All aided by computers In the low, computers have
been devlopD I f1iliale research and many courts are using
C4lp ,1erl t0 improve docket control In education, computer.
lsllted instruction ICAi programs aIre providing individualized
Instruction and letting In the Stock market, daily volume of I t
million shares nearly caused a collapse in 1970 today computers
Iscitillte the handling 01 over 100 million Shares routinely So#

neratolly Caprori & Williams, Computers and Oars Processing
36,.430.310 01621
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the creation of electronic fund transfer systems eftsS).
representing a host of financial services based on eilec.
tronic transmission and recordklepong as a substitute for
Cash, Checks and other paper media. The development of
a virtually Cathle$ society is not for off already over 75
percent of all transactions (by amount) are effectuated
electronically, with cash transactions amounting to less
than 10 percent of the total,"

The emergence of this cashlell erl Is rather limely,
Insofar as it comel at a period when our present tan
system Is in a slate of disarray and the government is
searching for avenues of Improvement" In order to
provide a framework for the consideration of opportune.
ties for tax reform offered by these recent technological
advances, the following discussion is directed toward
three objectives: first, to review the various types of IFT
systems currently available; second, to evaluate the prog.
rss being made in the development of IFT networks
and, finally, to explore briefly some of the potential risks
and benefits of a cashless society,

1. Types of Slitronle Pund Transfer Systems, Current
EPT8 technology finds ItI genesis In the creation of
magnetic ink character recognition which was adopted in
1956 by the American Bankers Association Magnetic ink
printed on the bottom of checks computerlzed the han.
dling of paper transactions." Today, EFT systems have
moved one step further to eliminate paper as a tranuic.
lion medium, There r now several types of EFTSs in
use, Perhaps the most familir EFTS Is the automated
teller machine (ATM) which allows bank customers 24
hour access to their accounts, ATMs may be used to
withdraw or deposit cash or, more recently, to Iransfer
funds between accounts. Customers gain access to the
System by Inserting a plastic card containing a magnetic
strip and by entering a secret personal identification
number (PIN). User.friendly programs then direct the
customer with a series of questions. So far, public re.
sponge to ATM& has been encouraging from 1981 to
1082 the number of ATMs increased 38 percent to over
30,000 machines while total volume Increased 74 percent
to en annual rats exceeding 3 billion transactions" 1
ATMi provide immediate documentation, greater Access

"in 1977, IFTS trasters totalled nearly $35 |rilisrn compares
to 011 trillion to all paper tinslecitons, including cash cheCks
and bank Card tr1n11c4tion Cash payments olllled $236 billion
in terms of the number of tirnsction sl there were nearly 260
billion Cash payments, Or 5 pe4cnt of the total Electronic
payments totalled only 130 million or 04 percent Se Tauber
The Imergene of the lecronic Fund transfer $yale#m Con.
aumer Protection, Federal Antitrul, end Branch lancing L*al
10 Ohio N U L Ran 323. 324 (1963) Thers currently 1i Cirtu.
lling Outside banks and governmeall approximately 1130 billion
of US currency Aside from legitimate pupOllpe+ the use of
cash is Cenlrl to the underground economy end In the illicit
drug trade lee Henry, Noncompliance with U S 'j Law-
Evidence on ite. Growth, and Compolron 3? 1dx Law I
39-42 (Fiall 1963)

"Sol Siatement 0 Oonald ' Regaln. reoprinid in Tor N'ors
February &, 1964, p, 439, indicalingthe need o 9onsider alltrna.
lives tot fundamental reform of the income tax Syntem Pro.
posals i to be delivered to lhe President Op OSOember 1964

"Se Tauber, auptr note 33. at 324, n 7 In 1960 there Were 12
tllilon checks drawn In the United $Islas Dy 191111 the figure is
sOpectd to reach 64 billion checks Id at 323, n 2

lec Schroeder, Developments in Conaumer Electronic Fund
lenrlfera, Fod Rsi Dull 396, 3q5(June, 1"63)
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and convenience, and have proved to be fairly sle and
reliable "'

One step beyond ATMs, electronic fund transfers are
being made through point of sale terminals (POS) located
primarily in retail establishments. In I PO transllion,
he custOmer Inserts a plastic Card Into a terminal and

enters a secret PIN into a keypad The computer automatic.
cally debitl the Customer'$ account, while crediting the
merchlnt's account for the same amount. As with ATMs,
the trasllction is immedially documented but, unlike
ATMI. the transaction Is entirely cashlssll"

A third type of IFT allows bank customers to pay
recurring bills by telephone. Truly decentralled, the
customer merely telophunes the bank and consents to
certain pre.authorized transfers, such as mortgage pay.
ments, One disadvantage of telephone bitl.plylng Is a
lack of Immodiale documentation"

In addition to the foregoing, financial Institutions dur.
ing the early 1070s spurred development o automated
Clearing houls (ACH) tO help cope with the paper glut,
ACHIS provide both check truncetion systems, where the
depository Institutions retain checks while transmll ng
the relevant message electronically to receiving banks, as
wall as more advanced services whereby organizations
having, eg,, large payrolls, electronically authorle ACHe
to credit employee accounts diroctly."0 Currently, there
&(a over 30 ACHI with 0 toal volume in 1062 of 406
million transactions, an Increase of 30 percent from a
year earlier." The use of ACHIs offers conildOrable sv
Ings1: It has been esimalld thal the Treasury Department
could sive 116 cents per payment If It Substituted direct
ACH transfers for monthly social security checks."

"Immediate documentation Of ATM tranlactions, in the form
of a rceipl, are required by the electronic Funds Tronsfer Act
i US C 14ctOn 1013 The receipt must Contain the amount of
the transfer, the type of transfer, the account involved Iby Code
or numbl), the location or identificalior of Iho terminal, and the
identity o1 any third party involved i US C section 1613di1l
(11.). In tho cae of pre.aulhoriled IPTS transactions by tale.
phone, the customer must be given the opportlunilty 0 verify-+ .....o wttethev'In tfl~rancioh0P 4O4urveC+lltd trlnlltl1I++lif 
retictd in Periodic statements It C F A ecltion 20.t0(s)
liit-l1,). 15 US C Section 14iSd(l)r Sao generally. Tauber.

Theta at* thre, lyoel of PO5 systems the Simple mod l, the
transition model and the network model The simple model. is
its name implies, Is relatively unsophislcilod, allowing customer
end merchant lo use the System only it both maintain accounts
at the same bank The transition model accommodates sevlsl
bank$ ard meli(+11,t118 in A rlatively limited area The network
model, by using computer switching stations, flacilates pnrldl.
pllion by thousands o merchants end banks $e Sequl, The
Cahlesa locily: IF TC of the Crorllooldl 1,2 (lst)11. In los
the more Sophisticated POO terminals were priced in he neigh.
borhood of 51,0002.500, Id. $141,

$four aee aupra note 31?, regarding periodic statements of
transactions"Corporations and the federal government are moving rapidly
toward the u"a of ACHIs or direct deosil O1 employee payrolls
lee Squel Supra nole 3a, at 15.30 Of the more than 41 million
paymeMs of 1e0rl salaries and benefils In Decembr. 192,
nearly 1 million, or 36 percent, wer made by IFT See
Sc~hroeder.oupa notef 36. at 396

"lee1 Tauber, aupo note 33. at 325, n 10, Schroeder, aupra
nle 39. at 306

'IC Tauber. aupra note 3t, f 325, n it
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2, EFT9 Networks. The creation of regional national
and international EFTS networks is central to the develop.
meant Of a Cashless society Generally, nlwOrking re-
quires standardization of procedures and cooperaton
among firms to reduce costs" 11In Europe, where the
regulatory climate is relatively liberal, members of Euro.
cheque recently reached agreoment on industry stan.
dards In the development and sharing o aulOmated seller
machines and point of sle terminall Eurochequo is a
conso~lum of 1,000 member banks with a customer
boas holding 26 million cards,"

For both Inbound end outbound tranlfers, the
IFT8 tax will be Imposed of the full rat, but
there would be a oredlt of up to one.holI the
normal rate fr any tome actually paid to a
foreign government

In this country, financial Institutions tace numerous
regulatory obllcles to the development of regional and
national IFT networks, Including state limitations on
branch banking, federal antitrust restrictions and uncer.
tainties In the areas of cOnsumer protection and industry
standards In the handling of IF? transactions "6 Neverthe.
loss, through Ingenully and a growing governmental
awareness of the need to encourage networking, banks
have succeeded In developing 1F1T networks in several
states, For example, In California, five leading banks hove
created Interlink, a system which will allow their 6 milliOn
Cardholders to share automated roller machines and
point of asI terminals, Similarly, 10 major Florida banks
have formed Interchange Group, on IFT network serving
4 million cardhplorl 0

5 As deregulation continues, cross.
Industry coopersion Is likely tO broaden IFT networks
Paine Webber, Inc. recently arrnged to provide its cus.
tomers access to brokerage accounts through a nation.
wide network of automated teller machines Operated by
MasterCard interntiOcelAs thOse devetopmerite ...r ..
cite, the transitlon toward a cashless society is rapidly
gaining momentum both here and abroad The following
discussion explores briefly some of the Chliienges and
benefits of & calhless society.

3. Risks aend ainotll ol Cashless Society Movement
toward a cashless Society Is likely to produce s number of
Improvements,; i also Is likely to exacerbate certain
problems which have boon growing with the computer

"For an excellent article On t1e theory of neimOrking. including
Applications to tho railroad, telephone and FT1 industries, aIe
CarllOn & Klamor, The Naee top Coordinalion Among Firma,
with 0e0iaf Reflrence t0 Network InUualfiea, 50 U Chi L, Rav
44401113
"800. tanking Tomorrow, The Banker Of (1ecamber, 9631
"1FOr an evaluation Of these laws in tIe Context of PT1

networking. sOo Tauber, eupra note 33
",see, Oebit Cards"' son*# b in to Widen the NelwOrk, Buli

natS Weak 1t4 (Spetember I, I1M)
"Se. Helbere A McMurray, Some Sapnia, Btoker Porm

Bvainoaa Ties, Wall Sr J., Fib. 15, 1,94. al?,. co 3
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Age In the area of security, for example Cashless trtnssc.
lions will eliminate counterfeting of U S Currency. S $58
million problem in 1981," It leo will reduce robbery
burglary rlid drug trafficking, ill of which depend to
some extent on the anonymity of cash transactions On
the other hand, as currency courterlfeiing and robbery
decline, bank card counterfeiting and computer theft will
rise Visa and MasterCard International reported card
fraud tosses of $100 million for 198211' Moreover, while
the average bank robbery involves $3.200. and tioo aver.
age bank fraud. $23,000, the average computer crime
Involves $500,000 '0 Security is being strengthened by the
development of encryption devices for computers, while
bank card companies fre experimenting with sophisti.
cited holograms and laser printing techniques to endor
counftrfolling more difficult, and more generalized use
of personal identification numbers, voiceprint and hand.
print devices to ensure greater security it the point of
sale,' Moreover, Congress currently is considering
stricter computer crime legislation."

threlMs to privacy, particularly with raspeC to the security
and use o financial information It seams likely that this
effort will continue 0

In terms of efficiency, a cashless society will eliminate
much of the cost Associated with paper transactions.
currently estimated at $14 billion a year 11 EFTS networks
will increase the flow of market information, and will
provide customers with ready access to their accounts,
Improving market Compeltlion and consumer services
Finally, a major benefit of EFTS technology, to whiCh tn
remainder of this article ie devoted, isin the opportunity it
provides for the development of an effective tax system
0. The E1T1 Transactlon Tee: A Proposal

In order to provide an overview of the proposal for an
EFTS transaction tax, the following discussion is directed
toward two objectives: first, to explain the specifics of the
proposal, Including the underlying theory, the tax base.
the incidence of the tax, the flax rfte strUCUrl, complAnce
and Collection machinery, the potential revenue effect.

and transitional considerations The second part of the
discussion evaluates the proposal in ftrms Of the trlad
tional objectives of tax policy, including simplicity, equity,
efficiency and stability.

The lax generally would be Imposed upon the 1. The Proposal
trunleree, unless the parties by agreement (8) UnderlyIng Theory. The IFTS transfer tlax is
shifted the burden to the trensferor. based on one's ability to pay, measured not by net in.

come or consumption, but rather by the degree to which
an individual palicipates in the economy. Tfe theoretical
underpinnings for a fax on properly transfers are historic.

In the area Of privacy, movement toward a cashless ora caly well-grounded As lated by Joseph Pechman, "flin
obviously carrill Orwellian overtones characteristic of st societies In which properly Is privately owned, the ltt
computer society In general, In this regard, Congress has protects the rights of the individual in his properly....
demonstrated in interest in monitoring closely potential Corsequently the state has always regarded property

trancfers as appropriate objects of taxation '4i The fore.
going justification, of course, normally appears in the

ufaes, Ohls, Funny Money is No Laughing Matter Naton'& context of estate and gift transfer taxes, but the raltionale
Business 65 (Javusaly. 183), McOinley. U S Wlighs Reodesign would seem equally persuasive in the case of an EFTS
of Cutrrency To Poil Advancea in Counrlerlfetng, Wall t J. June transfer tax Although the Idea of a transfer lax is not
6 1064, at 31 col 3 new, the IFTS tax t unique Insofar as it is designed to

'Se. Iraster. Oxing After Card Counlerletera, ABA Oinking penetrate deeply Into the fabric of the everyday economy
J 5t3Auguit Ifi3t Creditcard fraud normallytakestwloforms to co.exil with the lowest possible pi lie and, most
Card Ifrud based on lost or Slolen Cards, and fraud baled on mportantly tO raise revenue Unlike exaf in estate and
Illegitimately acquired valid account numbers L sOs in the tirst i . t raise r U e e . . .
Category arrelalively mild, since wnerOlrlonreportalostcard gift taxes, the EFTS transfer tax is not intended to
.... t..... er the los'i'"'ee ctre co for a$r. .. ieldsae -ean over rcin 'c +olat purpose. 1lf6 lfti th¥ .
losses since the customer i not aware that the Card number has traditional ObjeCtivas Of sound tax policy"
been taken Osnarally, merchant Collusion aoid nagligen.it in the (b) The Tax sI. In light of the purpose of the EFTS
disposal of corson receipts allow criminals to produce counter, tax to draw on the most comprehensive tax base possible,
fail cards with valid numbers Losses involved in this category the tax would be structured generally to reach 'all Itran.
Average 1500 per Card Counrlrfliing has prolltarlad because fare between accounts elfectuated through an electronic
Of the relative ease of duplication Last year, police in Now York fund transfer system," For this purpose and to avoid
covered a Cache of 200,000 counterfeit Visa MasterCard and
American Express cards, reprsentngml a potantil lost if about
1200 million The major card companies are investigating various
security measures Id at 63.1il Card holder$ Can minimirs
losses by tearing up carbon receipts, slaying allt during crd
traveatllona. being cautlouji of callers seeking card nunlrlbrs iSoii, Bequs, auprO note 35. at 43.53 for a general discussion
Over the telephone and, for ATM cardholders, not writing PIN of the Statutory and common low right of privacy Is it telate to
numbers On the cards Sae, $Ster, CredlCard Holders Can development 01 the Cashless society Sae aleo, the Privacy Act o1
Minimize Losses Ou to Freud by Teking Preceliona, Will Sr 1974, 5 U 8 C section 652a. Right t0 Financial Privacy Act of
J, Fab 4 16l4, at 23. col 4 1576, Pub L No 05.530 tl07a) Sa generally, Fink, electronic

S*e, Capron A Williams, auspre note 2, at 406 Funds Frinaltir Syletma MasinS Or Porishl, 47 U M K C L Rev
'Set, B10quSi, uxpre note 31, at $3.93. USA Today. June 6, l, 61.1222719701

1084, at 3B, col I a (Hand print identification for access to ATM's $'Sea. Tauber, supr note 33, at 324 One commontalor esli.
being testad at Fort Senmin Harrison, n I mate that movement to a cashless land Paperlesl) society

"Seo. Seln Up mhe Laow The lshekr B 'Oecember I13) would reduce processing costs by 3 percent Sea Sequa, supta
House and Benate Commitees are considering lg4lisIo thot note 36. et 8
would for the filst time make iad countrfeiting I federal crime, "See, Pechman, federal Too Policy 15 (Rev Ed 1971)
punishable by ma,muminrte OSf 0 , nd 10ylearlsimprila. Me411 od, at 46.56 for a discussion Of the underlying Social
men I. purposes of the estte and gift taxes
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multiple taxation, a sinqe "transfer" would include inter.
mediate transfers in the bank clearing process necessary
to move funds from one aCCount to another. A single
individual Could maintain more than one "account,"
creating the potential for tax where a person transfers
funds, in effect, to himself. The problem can be alleviated
somewhat by encouraging the continued development of
"universal" account* offering numerous investment op-
tions. debit card access and so forth This approach
seems better than exempting transfers between an indi-
vidual's wholly owned accounts, since such an approach
immediately raises questions regarding the treatment of
transfers fro n a wholly owned account to a joint account,
to an account where the Individual acts as trustee for
another person, and to escrow accounts where the trans-
feror may or may not ultimately recover the funds

As suggested above, the EFTS tax would provide no
exemption or distinction based on the identity of the
account owner, nor on the purpose for which the transfer
is made This means, in effect, that religious, charitable
and similar organizations presently exempted from the
income tax would not be exempted from the EFTS tax As
a preliminary matter, such an approach would not contra-
vene the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause i' Uni-
form taxation of religious organizations, if incident to a
broader scheme of taxation, is permissible In fact, denial
of tax exemption for these groups probably advances
their long term interests- in an environment of high in.
come tax rates, their exemptions tend to become too
precious, providing the IRS with a degree of leverage
perhaps unanticipated when such exemptions were origi.
nally Introduced A climate of high taxes, coupled with
the authority to review tax exemptions has thrust the IRS
Into the forefront of controversial issues unrelated to the
collection of income. As Justice Powell recently ob-
served: "(the IRS's) business is to administer laws de-
signed to produce revenue for the Government, not to
promote public policy.... It Is not appropriate to leave
the IRS 'on the cutting edge of developing national
policy.' ," The denial of tax exemptions under the EFTS
tax, while keeping downward pressure on tax rates, will

i'ee Simon, The Tax-Exempt Status of Racially Oascrimine.
tory Religious Schools, 36 Tax L Rev 477, 505-06 (19811 where
I"e author conclude$ "What htile judicial authority there is on
that question suggests that the Constitution does not require
any tax exemptions for religious orgSvizations.... Incidental
burdens on free exercise through the use of the texing power
have long been accepted" The Code exempt$ from income
taxation more than just religious organizations Generally, ex-
emptions fali into two classes The first group-public service
orgsnuzatons-icludes charitable, religious, educational and
scientific organizalions private foundations social welfare Or-
genizatons. political organizations, cemetery corporatons and
charitable feeder organizations The second group-mutual
benefit orgxnzastions-includes social clubs, fraternal societies,
labor unions. trade associations and homeowners' assoctlions
See i R C section 501(c), BStlker, Federal Taxation of Income,
Trusts andEstetes, at par 100 1 1 1961)

Ollob Jones University v. United Stales, 51 U S L W 4593.
4603 (1903) (-As former IRS Commissioner Kurtz has noted,
questions concerning religion and civil rights 'are ar afeld from
the more typical Isks of tax admlnislrstors-detsrmining tax.
able income' Kurlx, Difficult Doefinionol Problems in Tax Ad.
mirilarration Religon and Race, 23 Catholic Lawyer 301, 301
(19781 "1 See, also. Siliker & Kaufman Taxes end Civil Rights
"Constfuionalizing" the Internal Revenue Code, 62 Yale L J S1
(It72)
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simply sidestep these various social issues, leaving the
IRS to perform its primary role of collecting taxes

Finally. the tax base must be structured to accommo-
date International transfers An "international" transfer
will be determined by reference to the gecgraphlcal situs
of the'accounts, For both inbound and outbound trans-
fers, the EFTS tax will be imposed at the full rate, but
there would be a credit of up to one-half the normal rate
for any taxes actually paid to a foreign government The
United States EFTS tax would not apply to transfers be-
tween two foreign accounts, regardless of the citizenship
of the account owner, likewise, the tax would apply to a
transfer between two United States accounts owned by
foreigners. The reliance on geographical sit us as a touch-
stone for tax jurisdiction Is more in conformity with
prevailing world attitudes, which have been somewhat
irritated by the United States attempt to tax citizens on
worldwide income, regardless of their physical residence
Moreover, efforts by U.S. citizens to circumvent EFTS
taxation through the use of foreign accounts is perhaps
bes discouraged by keeping EFTS rates low, thereby
minimizing the Incentive, and by the development in
other nations of similar systems of taxation

The EFTS transaction tax would be collected
automatically at the time of each transfer end
remitted Immediately to the U.S. Treasury.

(c) Incidence of the Tax. The tax generally would be
imposed upon the transferee, unless the parties by agree-
ment shifted the burden to the transferor. The general
rule ensures that payments by the government are subject
to tax, the exception provides flexibility to accommodate
parties' relative bargaining strengths end for situations
where the recipient has need of a particular net amount.
Incidence of the tax would be shifted to the transferor by
having the transferor enter the appropriate direction at
the time of transfer, a self-policing feature, The shift
would be Implemented unless the transferor maintained
Insufficient funds to pay the tax, in which case the
computer would override the command and deduct the
tax from the payment,

(d) Tax Ate iSchedule. Because of the comprehen-
siveness of the EFTS transfer tax, the tax rate schedule
must be structured to accommodate not only the in-
numerable daily transactions of consumers, but also the
large institutional transfers by banks, corporations, and
government In this regard, a progressive rate structure
would impact particularly hard oh Institutional transfers,
as would a strictly proportional tax For example, a
straight 2 percent tax on the purchase of a $10.000
automobile would be $200, a tolerable amount. Yet, on a
$50 million short-term loan, the tax would be $1 million, a
prohibitive amount Accordingly, the proposal incorpo-
rates a rate schedule based on a proportional tax of 2
percent for the first $50,000, with incrementally reduced
rates thereafter. The $50.000 benchmark is large enough
to capture nearly all daily tranMc tions (with the exception
of major purchases and investments) and the strictly
proportional 2 percent rate eliminates "bunching" and
other timing concerns under progressive rates
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Amount of Transfer Tax Rate
up to $50,000 2 percent
$50,000-$100,000 I percent
$100.000-$150,000 .5 percent
$1601000$200.000 .25 percent
$200,000-$250.000 .05 percent
over $250,000 .001 percent

Based on the foregoing rate schedule, the purchase of a
$10,000 automobile would still be taxed at $200, The $50
million loan, though, would be taxed at the tolerable level
of $2,397, an amount often exceeded by professional fees
and commissions.

(a) Compliance ano Collection, The EFTS transac-
tion tax would be collected automatically at the time of
each transfer and remitted Immediately to the U.S.
Treasury. The self-assessment process, including the
various Individual, corporate, partnership, trust and estate
tax returns under the present Income tax system would
be eliminated. Auditors would focus their effort$ primarily
at the network level. Because of the relatively low rate of
tax in any one Instance, and the elimination of cash from
society, taxpayers generally would have neither the motive
nor the opportunity to circumvent the tax. For those
Intent on evading even the EFTS tax, the use of bartering
might prove useful." Yet barter tends to be self-limiting
since it Is inherently inefficient unless conducted through
organized exchanges, which are fairly easy to regulate
Moreover, although EFTS' technology Could jeopardize
one's privacy, compliance efforts would be concerned
solely with activity between accounts, not with either the
purpose of the transfer or the Identity of the account
owners. Financial privacy, which has been threatened by
the Intrusiveness of the income tax, might actually be
Improved under the EFTS' tax.

The eill-iaseinment process, Including the
varlous Individual, corporate, partnership, frust
end etate tax returns under the present In.
come tax system would be eliminated

(1) Potential Revenue Effect. It Is rather difficult to
predict the revenue potential for this EFTS proposal In
the absence of econometric testing. In order to provide a
rather tough Indication of Its potential, however, it Is
assumed for purposes of discussion that the effective
average EFTS tax rate would be 1.5 percent and that the
tax would succeed in capturing a base equal to the total

"Other possibiitles for avoidance might include the use Of
foreign currency and "private" currency such as promissory
notes 88 medium Of exchange, Foreign currency, of course, is
subject to exchange rate risks and it appears that other advanced
nations also are moving rapidly towards the development of
EFTS networks and, posSibly, cashless sOcieties Currency of
less developed countries is probably too risky to bocome widely
used With regard to promissory notes, the credit worthiness of
the debtor Imp 'ves an additional risk end would tend to i rvent
widespread use At any rate. the besl assurance against avoid-
sirce of the EFTS tax Is in Its low incidence on any particular
transaction.
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volume of payments made in the United States, through
whatever medium, for 1977. In that year, total payments
approached $46 trillion." At an effective rate of 1.5
percent, the EFTS tax would generate $690 billion If, for
the sake of conservatism, the yield Is downgraded by 40
percent. then the EFTS tax would still produce about
$414 billion, compared tO a combined yield in fiscal year
1982.83 for the corporate and individual income taxes of
$393 billion 41 These are rough calculations, of course.
and should be refined by further study, although they do
at least suggest that the EFTS proposal has substantial
revenue potential,

(g) Transitional Considerations. Transition to an
EFTS tax involves two primary considerations First. of
course, the proposal hinges entirely on the development
of extensive regional, national and, perhaps, international
EFTS networks. The private sector has demonstrated a
willingness to bear the cost of such development, a
process that would be facilitated by a more concerted
government effort to promote EFTS networks, In this
regard, the financial community probably would receive
greater support if it succeeded in identifying EFTS tech-
nology with the government's need to raise tax revenues

Secondly, as EFTS networks are established, their
convenience as a medium of exchange, coupled with the
radual recall of denominations of currency larger than
2 bills probably would suffice to charnel nearly all

meaningful transactions through the EFTS system At
that juncture, the statutory framework for the EFTS tax
could be established. A preliminary EFTS tax would be
imposed at very low rates, more for purposes of testing
and refining the system than for raising revenue. As the
preliminary refinements are completed, the Secretary of
the Treasury would be vested with statutory authority to
increase the EFTS tax over the course of three to five

"See, Taubar, supra note 33, at 324 According to the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland, Annual Report for 1977. the values
of payments made in the United Stales in 1976.?? reached the
following in billions
Type
A Cash
8 Bank Credit
Paper Based Message

Retail Payments
Bank Card
Other Card
U S. Treosu'y
Business

Total Paper

C Bank Credit
Electronic Message

Retail ACH
Retail POS
Treasury ACH
Off-Line Bank Wire
Off-Line Fad Wire
CHIPS
On-Lime Fed. Wire

Total Electronic

Total Non-Cash

Grand Total

Amount Peffeenhtao
S 236 951

2,106
33
38

400
8,424

$11,001 2394

3
0t

23
5,100
2,040
9,200

10,350
$34 7161 7555
$48 71? 1 9949

54.001 O
'Se Manvel, Fiscal Facts and Figures: Tax Collection Trends,

Tax Notes, February 6. 1984, p 532, 833
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years to the target level Thereafter, the Secretary would
be authorized to adjust the rate as necessary pursuant to
a predetermined range. As the EFTS tax is increased, the
income tax could be reduced, and possibly phased out
completely The result is a rather smooth transition to a
new tax system.

2. Evaluation of the Proposed EFTS Transaction Tax
(a) Smpllctly. The simplicity of the proposed EFTS

tax is a primary advantage over existing income, con-
sumption or value-addod taxes The EFTS tax is easy to
understand and easy to pay, The simplicity of the tax and
the elimination of the self-assessment process should
help to restore harmony between the government and the
taxpayers. who have been pushed to the verge of revolt
under the income tax it

(b) Equtty, As noted earlier, tax equity requires, first,
that Slmilarly-situaled taxpayers be taxed alike (horizontal
equity) and, second, that taxpayers in different economic
circumstances be taxed differently (vertical equity), In
terms of horizontal equity, the comprehensiveness of the
EFTS lax base and the abseni'e of definitional distinctions
among taxpayers suggests that similarly-situated tax.
payers-those exercising equal amounts of resources-
are taxed equally. For example, both mortgage payments
and rent payments are equally taxed, removing the bias
against tenants under the current lax system Moreover,
with little or no cash in circulation, there would be
virtually no underground economy, ensuring that siml-
larly-situaled taxpayers do, in fact, contribute their fair
share.

Financial privacy, which hea been threatened
by the Intrusiveness of the Income fax, might
actually be Improved under the EFTS tax.

In the business sector, a capital intensive firm would
pay the same tani on a purchase of equipment that a
service firm pays on a commensurate amount of payroll.
The roughly proportional tax rate and the "pay-as-you-
go" approach inherent in the EFTS tax eliminates many
of the timing considerations which are so important
under the present system. For manufacturers, the EFTS
tax does have the potential to pyramid, with the final
purchase price of a product reflecting the tax burden
accumulated at each step in the flow of goods, In this
respect, the EFTS tax is remotely similar to the value-
added tax. If tax accumulations become overly burden.
some (which seems unlikely, given the low rate) and
certain -businesses are not able to avoid such effects
through vertical integration of operations, then methods
of relief extraneous to the tax system, such as direct cash

Oiln addition, the EFTS tax will help restore discipline in
Congress One by-product of the EFTS tax is the elimination of
the muli-sbllion dollar tax expenditure budget under is income
tax For a discussion of the disintegration of the legislative
process precipitating these enormous tax preferences, see Sur-
rey, Our Troubled TsA Policy False Routes and! Proper Paths to
Change. Tax Notes. Special Report Supplement (1811. p 9
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subsidies, might be justified, Direct subsidies, of course.
Involve difficult "above board" political choices which are
likely to discourage their use In any event, as this
country continues its shift toward a service economy
Incidences of pyramiding are likely to diminish

A capital Intensive firm would pay the same tax
on e purchase of equipment that a service firm
pays on a commensurate amount of payroll,

With regard to vertical equity, the proposed tax rate
schedule theoretically Is regressive In practice, however.
the $50,000 threshhold on the 2 percent rate provides
proportional treatment for the overwhelming number of
transactions at the non-institutional level The reduced
rate bracket are likely to be used primarily by institutions
and are necessary to prevent the tax from becoming an
undue burden on commerce, When the comprehensive.
nees of the EFTS tax is considered, it is likely to prove
progressive In Its application to wealthier Individuals
when compared to the effects of the present Income tax
system. This consequence is attributable to the lack of
incentive and the Inability of wealthier individuals to
engage In effective EFTS tax planning and because the
tax encompasses the exercise of economic power, some-
thing not always subject to the income tax,$'

With regard to its impact on poorer segments of tht
population, the EFTS tax produces some regressive ef-
fects, insofar as it will tax certain individuals not currently
subject to the income tax, Some of these individuals, no
doubt, are participants In the underground economy and
would be subject to Income tax if discovered Others, of
course, are In different circumstances and the EFTS tax
will impose an additional burden, Nevertheless, the total
dollar effect of the tax Is likelyTo be rather slight (between
$200-$400 on $10,000 of economic activity), and could be
factored into extraneous forms of relief provided through
food stamps, AFDC and other welfare programs Data
derived from the EFTS system will enable welfare officials
to review economic activity by those receiving welfare
payments, improving responsiveness tO their needs 44

Concededly, the EFTS tax does not attempt theoretical
perfection and, perhaps becausti of that, it Is likely to
achieve a tolerable measure of fairness The low rate of
the tax is the best prevention against inequity in any
particular instance, and if Inequities requiring attention
do surface, they still can be remedied through programs
extraneous to the tax system.

"See Surrey supts note 62. at 4
$'In 1981. there were reported 574.130 robberies in the United

States See, Report to the Nation on Crime end Justice. U S
Department of Justlce 7 (October, 1983) The Report concludes
that. "Blacks aie more likely to be victim$ of violent Crime than
whites or members of other racial groups.... Violent crime rates
are higher for iowor income people" Id ot 19 To the extent
robbery IC reduced by the cashless society, quality Of life will be
improved for this group, clearly a progressive failure
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() Effcenoy, A tax is efficient it it is a neutral
consideration in the allocation of resources. A secondary
concern Is with its effectiveness as a revenue raiser. With
regard to neutrality, the EFTS tax probably will have little
impact on the allocation of resources. The tax rate is
Sufficiently low to minimize its influence on any single
decision and its application sufficiently comprehensive
and certain to limit attempts to avoid the tax. The tax will,
however, place a small premium on streamlining pay-
ment channels. For example, if father intends to pay son's
college tuition, it would be less costly for father to pay the
college directly, rather than indirectly through the son's
account,

When the comprehenslveness of the EFTS tax
Is considered, It is likely to prove progressive
In lie eppioatlon to wealthier Individuals when
compared to the effects of the present Income
tex system.

Moreover, as indicated in the previous section, the
EFTS tax is likely to pyramid in multi-party manufacturing
processes To the extent the tax becomes burdensome, it
will provide an incentive for firms to integrate vertically.
However, the accumulation of tax is not likely to be
serious, In light of the low 2 percent rate, In any event, if
the need for relief is compelling then, as mentioned
earlier, direct cash subsidies could be provided and
closely monitored.

With regard to the effectiveness of the EFTS tax to raise
revenue, perhaps its principal advantage is that it will
operate virtually in a cashless environment, eliminating
the underground economy which continually has plagued
the effectiveness of the income lax The breadth of the
tax base allows the tax to permeate the economic process,
ensuring a smooth flow of revenue The nature of the EFT
system will allow automatic collection of the tax and
immediate remittance to the Treasury. The effectiveness
of the tax will produce savings in other areas of govern-
ment. For example, court dockets now encumbered by
numerous tax protester cases and other tax-related Ill.
gation would be relieved substantiallyC In addition, both
taxpayers and the IRS are likely to benefit from a simpler

$"Beclvean 1978 and 1981, lhe number of tax protester returns
Increased from nearly ?.000 to over 21,000 Set, Tan Protesters
Dollar Theory vs, the IRS, Tax Notes. August 23, 1982 p 771
See also, Orimes Y, Commiasioner, No ?44-83 (US,T.C, 2/6/84)
where Judge Fly imposed a $2,500 damage award against a tax
protester under section 6673 tot repeatedly filing frivolous
cases The judge remarked that, "this Court Ihasl continued to
be inundated With an ever increasing number of 'tax protester'
cases "In order to alleviat the problem, Congress is considering
a proposal to grant amnesty to tax cheats A similar proposal
netted Massachusetts over $40 million in back taxs See, Tex
Notes, January 30, 1 64. p 352
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system which does not rely on the expense, inconvenience
and frustration of "self-assessment,"6

(d) Stability. A final objective of tax policy is in the
ability of a particular tax to stabilize fluctuations in the
economy, either automatically through the rate structure.
or through its responsiveness to changes in government
policy. In this regard, the proportional nature of the EFTS
tax is not likely to provide inherent stability since tax
burdens will change only in direct proportion to one's
ability to pay. Yet, the present income tax is roughly
proportional (and sometimes regressive) in its actual
operation, so the lack of true progressivity in the EFTS
rate schedule is not likely to impose a disadvantage not
already encountered under the income tax

In terms of the responsiveness of the tax to changes in
government policy, the EFTS tax is likely to provide a
significant advantage over the income tax The respon-
siveness of monetary machinery to changes in govern-
ment policy is attributable to the control exercised by the
Federal Reserve Board over bank reserves. Likewise, the
EFTS tax would be used as a subtle tool of fiscal control
by vesting in the Secretary of the Treasury statutory
discretion to adjust the rale schedule uniformly across a\
predetermined range. Adjustments in response to Trea-
sury policy could be accomplished quickly with minor
editing of the EFTS collection programs, The result
would be a system providing a new opportunity to Co-
ordinate more Closely the country's fiscal and monetary
policy.

The EFTS toxI likely to pyramid In multi-party
manufacturing proceses... end to the extent
the tax becomes burdensome, it will provide an
Incentive for firms to Integrate vertically.

CONCLUSION
Since the age of Caesar, governments have strived to

create a truly simple, fair and efficient method of raising
revenue, As we move out of the industrial revolution and
into a post-industrial technological society, opportunities
for tax reform never before encountered will emerge The
proposal for an EFTS transaction tax is not an overnight
solution: it presupposes a comprehensive EFTS network,
something which will still take a number of years to
complete. During the interim, however. it seems worth-
while to begin formulating tax policy to take advantage of
these technological advancemqnts as they become avail.
able. In this regard, it is hoped that this proposal will
stimulate interest in the possibilities for tax reform in a
post-industrial America,

"Currently, over 40 percent of taxpayers require professional
assistance in tax return preparation. at a cost of over $1 billion
See. supra note 13
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